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As the world grows removed in time from the Holocaust, it becomes increasingly 
important to preserve and share the stories of those who survived its horrors. The 
contemporary Holocaust remembrance opera Eva and the Angel of Death presents the 
powerful story of Holocaust survivor Eva Mozes Kor, who, along with her twin sister 
Miriam, was subjected to sadistic medical experiments by Dr. Josef Mengele in Auschwitz. 
At the fifty-year anniversary of her liberation from the camp, Kor returned to Auschwitz 
and, to the surprise of many, announced to the world that she personally forgave the Nazis 
for what had been done to her. In the context of Holocaust remembrance, an opera like Eva 
and the Angel of Death contributes a unique ensemble of benefits, constituting an 
immersive memorial ritual that binds audiences together in a communal and aesthetic act 
of Holocaust remembrance. Eva Mozes Kor’s story is then summarized and its public 
reception explored, including the controversy surrounding her decision to forgive. Then, 
the Eva opera is analyzed in music-theoretic detail at a variety of levels—including a quasi-
Schenkerian tonal plan and in-depth analyses of two of the opera’s pivotal arias. Of special 
 vi 
note is an array of six semiotic strategies employed throughout the opera to establish 
meaningful relationships in musical material across wide temporal spans and to encode in 
music nuanced psychological experiences of trauma and memory. The selected strategies 
covered include leitmotif, associative textural fields, textural stratification and collage, 
intertextuality, musical topics, and virtual agency, which connect this modern opera to 
time-honored techniques of musical semiotics. Logistical plans for the opera’s premiere 
performances, surrounding programming, and organizational partnerships are presented—
though the original performance schedule of an April 18-19 premiere was disrupted by the 
global outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, the investigation concludes with a 
philosophical reflection on the theme of forgiveness as espoused by Eva Mozes Kor, 
suggesting that forgiveness may constitute a productive orientation for future Holocaust 
remembrance efforts as the historical events transition into cultural memory. As Eva did 
decades after her trauma, the next generation must discern a path forward to carry their 
memorial task into the future. 
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Chapter 1: Music of Holocaust Remembrance  Opera as Immersive 
Memorial Ritual 
Overview: This dissertation thoroughly examines the Holocaust remembrance 
opera Eva and the Angel of Death, with music composed by Thomas B. Yee and libretto 
written by Aiden K. Feltkamp, from various perspectives and with multiple methodologies. 
Chapter 1 surveys the history of Holocaust remembrance in American cultural memory 
and theorizes unique contributions that art and operatic musical works in particular
provide to the task of Holocaust remembrance. Chapter 2 then summarizes the story of 
Holocaust survivor and educator Eva Mozes Kor as portrayed in the opera, probing the 
context and controversies surrounding her legacy and explicating the compositional 
architecture of the opera at a broad level. In Chapter 3, six semiotic strategies for musically 
encoding thematic meanings throughout the opera are presented, illustrated by copious 
examples and scholarship; Chapter 4 rigorously analyzes two of the ope a  pivotal arias 
through the music-theoretic lenses set forth in the previous chapter. This is followed by 
Chapter 5, which de ail  plan  fo  he ope a  p od c ion, o gani a ional pa ne hips, and 
community impact (however, like many artistic performances scheduled for the year 2020, 
the original performance schedule of April 18-19 was disrupted by the global outbreak of 
the novel COVID-19 coronavirus disease, and at the time of this disserta ion s publication 
a rescheduled premiere date has not been finalized). Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the 
project by reflecting on points of potential resonance between he ope a  p ima  na a i e 
themes of memory and forgiveness, suggesting that an orientation of forgiveness, as 
modeled by Eva Mozes Kor and theorized by scholars of forgiveness, may be a productive 
stance for Holocaust remembrance activities to take as the original generation of Holocaust 
survivors passes away and the next generation inherits their memorial task. 
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1.1 Can I get a Moral Witness?  Holocaust Remembrance and Cultural Memory 
There is perhaps no historical event of the twentieth century that captures the 
cultural imagination and bears as much outsized influence as the Holocaust does today. 
Yet from the beginning it was not so; in the decade following World War II, the Holocaust 
as a genocide distinct from the war and its atrocities was not yet well understood or known 
by the name it eventually came to bear. Though broad historical facts of he dea h camp  
purpose and conditions were known documented by historians between 1961-1985 the 
i o  subjectivity, what it felt like to experience the Holocaust firsthand, had not 
reached wide public awareness. In the United States, survivors who experienced the 
Holocaust directly were reluctant to bare their relatively fresh trauma to the public eye, due 
to goals of pursuing a ne  life  in the U.S. and the initial less-than-encouraging reception 
towards survivors who shared their stories. However, in the late twentieth century, 
Holocaust survivors emerged en masse to share their stories in what Jay Winter christens 
the memory boom.  The memory boom connected dispassionate historical knowledge to 
the phenomenology of trauma, providing affect and narrative emplotment to the Holocaust 
survivo  experience. Americans thirsted to understand what it was like, what it meant 
f om he i o  pe pec i e. What caused this sea change in i o  beha io  and 
their surrounding cultural milieu? A number of preparatory factors, which shall be explored 
later, paved the way for this paradigm shift, resulting in a public receptive to he i o  
stories and finally willing to honor them and listen to what they had to say.1 
A  gge ed b  Win e  e minolog , the concept of memory is core to the 
enterprise of Holocaust survivors telling their stories. All narrative accounts of life 
stories,  i e  Nicola King, are made possible by memory; they also reconstruct memory 
 
 1. Jay Winter, Remembering War: The Great War Between Memory and History in the Twentieth 
Century (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006), 27. 
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according to certain assumptions about the way it functions and the kind of access it gives 
to the past. 2 During the memory boom, testimony of survivors was deemed invaluable as 
eyewitness links to recover the phenomenology of the Holocaust, otherwise locked in the 
inaccessible past; survivor accounts thus played a hybrid documentary and immersive role. 
Though survivors may otherwise have been reluctant to expose themselves and their stories 
to public scrutiny, they resolved to speak out from the belief that their very existence 
constituted a necessary reminder to the world that the Holocaust actually happened.3 The 
testimony of every survivor stood as a public repudiation of any claim of Holocaust denial. 
In this way, the individual Holocaust survivor wielded great power to thwart the designs 
of the Na i  no  once, b  ice. The Na i ,  i e  Jame  E. Yo ng, had in ended the 
destruction of the Jews to be total: they were to have been removed from history and 
memo . 4 During the memory boom, simply by forthrightly sharing their experience, 
i o  en ed ha  Hi le  in ended e e mina ion hi  final ol ion would fail. 
This required generating as much empathy and identification as possible, particularly with 
non-Jews in the United States; since the Holocaust was not American history, survivors 
needed to share their stories to create a context for the Holocaust in United States culture. 
The testimony of Holocaust survivors carries more than a historical or documentary 
burden, but also a great moral gravitas; Jay Winter  account of Holocaust survivors as 
mo al i ne e  is highly illuminating in this respect. A moral witness is an individual 
who testifies to experiencing acts of terrible evil and whose life has been shaped and 
defined by that reality. Mo al i ne e , i e  Win e , ca  o  collec i e memo  of 
 
 2. Nicola King, Memory, Narrative, Identity: Remembering the Self (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2000), 2. 
 3. Ma il n A mo , Meaning Making in S i o hip: Applica ion o Holoca  S i o ,  
Journal of Human Behavior in the Social Environment 20 (2010): 462. 
 4. Jame  E. Yo ng, The Te e of Memo : Holoca  Memo ial  and Meaning,  Holocaust 
and Genocide Studies 4, no. 1 (1989): 74. 
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radical evil  a  poke men for the injured and the dead, and in particular for those who 
ffe  h o gh a , poli ical ep e ion, and acial pe ec ion. 5  The act of moral 
witnessing is not an ethically neutral undertaking, a mere matter of establishing historical 
facts; he e  elling of a i o  ale i  a moral imperative, an indictment upon the 
societal forces that enabled the atrocity to occur. As moral witnesses, Holocaust survivors 
wield remarkable power, ie ed b  o he  and b  hem el e  a  he po e o  of a 
special aura derived from the authority of their experience,  emboldened to proclaim their 
stories.6 This outcome of the memory boom continues to the present day, as it will until 
the last living Holocaust survivor has passed away. In the words of Alvin H. Rosenfeld, 
the survivor now enjoys a greatly heightened public profile and carries about him an aura 
that solicits honor, respect, fascination, and no small degree of awe. 7  
In communication theory, for each rhetor (in this context, a writer or speaker) there 
must also be one or more interpreters; only after the process of reception and interpretation 
has communication occurred. So, oo, he e i  a di i ion of labo  within the Holocaust 
remembrance community between survivors, descendants of survivors, and invested 
individuals of all backgrounds; the role of non-survivors is to disseminate the stories of 
i o , ei he  a  he oic people ho [survived the atrocities committed] or as haunted 
victims of the de c ion. 8  In memory studies, there emerges a crucial distinction 
between first-pe on li ed e pe ience and c l al memo ,  hich arises from the 
polysemous reception and interpretation of that experience in the wider culture. 
Storytelling is the prime mediator of cultural memory in human society throughout history, 
 
 5. Winter, Remembering War, 239. 
 6. Alan Mintz, Popular Culture and the Shaping of Holocaust Memory in America (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2001), 13. 
 7. Al in H. Ro enfeld, The Ame icani a ion of he Holoca ,  Commentary 99, no. 6 (1995): 4. 
 8. Henry Greenspan, On Listening to Holocaust Survivors: Recounting and Life History 
(Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1998), 52. 
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allowing each individual to build on the wisdom of prior generations in dialogue with a 
cultural body of knowledge, values, attitudes, and meaning-making resources. 9  In 
Holocaust remembrance, the survivor presents his or her narrative and interpretation of that 
narrative but it ultimately falls to listeners to determine how the i o  o  ill be 
understood, memorialized, and retold. Nicola King expands: It is not only a question of 
how and what individuals remember and how they represent their memories, but also what 
might be termed a cultural struggle over the construction and meanings of memory within 
culture, the ways in which we construct the very means and possibility of remembering. 10 
While the historical facts surrounding the Holocaust period are not in great dispute, fiery 
debates over the meaning and moral lessons of the Holocaust continue to flare. As lived 
experience becomes cultural memory, the authorial voice of the survivor loses its 
controlling stake in how the story is understood. 
It is clear why study of cultural memory in Holocaust remembrance is of the utmost 
importance: only the generation of Holocaust survivors has direct access to the relevant 
lived experience. All subsequent Holocaust memorials, museums, artworks, retellings, and 
analyses enacted by individuals other than the original survivors fall in the domain of 
cultural memory. In other words, soon cultural memory will be the only means of accessing 
the Holocaust period, and the memo  boom  p i ilege of hea ing di ec l  f om living 
moral witnesses will be lost. Survivor recordings and memoirs will no doubt remain 
accessible, but they risk losing a significant measure of immediacy and liveness as viewers 
become temporally removed from the survivor generation. As the Holocaust passes into 
cultural memory, historical events and survivor testimony will become networked with a 
diverse web of other meanings, cultural interests, and moral messages. This result is 
 
 9. Aleida Assmann, Shadows of Trauma: Memory and the Politics of Postwar Identity, trans. Sara 
Clift (New York: Fordham University Press, 2016), 178. 
 10. King, Memory, Narrative, Identity, 5. 
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inevitable even desirable to bridge the cultural-historical gap to future generations and 
remain relevant. The politics of cultural memory will play out as each generation wrestles 
to connect the stories of the Holocaust to its own context. Writes Alan Mintz: engagement 
with the Holocaust is always mixed up with ulterior motives.  This is not a truth that is 
unique to the Holocaust. Any kind of altruistic or idealistic commitment,  is invariably 
a tangled knot of personal needs and larger ideals. 11 The necessity of this process does 
not equate to smoothness or ease; as shall be seen, controversies over modern 
representations of the Holocaust are frequently dramatic and divisive. As Jay Winter 
concludes on moral witnessing and cultural memory: 
 Moral witnesses speak to us from the other side of a veil. They have seen radical evil and 
  have returned to tell the tale. They embody memory of a certain kind, and remind us that 
  remembering the cruelties of the past is not a choice but a necessity. They are part of the  
  archive. They demand that we face them. Their plea for recognition, for active knowledge, 
  or acknowledgement, is at the heart of the memory boom.12 
As the center of the memory boom is the subjectivity of i o  e pe ience  of 
trauma, a multimedia approach is necessary to facilitate empathy, identification, and a deep 
personal connection o a i o  o . As shall be seen, art in various media and genres 
plays a pivotal role in constructing the memory archive of these moral witnesses. 
1.2 Theorizing Holocaust Remembrance Art 
Survivor experience and its subsequent retelling holds a clear foundational 
place in the discipline of Holocaust remembrance. Without it, there would be no historical 
bedrock to analyze, interpret, or remember. Nonetheless, the shift from lived experience to 
 
 11. Mintz, Popular Culture and the Shaping of Holocaust Memory in America, 169. 
 12. Winter, Remembering War, 271. 
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cultural memory necessitates a broader, multivalent spectrum of memorial activities and 
questions. For example, what is the proper role of aesthetics and the fine arts in Holocaust 
remembrance? What unique contributions do artistic disciplines such as literature, film, 
music, architecture, design, and the performing arts each provide to the field of Holocaust 
remembrance? The remainder of this chapter will theorize a robust account of Holocaust 
Remembrance art and its capacity to enshrine survivor stories in cultural memory. 
One barrier encountered by early survivor testimony was the limitation of a 
straightforward narrative to convey the enormity of the atrocities suffered. On the one hand, 
some survivors believed the Holocaust experience would remain forever ineffable to non-
survivors, consigning it to a hazy, proximal status in cultural memory. On the other hand, 
others in the Holocaust remembrance community have turned to media and the arts to 
expand the testimonies  meaning-making resources and bridge the phenomenological gap 
between survivors and non-survivors to a greater extent. A ,  i e  Do a Apel, 
illuminates traumatic experience through the sideways glance, allowing the viewer to 
apprehend what can only be shown indirectly, allusively and in sometimes surprising 
ways. 13 In other words, art may provide a window into psychological trauma that reaches 
beyond the limits of prosaic language to communicate. Just as survivors likely did not 
process their experience of trauma via propositional sentences in the moment, listeners are 
unlikely to connect to the phenomenological experience of he i o  ffe ing h o gh 
historical writing alone, no matter how vivid. However, the project of Holocaust 
remembrance requires subjective identification and empa h  i h he i o  unique 
experience as an individual. Cultural memory bears a dual task, preserving and recalling 
historical knowledge while also reanimating it in a fresh, non-clichéd way that engages 
 
 13. Dora Apel, Memory Effects: The Holocaust and the Art of Secondary Witnessing (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2002), 3. 
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relevant contemporary issues. Aleida Assmann excellently expresses the contribution of 
he a  in hi  ega d: The arts play an important role in this renewal to the extent that 
they make important cultural contributions to the preservation of truth through exhibitions, 
texts, and film. By developing insightful and provocative approaches to representing the 
past, artists can broaden the historical imagination. 14  The arts catalyze audience 
imagination to transcend subjective gaps unbridgeable by historical language alone. 
The arts excel at crafting meaningful, affective (and effective) aesthetic experiences 
through conventionally-encoded homologies with their intended subject matter. The 
unique specialty of the a  i  phenomenolog , o  he ha -its-like  o experience events 
as a human agent. This addresses the ineffability dilemma of Holocaust testimony, as 
eloquently articulated by Jay Winter: Can anyone get their mind around the ten million 
dead of the Great War, before turning to the six million Jews? Are we capable of 
comprehending killing on this scale? 15  Perhaps the macro-scale of he Holoca  
suffering is incomprehensible but the micro-perspective of a single life and experience is 
more easily communicated and understood. Winter acknowledges that the effort to 
understand such gargantuan, gruesome realities requires visual artists, writers, poets, 
composers, sculptors, and architects to employ all available aesthetic resources to convey 
as much as possible. Indeed, many landmarks that fueled the memory boom and moved 
Holocaust awareness from the periphery to the center of American cultural life were 
artworks (whether fine art or popular culture) especially literature, film, and architecture. 
Holocaust remembrance art thus has a powerful pedigree. 
During the memory boom, two Holoca  i o  accounts became especially 
prominent; significantly, both were written and presented in literary-artistic form. The 
 
 14. Assmann, Shadows of Trauma, 213. 
 15. Ja  Win e , The G ea  Wa  and Je i h Memo ,  European Judaism: A Journal for New 
Europe 48, no. 1 (Spring 2015): 5. 
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Diary of a Young Girl (1947; also known as The Diary of Anne Frank) was one of the 
earliest Holocaust memoirs to rise to prominence in the United States interestingly, about 
a deceased victim rather than a survivor follo ed b  Elie Wie el  memoir Night in 1960. 
Even given their early composition, The Diary was not widespread in popularity until the 
1959 American movie adaptation, and Night was not widely read until the late 1970s. Key 
o he e book  cce  is their carefully-crafted aesthetic arrangement, artistically 
selecting aspects of the survivor experience to emphasize or eliminate. Wie el  book is 
crafted in evocative, poetic language, and is arranged with Dawn and Day in a trilogy 
structure reflective of Jewish religious traditions; doubtless, Wie el  literary skill 
contributed to the lasting power of his book. Anne F ank  acco n  is unique in that it takes 
the form of a diary, adapted and excerpted from he li ing gi l  own words. The diary 
format allowed her story to transcend hi o  and c ea e a bridge of empathic connection, 
even identification, between the fate of European Jewry and ordinary American readers 
who had no ethnic or religious link to the victims and often no knowledge whatsoever of 
the event itself. 16 At the same time, the account was carefully edited to downplay Anne  
Jewish identity, references to Jewish religious practices, and her romantic-sexual musings 
as an adolescent young woman. This showcases the tradeoffs necessary in artistic 
adaptation; he dia  universal appeal was attained at the cost of individual hallmarks of 
Anne  iden i . This is neither inherently laudable nor abhorrent, but rather points to the 
difficult aesthetic decisions that are an intrinsic part of the creative process. 
Perhaps the most impactful artistic medium for Holocaust awareness in the United 
States was film and television, especially the NBC mini-series Holocaust: The Story of the 
 
 16. Mintz, Popular Culture and the Shaping of Holocaust Memory in America, 17. 
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Family Weiss (1978) and S e en Spielbe g  film Schi dle  Li  (1993).17 Dora Apel 
credits Holocaust with bringing the Holocaust in o he gene al Ame ican main eam. 18 
Survivor Eva Mozes Kor cited Holocaust as the decisive catalyst for her speaking out about 
her story. Apel also p ai e  he h ge cce  and pa iona e deba e  pa ked b  
Schi dle  Li ,19 and Alan Mintz call  he film he most significant instrument in the 
diffusion of Holocaust education. 20 Spielbe g  film, in pa ic la , stands as an indicator 
of a shift from first-person survivor accounts to stories about rescuers, sympathetic 
b ande , and ho e i led Righ eo  Among he Na ion  like O ka  Schindle . Indeed, 
one critique leveled at Schi dle  Li  is the general lack of agency of Jewish characters 
within the film even the Jewish deuteragonist Itzhak Stern. This focus on rescuers over 
survivors Min  and Ro enfeld c i i e a  a picall  Ame ican pe pec i e, risking the 
obstruction of the Holoca  agic eali  through its emphasis on redemptive potential. 
Why did film and television media hold such particular sway over the popular culture? 
According to Jay Winter, film does not instruct no  ed ca e o m ch a  i  mini e ; it 
challenge  con en ional ca ego ie  of ho gh ; i  mo e  he ie e . 21 This virtue holds 
true for other art forms as well. 
The above examples provide clear evidence of a o k  impact on Holocaust 
remembrance; another angle worthy of discussion is the degree to which artistic concerns 
shape Holocaust memorials and museums. Indeed, Holocaust memorials and many 
elements of a m e m  de ign simply are artworks, arranged and curated in aesthetically 
intentional ways. Thus, Holocaust memorials and museums illustrate most of all the 
 
 17. Al o o h  of no e a e Cla de Lan mann  doc men a  Shoah (1985), Robe o Be nigni  
La vita è bella (1997), and Alan J. Pak la  film S hie  Ch ice (1982). For space, only Holocaust and 
Schi dle  Li  are covered here. 
 18. Apel, Memory Effects, 15. 
 19. Ibid., 17. 
 20. Mintz, Popular Culture and the Shaping of Holocaust Memory in America, 34. 
 21. Winter, Remembering War, 187. 
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intersection of the arts and cultural memory. Jame  E. Yo ng i e : public memory of 
this or any historical period begins in a culture s repertoire of forms and eventually finds 
closure in the public's response to the current world in light of a monumentalized past. In 
their iconographic, architectonic, and textual organization, Holocaust memorials reflect 
particular kinds of political and cultural knowledge even as they shape the understanding 
future generations will have of this time. 22 Holocaust memorials draw on meaningful 
artistic forms at the time of their creation, which in turn communicate cultural 
understandings of the past to audiences of the future. Two examples exemplify a  impac  
in shaping the aesthetics of remembrance: the Berlin Memorial to the Murdered Jews of 
Europe and Yaffa Eliach  Tower of Faces displayed in the Washington D.C. United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum. 
On a personal note, the Berlin Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe (Figure 
1.1) pa ked he a ho  interest in Holocaust studies and creating Holocaust remembrance 
artwork while visiting the city during a jazz study abroad program. Seated in the midst of 
the bustling city, the thousands of concrete stelae of various heights, recalling graveyard 
headstones, is a striking and powerful monument to the millions of Holocaust victims. That 
the memo ial i  embedded in he hea  of Ge man  capi al ci  heigh ened, in he a ho  
interpretation eleven years ago, the intense remorse and penitence concerning the 
Holocaust often expressed by German citizens today. However, aesthetic interpretation is 
never straightforward, and differing understandings abound some quite critical of the 
German monument. The mon men ,  writes Jay Winter, a one  h o  f om he ne  
Reich ag and f om Hi le  b nke , i  na oidabl  pa  of he o  of Ge man  ebo n. 23 
In other words, the very architectural choice that indicates repentance to some 
 
 22. Yo ng, The Te e of Memo ,  63. 
 23. Winter, Remembering War, 31-32. 
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communicates recalcitrance to Winter and others, as if the Holocaust is buried in 
Germany’s past, which has now risen Phoenix-like from the ashes of anti-Semitism. In this 
reading, the ‘New Germany’ refuses adequately to bear the mea culpa of the Third Reich.  
Figure 1.1: Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe | Berlin, Germany 
For a second, less controversial example, Yaffa Eliach’s Tower of Faces (Figure 
1.2) constitutes a powerful aesthetic display in the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum, supporting its overall historical and educational narrative. Eliach compiled more 
than six thousand photographs of her hometown Ejszyszki from before the Holocaust 
began, preserving the lifestyle and culture obliterated by the Nazis in visual form. Edward 
T. Linenthal describes the town’s residents as “[dying] a double death,” deprived first of 
life and then of perpetual memory (had Eliach not excavated their photographs).24 Eliach 
arranged 1,500 photographs in a three-story vertical tower under which museum patrons 
                                               
 24. Edward T. Linenthal, “The Boundaries of Memory: The United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum,” American Quarterly 46, No. 3 (September 1994): 415. 
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must pass. Of course, there is neither time nor space for visitors to view every photograph; 
that is not the point. Rather, it is the sheer aesthetic, visual impact that communicates most 
powerfully to viewers. The tower is powerful space,  Linen hal i e , because life is 
present there, in marked contrast to the sense of death in the rest of the museum. 25 While 
a series of museum plaques could painstakingly explain what pre-Holocaust life was like, 
it could not convey the immediacy and reality of loss a  effec i el  a  Eliach  collection. 
Cindy Miller, the e hibi  p ojec  di ec o  a  he ime, believed the Tower of Faces was 
e en ial o pe onali e he o  of he Holoca  ic im , who would empathize with 
the loss of the ordinary lives depicted in Eliach  artwork. 26  Linenthal concludes: 
Photographs help visitors realize that Holocaust victims were ordinary people before they 
were Holocaust victims. They reduce the space between the living and the dead. 27 
 
 25. Ibid., 417. 
 26. Ibid., 416. 
 27. Ibid., 428-429. 
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Figure 1.2: Yaffa Eliach, Tower of Faces | United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, 
Washington, D.C. 
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As the numerous examples covered thus far demonstrate, art plays a crucial part in 
the mission of Holocaust remembrance. Art communicates phenomenological and 
psychological realities of traumatic experience where prosaic language falls short. 
Compelling works of art like Schi dle  Li  or Tower of Faces have enormous impact 
and move audiences to experience empathy towards Holocaust victims and survivors. The 
fundamental practice of memorialization through monuments and museums intrinsically 
involves artistic and aesthetic decisions often with controversial and polysemous 
implications. As Aleida Assmann evocatively expresses: Art not only is a stand-in 
portrayal of memories but,  it can also act as a social trigger for the release of blocked 
memories.  With the help of art, private recollection is becoming part of social and 
cultural memory, and the memory of individuals and the memory of the collective are 
further coming into contact with one another and finding new points of intersection. 28 
1.3 Why Holocaust Remembrance Music?  Memory, Ritual, and Immersion 
Thus the fine arts powerfully contribute to the goal of Holocaust remembrance. 
However, this investigation focuses on a Holocaust remembrance opera, raising the 
questions: why music? And why opera? Literature, film, and memorial architecture have 
played fairly informational, educational roles; the contribution of performance arts like 
theatre, dance, and music may seem more opaque. The ensuing argument positions music 
of Holocaust remembrance at the crucial intersection of memory, ritual, and immersion. 
As mentioned previously, storytelling is the primary method for passing cultural 
memory from one generation to the next. Stories, and the tradition they convey,  i e  
Henry Greenspan, are thus only truly known when they are retold. 29 When storytelling 
 
 28. Assmann, Shadows of Trauma, 184. 
 29. Greenspan, On Listening to Holocaust Survivors, 148. 
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is embedded in meaningful, communal cultural practice, the result may be e med i al,  
allowing the story to transcend boundaries of space and time. Explicating the concept of 
cultural memory, Assmann offers participation in communal rituals as key to moving from 
individual to cultural memory. 30  In the context of ritual group retellings, the lived 
experience of the individual is transfigured into a corporate identity, a sacred text, and a 
foundational metanarrative. Public memorials and monuments such as the Berlin 
Holocaust Memorial facilitate hi  i al f nc ion, [ emaking] memory in the image of 
[a comm ni ] ideals. 31 Ritual remembrance actively joins communities in solidarity 
with moral witnesses against the corrosive flow of time, standing as durable evidence 
against the forgetfulness of history and the resistance to accountability, despite the tricks 
of memory that call into question the absolute verity of testimony. 32 And in keeping the 
memory of Holocaust survivors alive, communities also breathe new life into their 
stories especially through the arts. The ritual community must discern an entry point to 
bridge its own communal interests and the story that is retold; in other words, it attempts 
the task of immersion, of representing the narrative so that he i o  o  become , 
in a non-trivial sense, their own. Thus a life  story may outlive a single lifetime: i  ma  
be that only by attempting to enter into survivors' struggle for and against words  we can 
approach what those words seek, and by themselves fail, to convey. 33  Through 
immersion, audiences closely identify with the na a i e  bjec , seeking to empathize 
with facets of the indi id al  phenomenological experience. Wi ne e  a e g ide  o an 
experience most of us never have to face,  i e  Win e , they establish not only a set 
 
 30. Assmann, Shadows of Trauma, 177. 
 31. Yo ng, The Te e of Memo ,  74. 
 32. Apel, Memory Effects, 12. 
 33. Greenspan, On Listening to Holocaust Survivors, 6. 
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of facts, but what it felt like to be marked indelibly by them.”34 Ritual, immersion, and 
memory intersect in music of Holocaust remembrance.  
To illustrate, Figure 1.3 diagrams the intersection of these three domains: 
Figure 1.3: Holocaust remembrance music: ritual, immersion, memory 
 
Ritual, immersion, and memory are respectively nested under the broader domains 
of culture, art, and history. In reverse order, history is the domain of memory and education, 
accurately preserving events of the past; the arts excel at bridging history and culture, 
catalyzing immersion in human story and empathy for the emotions and psychology of 
another; culture focuses on social values and justice in the present, building communities 
around shared rituals informed by lessons from the past. Musical performance art—
especially opera—exemplifies the intersection of these three domains, occupying a niche 
that other art genres do not fit as well, due to its embodiment, liveness, and immersiveness. 
                                               
 34. Winter, Remembering War, 241. 
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As an embodied art form like dance, opera is better-suited to staging communal ritual 
observance than a film screening, as it enacts its narrative in real space and time. As its 
drama unfolds directly before the audience, opera also bears greater liveness and 
immediacy than a museum or memorial, which create a more detached, objective air. 
Music, the signature feature of opera relative to other theatrical art forms, expertly weaves 
an aura of total immersion, conveying subjective, emotional, and psychological truths of a 
cha ac e  pe pec i e in addi ion o po a ing he na a i e  e e nal e en . Ope a  
power lies precisely in its harmonious marriage of music, text, theatrical, and visual 
components transcending each individual medium in an artwork that is at once more than 
music, more than text, more than theater. An opera like Eva and the Angel of Death situates 
listeners firmly in the psyche of its subject, inviting a community to experience 
empathetically each action, emotion, and decision of the agent as if it were their own. Art 
constitutes the bridge that melds history and culture in a provocative and compelling way. 
Holocaust remembrance opera (or, alternatively, unstaged dramatic cantata) 
possesses a pedigree of precedents including works by composers no less eminent than 
Arnold Schoenberg. Schoenbe g  A Survivor from Warsaw (Op. 46, composed 1947) is a 
can a a fo  na a o , men  cho , and o che a conveying the story of a survivor from 
the Warsaw Ghetto during the Holocaust. The scene depicts Nazi authorities rounding up 
Jews from the ghetto for transport to the death camps; a  he can a a  clima , the detainees 
sing the Sh a, the Jewish profession of faith, in unified resistance. Significantly, 
Schoenberg specified that the narrator was to be rhythmically precise, but never sing a 
pitch; in this way, Schoenberg distinguishes the narrative strata of lived experience (the 
prosaic narrator) and cultural memory, or its immersive re-enactment (the can a a  m ic, 
via chorus and orchestra). Though Schoenberg emigrated to the United States before the 
Holocaust began in earnest, another composer, the Polish Mieczyslaw Weinberg, 
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composed a Holocaust remembrance opera as a survivor of Auschwitz itself. Weinbe g  
The Passenger (composed 1986; libretto by Alexander Medvedev) adap  Zofia Po m  
novel of the same name; significantly, even as a survivor, Weinberg chose not to depict his 
own experience in the camp. Rather, the opera follows the parallel and contrasting stories 
of Liese, a Nazi guard in the Auschwitz camp, and Marta, one of its Jewish prisoners who 
i  nde  Lie e  o e igh . Focusing on the unique experiences of two individuals, The 
Passenger showcases the potential of opera to immerse audiences into the phenomenology 
of a particular perspective. For a current example of Holocaust remembrance opera other 
than Eva, 89-year-old Holocaust survivor Harry Bialor composed The Uprising of the 
Warsaw Ghetto (premiered 2019 in New York City) explores tragic and oppressive 
conditions in the Polish capital during i  occ pa ion b  Hi le  fo ce . Similarly to 
Schoenbe g  A Survivor from Warsaw, Bialo  o k foc e  on Poli h Je  e i ance 
against deportation to the death camps though he e en  in Bialo  opera are 
considerably more forceful in opposition. Though the opera ends with a message of hope 
and vision of the emerging Jewish nation of Israel, the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising itself is 
another tragic event of the Holocaust, ending with the destruction of the ghetto and the 
death of 300,000 Polish Jews. Though further examples could be brought to bear, these 
three musical works (particularly the Schoenberg) are prominent examples of Holocaust 
remembrance music that engages with various perspectives of Holocaust experience. 
One specific consideration especially illustrates the advantages of an opera like Eva 
and the Angel of Death in the project of Holocaust remembrance. Holocaust scholars have 
remarked ha  he a i  of omen  oices is striking in the contemporary discourse about 
he Holoca ,  de pi e a profusion of memoirs written by women survivors.35 There are 
 
 35. Sara R. Horowitz, Women in Holoca  Li e a e: Engende ing T a ma Memo ,  in 
Women in the Holocaust, ed. Dalia Ofer and Lenore J. Weltzman (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1998), 369. 
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doubtless societal factors influencing the preference of men  accounts as central over 
omen , including the continued male domination of the Holocaust Studies field; 36 
however, the distinction between historical fact and subjective trauma retold in cultural 
memory may suggest a path forward. Holocaust survivors create meaning in their 
narratives in three ways: 1) selective memory, or those events the survivor chooses to 
remember (and not others); 2) selection of events to tell and meaningfully convey to the 
audience; and 3) narrative emplotment, selecting a proper rhetorical strategy, structure, 
tone, and order for the selected events.37 Thus, the retelling of an indi id al  e pe ience 
as that individual chooses to remember it is an indispensable step towards authentic and 
e al ep e en a ion. W i e  Pa cale Bo : What survivors select therefore reflects their 
version of reality, filtered in part through the changing lens of trauma (that what cannot be 
told), time (bringing both aging and the possibility for reflexive distance), the 
psychological process of self-preservation, and the narrative conventions of that process. 
 In hei  ( i en o  poken) e imon , i o  econ c  ome of hei  o n 
meaning. 38 Just as omen i o  perspectives have been relatively excised through 
the silence of their untold stories, the genuine remembering of a oman  narrative as she 
chooses to arrange and present it constitutes the envoicement of her memory of trauma.  
The phenomenological dimension of memory encompassing social, emotional, 
psychological, and spiritual aspects is key to engaging in gende ed  Holoca  
remembrance. Bos p e en  a concep  of gende ed memo : Gende  pla  a ole a  i  
inflects the memory of these war experiences (women and men tend to emphasize different 
kinds of experiences in their process of remembering), and gender plays a role in how men 
 
 36. Pa cale Rachel Bo , Women and he Holoca : Anal ing Gende  Diffe ence,  in 
Experience and Expression: Women, the Nazis, and the Holocaust, eds. Elizabeth R. Baer and Myrna 
Goldenberg (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 2003), 24. 
 37. Ibid., 31. 
 38. Ibid., 31. 
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and women narrate, ho  he  i e and peak abo  hei  memo ie  of he e pe ience . 39 
Rejecting as misleading attempts to essentialize a single, generalized female i o  
experience complete with unique vulnerabilities and survival skills Bos nonetheless 
affirms that, as humans acculturated into society, Holocaust survivors are implicitly 
influenced by gender norms that shape their memory and narrative. For example, without 
claiming that women are essentially more relational than men, Bo  account of gendered 
memory explains how women socialized into traditional gender norms may selectively 
emphasize relationships aiding survival in the camps.40 In this context, common themes in 
oman i o  accounts may be explored without gender essentialist conclusions. 
Myrna Goldenberg identifies connectedness, nurturance, and caregiving as themes 
common to three omen i o  memoi  ha  did not similarly feature in prominent 
men  na a i e .41 As alluded to previously, these women may have chosen to emphasize 
strength drawn from their intra-camp relationships due to gendered values placed on 
omen  relationality. Eva and the Angel of Death foregrounds bonds between female 
friends and family members that embody each of these three factors at various points
Eva Mozes Kor with her twin sister Miriam in Auschwitz, and with her friend and fellow 
survivor Dorothy after liberation. By presenting Ko  o  consistently with how she 
chose to remember it (in memoir, interview, and documentary form), Eva engraves Ko  
unique voice, as a Holocaust survivor who is also a woman, on the cultural memory 
archive. Greater representation of the stories of women survivors, such as Kor, will greatly 
enhance our understanding of the diversity and complexity of experiences during the 
 
 39. Ibid., 33. 
 40. Ibid., 36. 
 41. Myrna Goldenbe g, Memoi  of A ch i  S i o : The B den of Gende ,  in Women in 
the Holocaust, ed. Dalia Ofer and Lenore J. Weltzman (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998), 
336. 
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Holocaust. 42 It is not enough simply to tell omen i o  o ie  o  publish their 
memoirs; a maximally immersive art form like opera affords a window into the 
phenomenological qualities that make women i o  e pe iences unique. Notable 
predecessors such as Miec la  Weinbe g  The Passenger which portrays the 
contrasting perspectives of two women, a guard and a prisoner at Auschwitz testify to 
the potential success of eali ing omen i o  experiences in artistic form. Through 
ritual participation via immersive operatic art, audiences may come to identify deeply with 
women survivors  particular experiences, challenges, and virtues. 
When listening to Holocaust survivors, there is a temptation to mistake the curated 
story for the whole story, the pithy moral lesson for he indi id al  actual life. 
Celebrating survivors  ongoing lives, we tend to ignore their ongoing deaths,  Greenspan 
reflects, adding that, conversely, focusing on survivors  ongoing deaths, we miss the 
vitality of their ongoing lives. 43 Eva and the Angel of Death tells Ko  narrative in a way 
that demonstrates that her story did not end when the concentration camps were liberated; 
by portraying the full trajectory of a life, the opera encapsulates Holocaust remembrance 
as an ongoing enterprise that brings together past, present, and future in a sweeping, 
intensely immersive undertaking. A  A mann i e : We need historians to reconstruct 
this past for us, and we need artists to put it in concrete terms. 44 As the task of Holocaust 
remembrance moves from lived experience to cultural memory, Holocaust remembrance 
art necessarily plays a vital, elevated role, reimagining and reinvigorating i o  o ie  
anew for each generation. A multidisciplinary coalition is necessary to succeed; as Alan 
Mintz eloquently concludes: 
 
 42. Dalia Ofe  and Leno e J. Wei man, In od c ion: The Role of Gende  in he Holoca ,  in 
Women in the Holocaust, ed. Dalia Ofer and Lenore J. Weltzman (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1998), 16. 
 43. Greenspan, On Listening to Holocaust Survivors, 169. 
 44. Assmann, Shadows of Trauma, 215. 
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 We live in an age in which the Great Archive of the Holocaust is being established.  
 It will encompass the testimonies of the survivors and the documents of the ghettos; the  
  museums and the memorials; the assiduous research of historians, psychologists, and  
  literary critics; the thoughts of philosophers and theologians; the artistic responses of  
  writers, painters, musicians, and liturgists; and, of course, the artifacts of popular culture. 
  Even after the broad public fascination with the Holocaust wanes, the Archive will stand, 
  and, one hopes, be augmented by future generations.45 
Though this investigation will now proceed into a deep analysis of the Eva and the 
Angel of Death opera, primarily addressing specifically musical concerns, this chap e  
discourse on the contributions of art and music to the task of Holocaust remembrance 
serves as an ever-present frame, providing a raison d être for the enterprise of music of 
Holocaust remembrance. As Holocaust awareness transitions from lived experience to 
cultural memory, the arts must play an ever-expanding part, re-presenting the stories of 
Holocaust survivors with ingeniously immersive and emotionally persuasive creativity. 
  
 
 45. Mintz, Popular Culture and the Shaping of Holocaust Memory, 186. 
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Chapter 2: Operatic Architectures  Narrative, Libretto, and 
Compositional Plan 
2.1 Choosing E a s Stor  
Eva and the Angel of Death presents the powerful story of Holocaust survivor Eva 
Mozes Kor, who, along with her twin sister Miriam, was subjected to sadistic medical 
experiments by Dr. Josef Mengele in Auschwitz.46 As identical twins, Eva and Miriam 
ca gh  Mengele  e e fo  d  and e e o n f om hei  famil  a  he A ch i  elec ion 
pla fo m. De pi e falling ill a  a e l  of Mengele  injec ion  and decla ed a  ha ing onl  
two weeks left to live, Eva redoubled her determination to survive and be reunited with her 
sister a hope fulfilled when the camp was liberated by Russian soldiers in 1945. Despite 
he in  p omi e ne e  o be epa a ed again, medical complica ion  ela ed o Jo ef 
Mengele  e pe imen a ion ook Mi iam  life in 1993. Toge he  i h o he  fac o , 
Mi iam  dea h ea akened E a  de i e o di co e  he h conce ning ha  Mengele 
had done o he  and he o he  Mengele in .  E a in e ie ed D . Han  M nch, a Na i 
doctor stationed at Auschwitz; the remorseful Münch did not know any details about 
Mengele  ac i i ie , b  in ead e ified abo  he elec ion p oce  and de ail  of he ga  
chambers. At the fifty- ea  anni e a  of A ch i  libe a ion, Ko  e ned i h 
Münch and announced to the world that she personally forgave the Nazis for what had been 
done to her. In 1995, Eva founded the CANDLES Holocaust Museum and Education 
Center in Terre Haute, Indiana, with a mission to prevent prejudice and hatred through 
Holocaust awareness. Until her death on July 4, 2019, Eva was an active speaker, 
community leader, champion of human rights, Holocaust educator, and forgiveness 
advocate. 
 
 46. Fo  Ko  f ll o , ee he  memoir Surviving the Angel of Death: the True Story of a Mengele 
Twin in Auschwitz (Indianapolis: Tanglewood Publishing, 2011) and the CANDLES Holocaust Museum 
website candlesholocaustmuseum.org. The opera is adapted with permission from these sources. 
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Choosing the story and subject matter for any opera is difficult even more so for 
a work of Holocaust remembrance art. The community of Holocaust survivors, educators, 
and de cendan  of i o  i  ib an  and ac i e, e peciall  in he a . E a  Decla a ion 
of Amnesty given at the fifty- ea  anni e a  of A ch i  libe a ion and 
subsequent forgiveness advocacy sparked controversy in the Holocaust awareness 
community, many of whom vocally disagreed with her decision. Though Eva specifically 
spoke only as an individual and was clear that her forgiveness did not preclude the 
administration of justice and future genocide prevention, many other Holocaust survivors 
and ed ca o  c i i ed E a  app oach a  mi g ided. In ackno ledgemen  of hi  eali , 
Eva and the Angel of Death po a  E a  o  a  one pa ic la  i o  A ch i  
experience and its long-term aftermath as a unique perspective worth preserving, especially 
as the Holocaust grows temporally distant. Thus, her experience is portrayed in the opera 
as descriptive rather than prescriptive. For a contrasting Holocaust remembrance artwork 
featuring an Auschwitz victim who considers but ultimately rejects forgiveness, 
Miec la  Weinbe g  The Passenger is an essential recommendation, ending with 
Ma a  resolute o d : If one da  o  oice  ho ld . . . fall ilen , hen e a e all 
extinguished. I hea  o : Do no  fo gi e hem, ne e  e e .  . . . I swear, I swear I will 
ne e , I ill ne e  fo ge  o .  The telling of one i o  o  m  no  be con ed 
as a silencing of o he  stories; even as Eva and the Angel of Death celebrates E a  
decision, the Holocaust remembrance community must alida e all i o  responses. 
2.2 Crafting the Libretto 
In October 2018, the composer posted an international call through librettist 
networking websites, social media groups, and mailing li  o elec  a i e  fo  he ope a  
libretto. To motivate competitive submissions, a sizable cash commission was offered, and 
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the call highly encouraged previous experience writing on a Holocaust or World War II 
period subject matter. The call received more than thirty submissions from professional or 
graduate student applicants in a variety of career stages; out of these, New York-based 
lib e i  Aiden K. Fel kamp  po folio e ona ed mo  ongl  i h Eva and the Angel of 
Death project. Aiden  one-act opera Silver and Stars e plo e  he p o agoni  Cal  Je i h 
identity upon discovering that his father was a Holocaust survivor, with flashbacks to his 
fa he  e pe ience; Aiden  f ll-length opera Ghost Variations highlights issues 
surrounding mental illness through the story of Robert and Clara Schumann, bearing 
imila i ie  o E a  po -traumatic experience in the aftermath of Auschwitz. In addition 
o hi  ele an  i ing e pe ience, Aiden  i ing le ood o  fo  i  conci ion
delivering nuanced emotional and narrative content in few words and vivid poetic 
imagery portraying psychological reality. Aiden was thus the ideal librettist for the project. 
The collaborative creative process with Aiden from January to June 2019 was as 
obstacle-free and artistically satisfying as a composer could hope for. Aiden delivered 
libretto drafts in a timely manner and was receptive to necessary adjustments for narrative 
or musical reasons. For example, when the opera project was denied permission to include 
Rina Ko , E a Mo e  Ko  da gh e , Aiden e o ked he lib e o i h a c ea i e and 
elegant solution that required little change to the music already composed for those scenes. 
The ope a  lib e o i  ema kabl  conci e and den e, panning a mode  twenty-four 
pages; its arias reveal special poetic economy, often consisting of one or two stanzas for a 
three-to-five-minute aria. Eva is structured in two acts; the first takes place in 1944-1945 
in Auschwitz, and the second in 1993-1995 visits Munich, Germany; Terre Haute, Indiana; 
and returns in the finale to Auschwitz. Act I follows themes of separation and survival, 
acing E a  and Mi iam  a c f om he elec ion pla fo m o e en al libe a ion f om 
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Auschwitz, while Act II explores the long-term psychological impac  of E a  e pe ience. 
Below is the synopsis of Eva and the Angel of Death, provided by the librettist: 
Act I, June 1944  January 1945 
 Scene 1: Eva, Miriam, and Jaffa Mozes try to stay together on the arrival ramp at the 
 Auschwitz death camp as the SS officers direct the new prisoners to the left and right. Dr. Josef 
 Mengele, ho  o e eeing he ne  a i al , iden ifie  E a and Mi iam a  iden ical in  and ha  
 the SS Officer separate them from Jaffa. 
 Scene 2: Eva and Miriam settle in o he in  ba ack , he e he  find dead child en in 
 their showers. When Miriam wonders what has become of their family, and what will become of 
 hem, E a p omi e  he  ha  he ll ge  o  ali e and oge he . 
 Scene 3: Six months later, Eva and Miriam go h o gh he dail  o e of Mengele  
 experiments. He waxes poetic on the future of the human race as he and the SS Officer carry on 
 their research. 
 Scene 4: When E a ge  ick f om hi  o nd of e pe imen , he  en  o die in he 
 infirmary. The SS Officer refuses even to feed Eva. Eva renews her determination to survive and be 
 reunited with her sister Miriam. 
 Scene 5: Sepa a ed f om E a, Mi iam belie e  ha  he ll bo h die. B  E a i e  and 
 is reunited with Miriam as the Soviet Red Army soldiers liberate the camp. The sisters promise 
 never to be separate again. 
Act II, 1993  January 1995 
 Scene 1: Eva, emotionall  lo  af e  Mi iam  dea h, e n  o Ge man  o peak i h D . 
 Han  M nch, a fo me  A ch i  doc o , in an a emp  o lea n mo e abo  Mengele  e pe imen . 
 While on the flight, she experiences a panic attack and imagines that Mengele is on the plane with 
 her. 
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 Scene 2: Eva is calmer as she interviews Dr. Münch, who is truly repentant for his part in 
 the Holocaust. Moved by his regret, Eva contemplates giving Dr. Münch the gift of her forgiveness. 
 She tells her friend, Dorothy, of this plan and the woman disagrees, explaining that the other 
 i o  ill be p e  b  E a  fo gi ene  o a Na i doc o . 
 Scene 3: Eva decides to forgive Dr. Münch, but then realizes that in order to be truly free, 
 she also needs to forgive Dr. Mengele. Eva confronts Mengele in her mind, accusing him of his 
 crimes before finally forgiving him for what he did to her and her family. 
 Scene 4: A year later, Eva and Dr. Münch return to Auschwitz for the 50th anniversary of 
 he camp  libe a ion. The e, he ead  he  Declaration of Amnesty, reiterating her decision to 
 forgive, and hopes for a brighter future with no more Auschwitzes. 
2.3 Compositional Process and Structure 
The process of composing an opera is confounding to many, owing to the sheer size 
and complexity of the genre. How is a composer to maintain a sense of unity, 
proportionality, and coherent form throughout a dramatic work lasting an hour or more in 
duration? Specific strategies to achieve this will be explored in Chapter 3, but intentionality 
of craft and formal plan begins at the earliest level of conceptualizing the work. As has 
been pical of hi  a ho  compo i ion  f om he pa  decade, a em of pre-
compositional graphical sketches, completed prior to putting a single note to score, 
constitutes a compositional blueprint for the entire opera (Figure 2.1). These sketches 
include graphical notation aligned to a corresponding timeline marked by minute and scene 
(vocal cast above, orchestra below) approximating pitch, major gestures, register, rhythmic 
activity, instrumentation, textural layers, and contour of the vocal/melodic line, with a text 
layer indicating corresponding leitmotifs, intertextual references, and recurring textures. 
The iking ad an age of hi  app oach i  he abili  o c af  he en i e  of a piece  fo mal 
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and gestural landscape from the outset of composing the piece, without becoming 
prematurely embroiled in the musical details even for a work as gargantuan as an opera. 
S ch an app oach ill no  ne gi e i h e e  compo e  p oce , b  fo  he a ho , hi  
pre-compositional strategy is the indispensable foundation upon which Eva and the Angel 
of Death is constructed. 






Figure 2.1 (continued) 
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Figure 2.1 (continued)  
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As the libretto is carefully-crafted in its architectonic design, so too is the ope a  
musical plan. The libretto divides into two closely parallel acts, separated by a time lapse 
of fifty years. Multiple thematic and textual connections invite audiences to relate dramatic 
and musical events in Act II back to Act I, corresponding to he o  o e a ching heme 
of memory.47 Both acts begin with scenes that create a dark, despondent mood, utilizing 
nea l  iden ical m ic fo  he elec ion pla fo m in A ch i  and E a  po -traumatic 
flashback experience of the same scene; both then fo eg o nd E a  pe pec i e h o gh 
an aria that establishes the dramatic question for the remainder of the act.48 The third scene 
of both acts features Josef Mengele in confrontation with Eva in an important way, 
follo ed b  E a  i al o  i mph o e  Mengele  de ign . Finall , bo h ac  end i h 
a positively-valenced turn in response to the dramatic question of each act Eva and 
Miriam succeed in leaving Auschwitz together in Act I,49 and in Act II Eva forges a path 
to freedom and flourishing after Auschwitz through her choice to forgive. In Act I, euphony 
i  achie ed h o gh E a  and Mi iam  e l an  d e ; in Ac  II, he i e  bond i  
e panded o a io i h Han  M nch and Mi iam  po h mo , app o ing pi i . 
One looming analytical concept conce ning a o k  fo m and onal plan i  deep 
c e. The e m deep c e,  follo ing Hein ich Schenke  ell-known theories, 
may raise associations of meticulous graph reductions, tonal patterns repeated at multiple 
structural levels, and a relatively formulaic approach to formal analysis of tonal music. 
While Schenke  anal ical app oach doe  no  f nc ion ell in applica ion o m ic 
written outside of the common-practice period, a number of tantalizing lessons about 
formal structure may be adapted by the analytically-minded composer: 1) the importance 
 
 47. See Chapter 3 for a detailed exploration of strategies that facilitate these structural 
connections. 
 48. See Chapter 4 for detailed analysis of this pair of arias. 
 49. However, the parallelism is ironicall  nde c  a  he end of Ac  I, a  ne  of Mi iam  dea h 
nullifies he i e  p omi e ne e  again o be epa a e. 
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of continuity of harmonic relationships across a large-scale musical work, 2) the echoing 
of large-scale tonal and motivic patterns in more local moments, and 3) the attention to 
voice-leading and e ol ion of alien  pi che  p ojec ed ac o  a piece  fo mal plan. Eva 
doe  no  follo  a adi ional backg o nd in Schenke  en e, b  i  majo  ha monic a ea  
can be traced in a coherent pattern. Tonal centricity on A whatever its chordal quality
is central to the opera, which begins and ends centered on A. The opening invocation 
presents a tonality based on A, though with ambiguous major or minor valence; this 
material returns at the end of Act I as a bookend for the first act, so a clear A Minor or 
Majo  onali  a  a b oad fo mal le el doe  no  appea  in Ac  I. E a  climac ic 
confrontation with Mengele in Act II, Scene 3 is in a chaotically chromatic, Phrygian-
inflected A Minor, which is transformed into the final key area of the opera in its coda
as a resounding A Major. Just as the central A Minor is redeemed into its parallel A Major 
over the span of the opera, on a smaller level the D Minor of the selection platform and 
Mi iam  a ia become  he D Majo  of E a  Ac  I, Scene 2 and Ac  II, Scene 3 arias; 
additionally, the ephemeral E-flat Minor of Act II, Scene 1 transforms into E-flat Major on 
he final cho d of Han  M nch  a ia, emini cen  of a Pica d  hi d.  
The ope a  o he  he mene ic ke  i  he p e alence of median  onal ela ion hip , 
patterned at both small- and large- cale le el . Whe ea  Schenke  heo  fa o  onal 
relationships of rising or falling fifths, Eva consistently leans on mediant key relationships, 
with a result more akin with Johannes Brahms than Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The A 
centricity of the opening becomes C- ha p Mino  in E a  Ac  I, Scene 4 a ia though 
only after being prolonged by plagal key neighbors D Minor in Scenes 1 and 3 and D Major 
in Scene 2. D Major in turn transmutes into F Major by the end of the aria, prolonged by 
its relative key D Minor before returning to F Major in the Act I, Scene 5 duet. Finally, F 
Major returns to an ambiguous A tonality, completing an octave orbit of mediant-related 
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key centers. Act II begins on the maximally-distant key of E-flat Minor, which overlaps 
and conflicts with the A tonality in Act II, Scene 3 and is echoed in the tritone-based tonal 
relationships within Eva’s Act II, Scene 1 aria. The E-flat Minor passage features mediant 
relationships on a lower structural level, consisting of tri-polar mediants of E-flat minor, B 
minor, and G minor chords. The shift from Dorothy’s D-flat (Major/Minor ambiguous) 
conclusion of her Act II, Scene 2 aria to the A Minor in Act II, Scene 3 is also a mediant 
relationship. Finally, a pair of prominent mediant key motions concludes the opera: first, 
the D Major of Eva’s Act II, Scene 3 aria shifts to the B-flat Major of the Act II, Scene 4 
trio, and the final fanfare’s initial F Major moves to A Major for its second half and the 
triumphal conclusion of the opera. This tonal plan is summarized here:  
Table 2.1: Tonal landmarks and harmonic plan for Eva and the Angel of Death 
 
A final architectural strategy appropriated from Schenker is long-term voice 
leading implications and resolution across the span of a piece. Assuming the above account 
that the central tonal center of the opera is A, a significant voice-leading projection occurs 
when examining Eva’s melodic part in greater detail. Eva’s Act II, Scene 1 aria, “How Can 
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I Go on without Miriam?  end  on a G-sharp-3, stretching the lower boundary of a mezzo-
op ano  ange; hi  pi ch i  he lo e  hea d f om E a in he en i e ope a. The lo  
clima  G-sharp is registrally transferred two octaves higher, climaxing on G-sharp-5 for 
the setting of E a  de pe a e line E e  da , I am p e  o i  ic  g a p.  Af e  he ime 
lapse, the mature Eva establishes the dramatic power of her voice with these extremes of 
range; through the design of the aria, the importance of G-sharp is both salient and 
significan  in i  impac  on li ene . E a  highe  pi ch in he ope a i  A5, a half-step 
above the highest note of the Act II, Scene I aria. This high A is heard twice in the end of 
he ope a: fi , hen E a decla e  I fo gi e o  in he clima  of he  Act II, Scene 3 aria, 
and hen in he final line of he ope a, Toge he  e ill fo ge ano he  nli  da .  Bo h 
lines bear heightened dramatic and thematic significance in their respective scenes, thus 
mo i a ing he clima e  in E a  ocal melod . To appl  Schenke  oice-leading 
insight if he ope a  de ined final ke  i  A Majo , he G- ha p a  E a  lo e  d ama ic 
and melodic state functions as a conventional leading tone to A. That leading tone twice 
eache  i  f lfillmen  in he high clima  of E a s range, suggesting that her darkest 
emotional point has spurred her euphoric epiphany and transformation into a flourishing 
life. 
Having surveyed the broad architecture of the narrative, libretto, and compositional 
plan of Eva and the Angel of Death, the following chapter transitions into a detailed 
analysis of semiotic strategies used throughout the opera to construct meaning. As in 
Schenke  anal e , ma k  of imila l  in en ional compo i ional c af  pe mea e m l iple 
analytical levels, traced through interwoven threads in a semiotically rich tapestry. 
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Chapter 3: Music, Meaning, and Memory  Six Semiotic Strategies 
From its conception, Eva and the Angel of Death is an opera immersed in processes 
of meaning-making. The operatic medium is rich in resources for meaningful 
interpretation, whether via specifically musical means or through the intersection of 
theatrical, dramatic, literary, and musical domains. As a Holocaust remembrance artwork, 
Eva hermeneutically primes its audience to probe the musical surface for thematic 
significance apropos to the gravitas of its historical context and the intricate structure and 
construction of the work does not disappoint. The opera utilizes deliberately-stratified 
semiotic layers that supply both clarity and depth of meaning for listeners of varying 
degrees of musical literacy. Perhaps musical meaning also informs the literary 
interpretation of the libretto, which in turn inflects understanding of dramatic gestures
and so the semiotic spiral unfolds as a multimodal conduit, drawing forth polysemous 
meanings. This chapter, con i ing he p ojec  mo  b an i e anal ical componen , 
presents and explores six semiotic strategies employed in Eva and the Angel of Death to 
create and communicate musical meaning. Some strategies are familiar, featured in 
repertoire throughout much of music history; others are much more individual or recent in 
development, constituting a robust contribution to the construction and analysis of musical 
meaning. 
3.1 Leitmotif 
Leitmotif constitutes the best-known meaning-making strategy in the operatic 
tradition since it was theorized by Richard Wagner (with numerous historical 
predecessors). Arnold Whittall describes leitmotif as a clearly-defined musical idea that 
ma  ignif  a pe on, objec , place, idea, a e of mind, pe na al fo ce o  any other 
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ing edien  in a d ama ic o k. 50 Clearly, leitmotif is a technique known for its semiotic 
versatility, coordinating with listener memory and salient features of the dramatic context 
to attach to a wide range of potential signifieds. The leitmotif grew out of the reminiscence 
motif in early operas by Méhul, Cherubini, and Spohr, which functioned to cause audiences 
to recall an earlier scene.51 In Wagne  compo i ional age, lei mo if  e ed o p o ide 
structure to his operas, otherwise known for their so-called endless melody this sense of 
structure is especially necessary in the sprawling four-part cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen. 
Wagne  infl ence ha  haped he d  of ope a ing lei mo if e e  ince, in ope a  
anging f om Gi eppe Ve di  Aida o Richa d S a  Salome and Alban Be g  
Wozzeck.52 Writes Matthew Bribitzer-S ll, i  ha d o imagine an  We e n m ic-
dramatic genre of the last 130 years  be it film, musical theater, programme [sic] 
symphony, or opera  ha  ha n  fel  he long shadow of Richard Wagner in one way or 
ano he . 53  The anal ical emp a ion ha  been o ca alog e an ope a  lei mo if  in 
appendices and tables, which may misleadingly detract from the developmental, 
progressive nature of leitmotivic meaning. Bribritzer-Stull describes the process of 
acc m la i e a ocia ion,  in hich each occ ence o  modifica ion of a lei mo if add  
new perspectives that inflect the original presentation in hindsight. 54  Even Roger 
Scruton typically a skeptical ineffabilist regarding questions of musical meaning
i e : The e lei mo if earns its meaning, from the dramatic contexts in which it 
 
 50. A nold Whi all, Lei mo if,  Grove Music Online (2001). https://doi-
org.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.16360, accessed March 8, 2020. 
 51. Ibid. 
 52. Ibid. 
 53. Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, Understanding the Leitmotif: From Wagner to Hollywood Film 
Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 1. 
 54. Ibid., 4. 
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appea . 55 The leitmotifs in Eva must doubly earn the attention they are due by listeners
first musically, and also narratively. 
To facili a e a al alience, he ope a  lei mo if  a e all  hea d in he ocal pa  
or foregrounded instrumental melodies.56 A melodic mo i e  a  and ignificance a  a 
leitmotif is not initially apparent; only on hearing subsequent occurrences may a listener 
discern a leitmotivic connection between two melodic motives. Recognition of a leitmotif 
functions squarely in the domain of memory thus, the technique is ideally suited for an 
ope a i h memo  a  i  nif ing heme. A  in Wagne  ope a  and o ks of many other 
composers employing the technique, leitmotifs are not repeated verbatim nor set the same 
text on every occurrence, but rather are dynamic, amorphous entities, manipulated and 
transformed in a process of compositional and semiotic play. This makes possible the 
generation of fresh, complex meanings through marked leitmotivic relationships and 
evolution. Table 3.1 categorizes leitmotifs present in Eva and the Angel of Death. 
 
 55. Roger Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), 137. 
 56. A recurring musical component that is backgrounded or primarily presented as an instrumental 
e e i  he e efe ed o a  an a ocia i e e al field,  o be e plo ed in ec ion 3.2. 
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Table 3.1: Complete list and occurrences of leitmotifs in Eva and the Angel of Death 
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Figure 3.1: Annotated score excerpts of leitmotifs in Eva and the Angel of Death 




























L.1 first occurs in Act I, Scene 1 (henceforth I.1, with similar format for other 
scenes), when Miriam observes the glaringly bright skies upon arriving in Auschwitz, 
gge i e of he ac i i ie  of he camp  infamo  c ema o i m  ( The k  i  o b igh .  
I  i  on fi e? ). In E a  I.2 a ia, The Smoke C l  in o he Sk ,  the melody setting the 
e  I ee he flame  is intervallically identical o ha  of I  i  on fi e?.  Thus, musical 
and textual similarities jointly link thi  e ance in li ene  pe cep ion o Mi iam  f om 
he p e io  cene, gge ing ha  E a i  eflec ing on Mi iam  fea  e p e ed pon 
a i ing he camp and a  I.2  beginning. Mi iam  I.5 a ia, The Whole Wo ld i  on Fi e,  
opens with a phrase derived entirely from her earlier L.1; though now greatly embellished, 
he c al one  of he ph a e  e ing The hole o ld i  on fi e  and E a ha  no  
e ned  a e iden ical o he o iginal p e en a ion of L.1. Componen  1) and 2), he 
descending mino  econd and i ing pe fec  fo h, m icall  c e  he ph a e b  
I m al ead  dead ; in he final line and I m al ead  dead,  he pianto falling second has 
been hema i ed i ho  he a cending fo h, gge ing Mi iam  ead  e igna ion o 
de pai . L.1 doe  no  appea  again n il II.2 in Han  M nch  a ia, A ch i  i  he 
Nigh ma e,  he e a a ia ion e  he e  I  i i  e e  nigh   i h i  moke and 
ench.  Thi  appea ance fea e  an in e ion of L.1  i ing in e al, o all he intervals 
in this occurrence are descending. A  in Mi iam  a ia, he con ec i e de cen  nde co e 
M nch  ha n ed pa ho , p epa ing he follo ing line I can ne e  e cape.  Redemp ion i  
gained in he finale cene  io, a  E a and Mi iam p oclaim he flame  a e enched  
he moke ha  clea ed,  in a o al e e al of L.1  ea lie  li e a  connec ion  i h fire and 
smoke. The key modification is the final destination of the melody, which is a half-step 
higher than the original L.1. This subtle development musically encodes the dramatic arc 
of the whole opera a  E a find  clo e in accep ing Mi iam  dea h through forgiveness, 
she proceeds a step beyond the cycle in which she had been trapped; accordingly, the 
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reversal of L.1 is achieved through ending a half-step higher than the original pitch and 
recontextualizing the leitmotif in B-flat major instead of D minor. This minor second ascent 
also inverts and redeems the pianto de cen  ha  finali ed Mi iam  ea lie  de pai  in I.5. 
Similar to L.1, L.2 is featured prominently in the opening scene, associated with 
Jaffa  a emp  o ea e he  da gh e  a  he famil  a i e  in he camp ( J  hold on o 
me.  Hold on o me. ). The lei mo if eache  i  comple e p e en a ion in Jaffa  climac ic 
ail Ne e  le  go! , as shown in Figure 3.1. Eva hollowly repeats L.2 at the end of I.1, 
shaken from being forcibly torn from her desperate mother; the reverberations of this 
traumatic moment are palpable whenever L.2 recurs throughout the opera, signifying loss. 
Fo  e ample, in I.2, L.2 fo m  he ba i  fo  Mi iam  na e, i onic e : The  didn  
bring Mama back. | When ill e ee he ? . In n, E a an fo m  L.2 now utilizing a 
major third rather than a minor third in o a ea ing l llab  ( I don  kno .  Ge  ome 
leep. ), ac ing a  a pilla  of eng h fo  bo h i e . When he i e  a e epa a ed b  
Mengele, E a  I.4 a ia The  Don  Feed he Li ing Dead  c lmina e  in he  de e mined 
I m  a  ali e  on he o iginal L.2 pi che  ng b  he  mo he  in he opening cene; 
E a ha  in e nali ed he  mo he  pplica ion o hold on o Mi iam a  a olemn d  o 
en e hei  i al. Thi  de elopmen  a  fo e hado ed i h L.2 in E a  1.2 a ia, 
e ing he o d  I p omi e I ill ne e  le  go,  and echoed e en af e  Mi iam  dea h in 
II.1 a  E a in i  o Do o h  I m no  af aid.  The fo ce of de e mina ion hat kept Eva 
ali e in A ch i  i  no  an m ed in o a e  fo  he h behind Mi iam  dea h in 
he belief ha  he i  ca ing o  hei  mo he  la  i h.  
In he final appea ance of L.2, Jaffa  c eam Ne e  le  go  become  Do o h  
i mphan  I ill ne e  fo gi e hem. I ill ne e  fo gi e him  a  he clima  of he  a ia 
Fo  oo Long.  Af e a d , Do o h  depa  he ope a en i el , and L.2 i  ne e  hea d 
again. Wha  ela ion doe  Do o h  deci ion ha e o Jaffa  de pe a ion? In E a  
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perspec i e, he e o  of Jaffa  c  had become he  o ce of n hakable eng h in 
A ch i , hich became di o ed and pa hological af e  Mi iam  dea h she had failed, 
fif  ea  af e  he fac , o p o ec  Mi iam f om D . Mengele  de ign . The ne e  le  go  
of filial e pon ibili  became E a  ne e  le [ ing] go  of he a ma  of A ch i  and 
lo  of Mi iam, c lmina ing in he an ie  a ack, fla hback, and a ia of II.1; Do o h  
decision not to forgive, if taken up by Eva in her precarious state, would cause Eva to relive 
continuously the moment her mother was taken from her. Put another way, the positively-
valanced holding onto Miriam had become a dysfunctional holding onto the experience of 
Auschwitz itself, and never forgiving or letting go manife ed in E a  p che a  na gh  
but self-blame and post- a ma ic e . Con a  o Jaffa  o d  fif  ea  p io , in one 
sense Eva must let Miriam go after her death in order to restore a modicum of well-being. 
Throughout the opera, a rubato, expressive flute melody recurs, usually paired with 
the T.157 Memo  e e (e plo ed in 3.2). The opening of hi  melod  a  an c ibed 
from a recording of an improvised Hebrew prayer chant of the sacred text Sh a Yi ael 
( Hea , O I ael ) and ha  been p e iously used in the Holocaust remembrance pieces 
Kristallnacht (2012, rev. 2015) and Righteous Among the Nations: The Story of Ho Feng-
Shan (2017), composed by Thomas B. Yee. These pieces and Eva and the Angel of Death 
hearken to an intertextual tradition of referencing the Sh a, the Jewish profession of faith, 
as a musical-textual icon of the Jewish people one prominent predecessor is Arnold 
Schoenbe g  Holocaust remembrance cantata A Survivor from Warsaw, which climaxes 
with the Jewish detainees singing the Sh a in unified resistance. After its initial 
presentation in present-da  E a  e o pec i e p olog e, he Sh a flute appears 
p ominen l  in Mi iam  I.5 a ia, The Whole Wo ld i  on Fi e,  mi o ing Mi iam  
nmi iga ed de pai  a  E a  p e med death. The Sh a motive is abstracted to a greater 
 
 57. i.e. Te e 1 , efe ing o he a onom  of a ocia i e e al field  li ed in ec ion 3.2. 
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degree than other leitmotifs in the opera, recognizable by stylistic traits like chant-like 
rubato, expressive melisma, and quasi-modal scalar content, as shown in Figure 3.2. For 
example, in Dr. M nch  II.2 a ia, A ch i  i  he Nigh ma e,  M nch channel  he 
chant-like style of the Sh a flute as he expresses the depth of his remorse for all the lives 
he a  nable o a e ( I ied o a e a  man  a  I co ld ). The nif ing na a i e 
connection is remembrance of or reflection upon the deaths (or impending death) 
experienced by millions of Jewish individuals (and other victimized demographics) in the 
Holoca . In he ope a  finale, he Sh a-style flute is joined by solo cello to introduce 
Eva  Decla a ion of Amne , in hich Holoca  ic im  a e emembe ed i h g ief-
inflected hope, rather than overpowering despair or remorse. 
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Figure 3.2: References to the Sh a melody, abstracted as chant-like style 
Act I, Scene 1 
 
Act I, Scene 5 
Act II, Scene 1 
Act II, Scene 2 
Act II, Scene 3 
Act II, Scene 4 
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The ope a  final, climac ic lei mo if i  no  in od ced n il mid a  h o gh he 
second act in II.2. In one of the ope a  fo  o che al in e l de  (co n ing he E ac e), 
i led Whe he  o Fo gi e? , a con empla i e, e pan i e ha monic e e ( ee ec ion 
3.2) reminiscent of the style of Aaron Copland emerges following the despair-filled grit of 
Han  M nch  aria. Over a layer of tremolo string harmonics, a broad, noble trombone solo 
melody rises in an ascending minor seventh, featuring an expressive portamento into its 
upper destination pitch. After commentary from the woodwinds and horn, the trumpet takes 
the melody from the trombone in a register an octave higher, this time opening with a 
striking ascending major ninth interval, before like the trombone gradually meandering 
to a resting point on a lower pitch. This occurrence foreshadows he L.7 Toge he  
leitmotif, which is prominently featured later in the opera. That the melody is first 
introduced in instrumental form lends it an aura of hazy uncertainty listeners may know 
that the striking, foregrounded motives are significant, but be unable to connect them to 
any previous material in the opera. The attentive audience member need not wait long for 
clarification in he b e en  II.2 dialog e be een E a and Do o h , E a ing  I can 
e end fo gi ene  i h a melod  ha  i e  b  o con ec i e pe fec  fourths, spanning 
a minor seventh overall. Here, it is still ambiguous whether a new leitmotif related to the 
earlier brass solo melodies is established; because L.7 has been modified with an 
interpolated pitch, an exact repetition is evaded, even though the characteristic interval 
remains the same. The meaning of the leitmotif comes into focus gradually, mirroring 
E a  de eloping e ol ion o choo e fo gi ene . Onl  in II.3 doe  L.7  lei mo i ic 
identity become clear. As Eva confronts Dr. Mengele, she a e  I fo gi e o , Doc o  
Mengele  o ime , each spanning a wider ascending interval. Then, E a  a ia I Ha e 
he Po e  o Fo gi e  elabo a e  he  epiphan  in ega d  o fo gi ene , clima ing in a 
final decla a ion of I fo gi e o .  Thi  ime, he soaring interval is an ascending minor 
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seventh the same earlier introduced by the trombone in II.2. In II.4, after the interlude 
Fo gi ene  Fanfa e,  E a, M nch, and he pi i  of Mi iam join l  ing he final line  of 
he ope a, Toge he  e ill keep the darkness at bay. | Together we will forge another 
nli  da ,  e  o he f ll -manifested melody that the earlier trombone, trumpet, and L.7 
occurrences merely foreshadowed. The identity of L.7, then, is progressive rather than 
establishing a concrete association on its first hearing and then expanding that meaning 
through subsequent development, the audience does not understand what the melody 
signifies until its last two occurrences. This technique produces emergent meaning, 
wherein the semiotic significance of each instance of L.7 points ever forward, instead of 
echoing ea lie  memo . Th , eme gen  meaning i  ideall  i ed o cha ac e i e E a  
future-oriented stance of forgiveness. 
3.2 Associative Textural Fields 
What formal qualities ground listener recognition of music as returning to earlier-
introduced material? What degree of variation or development is tolerable for two passages 
o be con ide ed he ame ? Ubi i o  m ical ecogni ion of e ning ma e ial, a  in 
recapitulation, are treacherous to define with precision. Even in common-practice music, a 
theme may recapitulate in a different key (as in secondary themes); it may be extended, 
truncated, embellished (e.g. da capo aria form), reharmonized, or re-orchestrated. Yet 
listeners familia  i h he We e n conce  m ic adi ion eadil  ecogni e an a i al  of 
previously-heard material, despite such changes. A key concept here is isotopy, described 
b  Ee o Ta a i a  [a] e  of eman ic ca ego ie  ho e ed ndanc  g a an ee  he 
coherence of a sign-comple  and make  po ible he nifo m eading of an  e . 58 Put 
 
 58. Eero Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana Unviersity Press, 1994), 
glossary. 
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another way, whenever musical parameters (or combinations thereof) recur, an attentive 
li ene  pe cep ion flag  hi  ec ence a  alien  o he de ign and nde anding of he 
text, drawing meaningful relationships across time and articulating the structure of a piece. 
Tarasti borrows isotopy from Algirdas Julien Greimas, who in turn borrowed the concept 
from physics. 59  In a musical work, virtually any recurrent parameter can ground 
recognition of an isotopy: Tarasti lists as possibilities deep structure, melodic themes, 
historical genre and style, texture, and formal arrangement. 60  Significantly, once 
established, multiple isotopies can manifest either simultaneously or overlapping, 
interacting with one another in relationships of competition, complementarity, or 
dominance h , i o op  m  no  be nde ood a  a me el  fo mal ec ion  of a piece, 
but rather relating foremost to listener perception and memory.61 Tarasti provides the 
e ample of Bee ho en  Symphony No. 5, Mvmt. I, which presents a unique timbral isotopy 
fo  each heme, f nc ioning a  a m ical land cape in hich he heme-actant moves and 
ac . 62 For its flexibility and applicability to listener perception, isotopy is one of the most 
f i f l emio ic ool  in he anal  a enal.63 
Whe ea  Ta a i  age of i o op  i  fo mal-analytical in nature, the Eva opera 
adap  he concep  fo  g ea e  comm nica i e p po e . A  i h lei mo if  e of common 
melodic contour and rhythmic profile to link discrete passages in listener memory, similar 
orchestral texture, meter, prominent rhythms, harmonic progression, extended techniques, 
and in men a ion c e  meaningf l ela ion hip  be een ec ion . The e m a ocia i e 
e al field  be e  cap e  he connec ion  o li ene  memo , emiotic interpretation, 
and a ide a ie  of m ical pa ame e  han i o op .  A  a concep  foc ing on 
 
 59. Ibid., 6. 
 60. Ibid., glossary. 
 61. Ibid., 6. 
 62. Ibid., 10. 
 63. Ibid., 7. 
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instrumental accompaniment over text and vocal melody, associative textural fields 
e emble Wagne  concep  of Orchestermelodie a musical strata distinct from the more 
foregrounded vocal leitmotifs. That orchestral textures are typically backgrounded does 
not detract from the hefty semiotic burden they carry, however. Rather, associative textural 
fields comprise the musical environment within which vocal or melodic agents act, 
p o iding con e  and in e p e i e inflec ion o he fo eg o nd  ange of meaning . 
Associative textural fields are more rhizomatic64 in identity than leitmotifs, as a few 
similar parameters can trigger the recurrence of a field, similar to a musical topic.65 Table 
3.2 displays the associative textural fields utilized in Eva and the Angel of Death. 
 
 64. Rhizomes are horizontally-growing underground plant stems that undergird the growth of new 
stalks of the plant on the surface as part of the same organism. In philosophy of musical ontology, a 
rhizomatic musical work is one that can be instantiated multiple ways while retaining a claim to being the 
same work, such as a jazz standard played by different combos from the same lead sheet chords. Two 
passages may be very different from one another yet nonetheless recall the same associative textural field.  
 65. Musical topics will be explored in more detail in Section 3.5. 
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Table 3.2: Complete list and occurrences of associative textural fields in Eva and the 
Angel of Death 
The first musical moment heard in the opera is the associative textural field T.1 
“Memory.” T.1 consists of a suspended, senza misura temporality and three instrumental 
layers: 1) a rapid piano and vibraphone cascade, 2) shimmering harmonic trills in the string 
section, and 3) a pedal tone on A3 and A5, sustained by dovetailing pairs of 
trumpet/trombone with oboe/horn. When combined with the Sh’ma chant style (flute, Eva), 
T.1 signifies ritual Holocaust remembrance itself; however, T.1 occurs several times 
independently from the Sh’ma motif’s inflection, in which it is associated more generally 
with narrative turning points and moments of critical decision or reflection. As befits a 
texture titled Memory, T.1 retains a high degree of continuity in each instance, but with 
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important inflections; either the piano/vibraphone cascade (repeated verbatim) or string 
harmonic trills (drone on pitch A in various octaves) are present in each occurrence. In I.5, 
T.1 ma k  Mi iam  change f om de pondence o jo  a  he di co e  E a i  ill ali e, e  
with strings inflected by pastoral ascending parallel sixths in the flute and English horn; at 
he end of cene, onl  he lone Engli h ho n emain , encoding E a  be ea emen  and 
inflec ing a comple e Memo  e e. E a  mo nf l II.1 a ia, Ho  Can I Go on without 
Mi iam? , i  ba ed on he Memo  e e, inflec ed b  he eme gence of T.7 Bell  a  
she reflects on the death of her twin sister. This combination is repeated in II.3, as Eva 
contemplates choosing forgiveness and confronts the trauma of he  pa . The ope a  finale 
ends with the piano cascade and string harmonic trills, suggesting a chiastic structure and 
recalling the invocation of ritual remembrance with which it began.  
T.3 Dea h  pe ade  Ac  I, co e ponding i h E a  and Mi iam  imprisonment 
in Auschwitz. This associative textural field features eerie extended techniques ranging 
from pitchless air blown through wind instruments, ad lib string glissandi, piano scrapes, 
key clicks, and sustained spoken fricative consonants to generate a cold and threatening 
soundscape. The tempo is grave (50-60 bpm), and the only recurring pitched material 
consists of lugubrious low murmurings (contrabass, cello, contrabassoon, bass clarinet) 
and staccato, mocking brass timbres unnervingly altered by harmon and stopping mutes. 
T.4 o igina e  in I.2, con in ing h o gh E a  and Mi iam  dialog e n il E a  a ia, b  
doe  no  come o f i ion n il I.4 in he In e l de Valle  of he Li ing Dead,  hich 
accompanie  E a  ign  of e minal illne  af e  an injec ion f om D . Mengele in I.3. The 
Interlude features highly chromatic fugal counterpoint in the string section, beginning in 
the contrabass with registrally-ascending entrances a compositional nod to Ralph 
Va ghan William  po -WWII Symphony No. 6, Movement IV. The next appearance of 
T.4 i  no  n il M nch  II.2 a ia, in hich i  p e ence i  hin ed a  b  he dolo o  empo, 
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f ica i e con onan  effec , and ing gli andi. The Dea h e e  b le presence as 
Münch conveys remorse from his time as an SS Officer suggests the extent to which he, 
like Eva, is scarred and haunted by his experience in Auschwitz. In II.3, the Death music, 
e ning in fo ce, ikingl  ignifie  D . Mengele  eeme gence on-stage and corrupts 
he dominan  T.1 Memo  e e in p epa a ion fo  E a  and Mengele  conf on a ion. 
Elements from T.3 remain peppered throughout the climactic struggle until it is banished 
along i h Mengele b  E a  decla a ion: I fo gi e o , Doc o  Mengele.  
Thus far, the associative textural fields surveyed have served to catalyze listener 
memory, linking musical-narrative events across the work to generate complex thematic 
meaning . T.5 P oclama ion,  ho e e , i  fo e hado ed in na cen  fo m before it is heard 
in its entirety, and in one of these instances, a subdued, pensive version of the Proclamation 
e e i  p e en ed i ho  an  ocali  (II.2 In e l de, Whe he  o Fo gi e? ), o be 
heard and contemplated as a direct aesthetic object. The semiotic range of T.5 is closely 
bo nd p i h L.7 Toge he ,  o he a eg  of eme gen  meaning e plo ed ea lie  
regarding L.7 applies in large part to T.5 and need not be repeated. The leitmotif and texture 
are independent, however T.5 appears in I.5 and the II.4 proclamation without L.7, and 
L.7  f ll manife a ion in he final line  of he ope a lack  T.5. The p po e of L.7 i  o 
fo e hado  E a  deci ion o fo gi e, and T.5  i  o p epa e li ene  fo  E a  
Declaration of Amnesty, read at the 50-year anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. 
The ha monic le of T.5 bea  a dible e emblance o Aa on Copland  Lincoln 
Portrait featuring sonorities built over minor sevenths and sixths in the low register with 
a prevalence of major seconds, perfect fourths, and major sevenths in the melodic lines
lending an a a of p of ndi  o E a  o d  a  on pa  i h ha  of a eno ned a e man 
such as Abraham Lincoln. 
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At first glance, associative textural fields appear intrinsically more stable than 
leitmotifs, since their fundamental musical nature does not transform or evolve over the 
course of the opera even though they interact, inflect, complement, and compete with one 
ano he ; ho e e , T.6 Di ill ionmen  i  a diffe en  ca e. Like L.7 Toge he ,  T.6 doe  
not appear until Act II in the E ac e Memen o Mo i.  E a  di ill ionmen  i  bo n 
f om ne  of he  i e  dea h a  he end of Ac  I and e emplifie  he e  e e al of he 
i e  hopef l decla a ion in I.5, We ill ne e  be epa a e again.  When Ac  II begin , 
listeners are greeted with a flowing, ephemeral, 12/8 texture with ambivalent, chameleonic 
harmonic implications. Though T.6 can loosely be assigned an E-flat minor centricity, it 
constantly shifts to mediant-related minor chords reached by Neo-Riemannian 
transformation operations (E-flat minor, G minor, B minor). The result is a tri-polar 
ha monic c e ha  e emplifie  E a  inabili  o e cape f om c clic pa e n  of g ief 
and dep e ion follo ing he  i e  dea h. T.6 returns in II.2 as a scene transition and 
a al backd op fo  E a  and M nch  dialog e, indica ing ha  E a and M nch a e each 
caught in similar spirals of despair and disillusionment. However, the radical evolution of 
T.6 occurs in II.3, after Eva has defeated Mengele in their confrontation, by declaring her 
fo gi ene . A  E a  II.3 a ia e logi e  he elf-empowering agency of forgiveness, 
c lmina ing in he e ela ion of L.7 in he  hi d a emen  I fo gi e o ,  he a ia  
orchestral texture transfo m  T.6 Di ill ionmen  in o a an cenden , con en ed 
harmonic environment. All other textural parameters (e.g. instrumentation, meter, rhythm, 
register) are retained, but the pitches have been altered to cohere within a D Lydian tonality 
rather than T.6  pical E-flat minor. Harmonically recontextualized, the instrumental 
layers take on new meaning; the minimalist, melancholy violin bariolage now sounds 
ib an , e en jo o . The e  emo ion  and e en  con i ing E a  melanchol , hen 
viewed through the lens of acceptance and forgiveness, instead constitute empowerment. 
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Figure 3.3: Compa i on of T.6 Di ill ionmen  in II.1 E ac e and II.3 aria 
Act II, Scene 1 (E ac e, Memen o Mo i ) 
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Act II, Scene 3 (Eva Mozes Kor A ia, I Ha e he Po e  o Fo gi e ) 
Figure 3.3 (continued) 
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3.3 Textural Stratification and Collage 
Charles Ives, according to Peter Burkholder, employs fourteen discrete techniques 
for musically borrowing previously-composed music. While many of these techniques are 
t pe  of in e e ali  (cf. ec ion 3.4), I e  mo  iking echni e  a g abl  in ol e 
e al a ifica ion of m l iple ecogni able componen ; in B kholde  a onom , 
he e a e labeled can  fi m ,  medle ,  odlibe ,  p og amma ic o a ion,  
collage,  pa ch o k,  and e ended pa aph a e. 66 In each case, one or more strata of 
pre-existing music is brought into textural relationship with original material or in an 
original setting to produce complex musical structures. Out of these, Burkholder considers 
collage a  i all  ni e o I e , pe hap  hi  o n in en ion. 67  In collage, the 
parameters of music layered in a collage need not be themes or melodies, but rather layers 
and a a ha  e e o hicken he e e in o a fo e  of independent musical material.68 
To I e , collage a  an ideal echni e o cap e in m ic he m l i-la e ed feel of life,  
a true approximation of his daily aural experience.69 Thi  effec  i  al o achie ed in Da n  
f om Benjamin B i en  Four Sea Interludes, which combines the periodic, flowing 
texture of ocean waves with strata of bird calls and a high, ephemeral melody all implying 
distinct tonal centers. For Ives, Britten, and Eva, collage and other techniques of textural 
stratification are productive loci of meaning-making; Burkholde  i e  ha  I e  collage  
eek no  o en e ain  b  o con e  an inne  e pe ience h o gh a m ical me apho . 70 
Though textural stratification of discrete elements may result in a unified emergent 
texture (cf. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Symphony No. 41, Movement IV), stratifications 
 
 66. J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995), 3-4. 
 67. Ibid., 5. 
 68. Ibid., 370. 
 69. Ibid., 380. 
 70. Ibid., 381. 
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that keep layers distinct and unresolved are of special semiotic interest. Such stratification 
functions more like a patchwork of incompatible elements than an organic synthesis to 
borrow chemical terminology, a suspension rather than a solution. Western music listeners 
are typically accustomed to a musical flow that merges into a single melos, and independent 
musical textures that resist comprehension as a unified entity are bound to stand out as 
striking and therefore semiotically marked.71 As musical parameters including tonality, 
me e , empo, and a ic la ion conflic , a li ene  pe cep ion ill be p imed o di ce n 
reason for conflict between those layers. If the incompatibility persists until one or more 
strata fade away, the listener may infer that the remaining component has neutralized its 
opposite; if they continue in tension, the question arises of what relation each 
individually or together as a heterogenous conglomerate has to the musical or narrative 
moment. Eva and the Angel of Death features three such instances of marked textural 
stratification. 
After the horrific events of the Auschwitz selection platform in I.1 and discovery 
of co p e  in he do mi o  la ine, E a i e  o comfo  and ea e Miriam through 
he  I.2 a ia The Smoke C l  in o he Sk  (f he  e plo ed in ec ion 3.4). Af e a d , 
the two share a moment of pastoral peace and filial solidarity as they fall asleep, with a 
lush texture of strings and woodwinds that comes to rest on a prolonged D major triad. In 
the last eleven measures, however, a second, independent texture consisting of 
con aba oon, ba  cla ine , and b ake d m en e , hea kening back o he T.3 Dea h  
texture. The bass clarinet and contrabassoon maintain a pedal C, a major ninth below the 
D major chord root in the cello. If the pedal C is interpreted as a harmonic addition to the 
D major chord, the resulting third-inversion applied dominant of IV would hardly seem 
 
 71. Robert S. Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2018), 99. 
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appropriately stable for the end of a scene; alternatively, the pedal C could be seen as a 
foreign pitch element to the key of D major, which contains a C-sharp. In either 
in e p e a ion, he lo  ood ind  pedal C de abili e  he e f lne  p a i el  achie ed 
by the pastoral string texture, and the metallic timbre of scraped brake drum contradicts the 
lush warmth of the strings and higher woodwinds. By holding incompatible layers in 
suspension, the textural stratification subverts the security of the prevailing strings and high 
woodwinds, indicating ha  he in  momen  of an ili  i  ill o  and flee ing. 
The follo ing cene I.3 i  fe ile oil fo  e al anal i . The cene  opening 
combine  T.2 Ma ch  ( ee ec ion 3.5), in an ia ed b  he pe c ion and lo  pi ica o 
ing , and T.3 Dea h,  manife ed b  he ba  cla ine . Ho e e , j  befo e Mengele 
begins his monologue recitative the Death texture fades, replaced by the sound of a muted 
string quartet playing in different key, tempo, and meter from the rest of the scene. The 
music pla ed i  a m ed ing a e  a angemen  of he a ia In fe nem Land  f om 
Richa d Wagne  ope a Lohengrin, as if heard from a phonograph or radio. It is 
historically known that Dr. Josef Mengele listened to classical music of the 17th, 18th, and 
19th centuries while carrying out his sadistic twin experimentation on twins; he favored 
German composers such as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, Johann 
Strauss and, of co e, Richa d Wagne . Mengele  admi e of a  and a oci  i  bo h 
striking and chilling; a  William Cheng i e , Tha  Mengele hi led hile he o ked 
is unsettling for its violent subversion of traditional medical as well as musical ethics. 72 
Wagne  e a  Das Judenthum in der Musik expressed his infamously vitriolic anti-
Semitism, on account of which his ideology and music was beloved by many high officers 
in he Thi d Reich. Of Wagne  ope a , Lohengrin enjo ed Adolf Hi le  pa ic la  fa o , 
 
 72. William Cheng, Sound Play: Video Games and the Musical Imagination (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2014), 39. 
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as recorded in Mein Kampf; In fe nem Land  pain  an id llic i ion of  he p omi ed 
land  of he Hol  G ail. Taken oge he , Mengele  li ening o In fe nem Land  d ing 
his work becomes symbolic of the master plan of the Third Reich to create a master Aryan 
race throughout Germany and all Europe and in Mengele  fan a ie , his scientific 
di co e ie  f om hi  die  of in  o ld be ke  o eali ing ha  d eam. A  T.2 Ma ch  
and In fe nem Land  con in e in de nch oni ed im l anei , a hi d la e  en e a 
continuous, mechanical buzzing sound that introduces the purely electronic soundworld of 
Mengele  a ia The M d-Sc abbling Ma e  a  all aco ic in men  g ad all  fade 
away. For approximately thirty seconds, however, the three irreducible textures are heard 
and held in tension, highlighting the schisms and dysfunctions inherent in the scene. The 
e ile Ma ch  e e comm nica e  b ine -as- al  in Mengele  lab; Wagne  
Lohengrin imparts the Third Reich ideology with the veneer of historic German culture, 
and the cybernetic buzzing prepares to usher the audience in o Mengele  inne  p che. In 
a man as twisted and paradoxical as Josef Mengele, such persistent contradictions are 
possible. 
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Figure 3.4: Act I, Scene 3 Textural Stratification, “In fernem Land” from Lohengrin 
One more textural stratification of narrative significance remains, and like I.3, it 
indicates an inner psychological schism. In II.1, Eva begins to experience an anxiety-
attack-induced flashback while on a plane to Germany to meet with Hans Münch. At the 
thought of returning to Europe, Eva begins to relive the traumatic events of the Auschwitz 
selection platform, perceiving a German flight attendant as Dr. Mengele himself. 
Musically, two relatively complete associative textural fields—T.6 “Disillusionment” and 
T.2 “March”—are overlaid in the same tempo and meter, but contrasting tonality and style. 
While violins and violas maintain the Disillusionment flowing triplet layer, low pizzicato 
strings and snare drum, followed by woodwinds and brass, invoke the March texture. The 
off-stage voices of Mengele and the SS Officer calling “Links! Rechts!” and “Zwillinge! 
Zwillinge!” complete Eva’s traumatic flashback, which eventually overtakes the string 
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triplet layer entirely. As the chaos builds to a climax and Eva re-envisions her mother torn 
from her at the Auschwitz selection platform, both textures fade away as time freezes, 
e ealing E a  inne  o ld, and he ing in he  II.1 a ia. In hi  cene, he e al 
stratification serves two primary roles: 1) while the March is introduced over a looping bed 
of Disillusionment, the suspension communicates Eva being transported into her memories 
of Auschwitz while still being physically present on the airplane, and 2) as the March 
becomes more complete in identity and overtakes the Disillusionment texture, Eva is 
imprisoned by the scene conjured within her own mind, to the extent that she loses touch 
with reality. When applied to a system of associative textural fields or intertextual 
references, textural stratification is a productive tool for inflecting or subverting prevailing 
musical meanings, musically exemplifying a multiply-contradictory persona, or 
transporting the listener within the unique psychological experience of a specific character. 
3.4 Intertextuality 
When one piece of music quotes, borrows, or references another, the resulting play 
of meanings and compositional technique is termed intertextuality. Intertextuality is a 
semiotic resource with much potential for strategic meaning-making, as it draws previously 
independent networks of meaning into relation with one another. Michael Klein, in his 
account of intertextuality, describes a dense web of texts and meaning that draws variously 
on musical semiotics, hermeneutics, aesthetics, and narrativity to challenge existing, stable 
structures of meaning.73 The resulting interaction of meanings produces a result greater 
than the sum of its original components intertextual meaning is intrinsically additive. 
Klein categorizes seven types of intertextuality, adopting shifting perspectives including: 
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compo e  in en  (poie ic in e e ali ), ocie al backg o nd and in e p e a ion (e he ic 
intertextuality), all texts roughly contemporary with a particular text (historical 
intertextuality), and even opening consideration to texts from any culture or time period 
(aleatoric intertextuality).74 As the present author is also the composer of Eva and the 
Angel of Death, hi  p ojec  foc  ill be on he ope a  poie ic in e e ali , i h ome 
consideration of potential inte p e a ion of in e e al efe ence  (Klein  e he ic 
intertextuality). 
Composers throughout western music history have often utilized intertextuality as 
a semiotic strategy from medieval cantus firmus mo e  o Pe e  Schickele  
postmodernist stylistic parodies. Quotation or reference to prior works honors the earlier 
compose  infl ence, adap  effec i e compo i ional ol ion  f om one o k in o 
ano he , and inco po a e  he p io  o k  ange of meaning  in o he p e en  o k  
interpretation. There is considerable room for semiotic play when an intertextual 
relationship is established a e he o ed o k  c l al a ocia ion  adop ed hole ale 
in the new work, or are they presented ironically? Is the intertextual reference blended 
homogenously into the rest of the musical texture, or is an unresolved incompatibility held 
in pen ion (a  i h he ing a e  a angemen  of Wagne  In fe nem Land,  
explored in Section 3.4)? Furthermore, what specific musical parameter constitutes the 
intertextual connection is it the melody, chord progression, texture and style, rhythm and 
meter, instrumentation, or some all of these? The specific parameter or parameters 
referenced can help determine which particular meanings are imported from the original. 
The ope a  fi  in e e al efe ence i  he cla ine  and al o a ophone flourish 
in I.1, ma ked gla ingl  b igh .  Alone, each in men  pla  a in o , onall -shifting 
melody, but when combined, the two woodwinds are consistently a major third apart. 
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Pa allel majo  hi d  in ood ind  a e al o emplo ed in Ma ice Ra el  ballet Daphnis 
et Chloé a  L ceion  lei mo if. In Eva, the major thirds flourish appears just before and 
af e  Mi iam  line The k  i  o b igh .  I  i  on fi e? , hile in Daphnis the leitmotif 
ignal  L ceion  en ance and a emp ed ed c ion of Daphnis away from his lover, Chloé. 
The ame m ical de ice ha  gge  mo al dange  f om A ch i  c ema o i m  in 
the opera signifies temptation and infidelity in the ballet. Two common narrative elements 
survive the crossing of such divergent contexts first, a warning sign of danger to the 
protagonist(s) (physical or relational), and second, an indicator of intense brightness (the 
flame  of A ch i  and L ceion  dance, demeano , and of en a i e). Fo  he mo  pa , 
ho e e , he F ench balle  infl ence is more a matter of borrowing an effective 
compositional device than specifically referencing the narrative of the ballet. The pervasive 
major thirds the signature interval of the major mode suggests a dangerous over-
saturation of brightness in the otherwise dull and colorless march of the selection platform. 
The final cene of Ac  I fea e  an e ended d e , We a e F ee,  be een E a and 
Mi iam, a j bilan  e nion af e  fea ing fo  he o he  dea h. The A ec ion of he d e  i  
innocent and tender, structured on a descending ground bass in F major in a gentle triple 
me e , i h minimal o che a ion in o de  o fo eg o nd he i e  e p e ion  of lo e 
and jo . The in  ocal co n e poin  l ia e  in aining in e al  of n e ol ed 
major or minor seconds, traditionally considered dissonant intervals, and as melodically 
close as possible while not reaching complete unison. This calls to mind the musical 
fea e  of Ne one  and Poppea  iking lo e d e  P  i Mi o  in he finale of Cla dio 
Mon e e di  L i c a i e di P ea, in which the two lovers distanced by social and 
political obstacles are at last able to unite in marriage.75 In Eva, the imported romantic 
 
 75. Readers may recognize this as a gross oversimplification, given the cutthroat manipulation, 
machina ion , and m de  nece a  fo  Ne one and Poppea o be oge he . Ho e e , hi  pa age  (cont.) 
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o e one  in ead encode he in  in en e filial lo e fo  and in imac  i h each other, as 
they promise to begin a new life together. There remains also a strand of lurking irony for 
ho e familia  i h Ne one  and E a  o ie , a  nei he  pai  enjo  hei  nion 
indefinitely; Nerone himself eventually kills Poppea in a fit of rage, and Miriam is taken 
p ema el  f om E a d e o D . Mengele  e pe imen . The d e  B ec ion hed  he 
ground bass and triple meter, entering an expressive senza misura texture over piano, 
vibraphone, and strings similarly emphasizing sustained major and minor seconds. This 
ocal i ing eflec  Benjamin B i en  Canticle II Ab aham and I aac,  in which the 
tenor and countertenor voices blended in high register communicate the transcendence of 
he di ine oice. Acco dingl , E a  and Mi iam  a e propelled to euphoric heights in 
hei  jo  a  he  eali e: We can do ha  e an .  Wha e e  e an .  On he final no e 
of the duet, the sisters finally reach their longed-for unison as they join hands, singing: 
We ill ne e  be epa a e again.  The in  d e  i  h  highl  compa ible i h he 
intertextual meanings borrowed from Monteverdi and Britten, augmenting the semiotic 
richness of the scene in the opera upon recognition of the reference. 
T o mo e in e e al efe ence  a e ili ed in E a  arias, drawing productive 
connec ion  o o he  ocal o k . Fi , E a  I.2 a ia fea e  highl  e p e i e, 
melismatic vocal writing reminiscent of Italian bel canto singing. The stylistic choice may 
initially seem counterintuitive, as Eva is only a child of ten during her captivity in 
Auschwitz, and the vocalist is instructed to sing young Eva with a straight, youthful tone
why, then, the ornate melodic style? For one as determined and strong-willed as Eva 
Mozes, however, the adversities of the concentration camp quickly forced her into 
adulthood simply to survive. As she aims to reassure Miriam with fresh visions of hope, 
 
intention is to present the affect of the music itself within the universe of the opera, even if that affect seems 
disingenuous from an audience perspective on closer reflection at a higher level of interpretation. 
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Eva must persuade herself as much as her sister that survival is possible in the face of 
seemingly insurmountable odds. Here, the narrative and musical similarities to the aria 
Ca a Di a  f om Vincen o Bellini  Norma suggest an intertextual connection as Eva 
a gmen  Mi iam  mo ale, o oo doe  No ma ea e he  d id people ha  he  can 
overthrow their Roman oppressors when the time comes. However, for both Eva and 
Norma, the air of courage and optimism is partly an affectation belying inner tumult. 
Norma wrestles her own conflicted interest due to her relationship with the enemy 
commander Pollione, and Eva must stave off her own de pai , a  een in he  I.4 a ia The  
Don  Feed he Li ing Dead  hen he i  alone.  
The econd loc  of in e e ali  i  fo nd in E a  II.1 a ia, hich combine  he 
T.1 Memo  and T.7 Bell  a ocia i e e al field  a  an accompanimen  fo  E a s 
voice. Eva sings in alternation with crescendi to fortissimo releases from the chimes and 
piano over a sustained layer of string harmonic trills. This form and instrumental texture 
ela e  o he beginning of he Sanc  mo emen  of Benjamin B i en  War Requiem, 
which exhibits a similar alternation between soprano soloist and bell-like percussion 
in men . The op ano  ng e  i  Sanc , anc , anc   Domin  De  
Sabao h  ( Hol , hol , hol   Lo d God of ho ), he beginning of he fo h movement 
of a conventional Christian Mass Ordinary, which praises the goodness and perfection of 
God. The doxastic and liturgical nature of this text suggests a high degree of 
incompatibility with the narrative context of the aria, in which Eva wonders how she can 
continue living after the trauma of Auschwitz and losing Miriam to the aftereffects of Dr. 
Mengele  e pe imen a ion. Thi  e  incompa ibili  con i e  a he mene ic indo  
and interpretive key to understanding the latent intertextual connection; just as the Mass 
e  eem  incong en  i h E a  in e nal moil, o oo i  i  incompa ible i h he e  
ha  follo  in B i en  Requiem Wilf ed O en  poem The End,  hich e p e e  
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despair in the wake of death and skepticism towards religious promises of an afterlife 
e ec ion. Thi  gge  delibe a e, i onic j apo i ion in B i en  fo mal de ign, a  i  
f e en l  he ca e in hi  al e na ion of ac ed Ma  e  and Wilf ed O en  ec la  
poetry. The ironic questioning, even mocking tone of he op ano  p ono ncemen  in ligh  
of he lamen a ion ha  follo  e ona e  i h E a  ha dened c nici m follo ing Mi iam  
dea h. The in e e al efe ence o B i en  Sanctus in E a  e p e ion of de pai  i  one 
of irony albeit an irony that is also inherent in the original War Requiem presentation. 
The next intertextual connection to a Benjamin Britten work exemplifies not 
c nici m and de pai , b  celeb a ion and healing. In he ope a  finale, an o che al 
in e l de i led Fo gi ene  Fanfa e  p nc a e  he io and final ocal a emen  i h a 
soaring melodic line across all three brass instruments, accompanied by two independent 
woodwind and string layers over a bedrock of bass instrument support. Strikingly, the brass 
melody is not in the prevailing presto 3/4 meter of the other strata, but rather an implied 
2/4 meter sharing downbeats with the triple meter; put another way, the brass melody 
subdivides each measure into two beats while the other instruments subdivide the same 
span of time into three beats, creating a pervasive two-against-three polymeter (sounding 
as four-against-six at the first subdivision level). The resulting soundworld is thus one of 
rhythmic plentitude, simultaneously articulating two independent metrical systems. The 
in e e al efe ence i  o he j bilan  ending of Benjamin B i en  The Y g Pe  
Guide to the Orchestra, which likewise features polymeter of 3/4 against an implied 2/4 
meter in the brass statement of the original source theme, which is in turn intertextually 
bo o ed f om Hen  P cell  Rondeau from Abdelazer. In B i en  piece, old and ne  
collide in majestic celebration, each retaining its own distinct musical identity while 
im l aneo l  complemen ing he o he ; hi  app oach e emplifie  he o k  heme-and-
variations form, aimed at achieving precisely this synergy of old and new. Eva  final cene 
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harmonizes with these imported meanings, as Eva accepts her past so she may live on into 
the future. As music of Holocaust remembrance based on the theme of memory and 
composed in an era when the generation of Holocaust survivors are passing away, Eva and 
the Angel of Death stages the convocation of history and life, as musical materials of the 








Figure 3.5 (continued) 
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3.5 Musical Topics 
Ra mond Monelle i e  ha  m ical opic  a egicall  loca e m ic in hi o  
and in c l e,  fo ging con en ional emio ic link  be een ce ain m ical pa ame e  
and cultural associations.76 Robe  Ha en de c ibe  a m ical opic a  igge ing clea  
a ocia ion  i h le , gen e , and e p e i e meaning ,  fo ming a fo nda ion pon 
which composers may construct individual, strategic meanings.77 In semiotic terms, topics 
impo  he ange of meaning  f om m ical o  c l al domain in o ano he , c ea ing f e h 
meaning  ha  an cend hei  indi id al componen . 78  As a case study, Monelle 
demonstrates the progression of hunting horn calls in music from indexical meaning, 
quoting contemporary horn calls in a piece to establish the setting of a hunt; to iconic 
meaning, in which originally composed music similar to the style of the horn call recalls 
associations with the hunt; and finally symbolic meaning, in which a set of musical 
conventions more broadly reminiscent of a hunting-horn call may be employed by 
composers to evoke a wide range of cultural associations related to the hunt, hunters, and 
nobility in general. At the symbolic stage, the meanings carried by a musical topic may be 
quite diverse; Monelle lists manliness, nobility, youth, exoticism, nature, risk, morning, 
and the woodlands as some of the many concepts related to the hunting-horn call topic.79 
Though a wide semiotic range will invariably attach to any mature musical topic, particular 
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meanings may be emphasized or foregrounded through other musical topics or 
parameters.80 
As with intertextuality, the compositional advantage of employing musical topics 
as a semiotic strategy is the ability to import a wide range of meanings into a musical 
moment via employment of a single sign-complex. These borrowed meanings may then be 
assimilated, manipulated, inflected, commented upon, presented ironically, subverted, or 
contradicted. However, because topics exist at a more general conceptual level than pieces, 
the presence of a topic and its associated meanings may be more universally recognized 
than intertextual connections to a particular work; listeners broadly familiar with the 
Western art music tradition are likely to recognize widely-used topics like the pastoral, 
tempesta, or military topics, whereas intertextual relationships require prior knowledge of 
the particular work referenced. The majority of recurring isotopies in Eva are associative 
textural fields original combinations of musical strata that function strategically in 
connection with scenes and themes unique to the opera.81 However, three musical topics 
common to the Western art music tradition are employed precisely to facilitate widespread 
recognition: the pastoral, hymn, and march topics. 
Pa o ali m,  i e  Ra mond Monelle, i  one of he mo  ancien , and longe  
li ed, of all li e a  and c l al gen e . 82 Associated with the peace and serenity of the 
ha monio  na al o de , 83  the pastoral topic relates less to social realities in the 
countryside than to the idealized perceptions of cosmopolitan urbanites.84 The pastoral 
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topical field spans across class stratification, in each case positively-valanced and 
associated with peace the high-style pastoral indicates spiritual grace or serenity, the 
middle gracefulness or elegance, and the low a rustic innocence common to country folk.85 
Analyzing Franz Schuber  Piano Sonata in G Major, D. 894, Robert Hatten links the 
pastoral topic to yearning for escape into an idyllic past of lost simplicity and innocence 
which, like a landscape painting, can transcend the limitations of space and time.86 Musical 
characteristics that are indicative of the pastoral topic though none is solely sufficient
include: drone pedal points, slow harmonic rhythm, simple melodic contour, gentle 
character, compound meter, major mode, parallel thirds or sixths, and an overall 
subdominant inflection.87 Wind instruments like flute, oboe, or horn most commonly 
invoke the pastoral topic, recalling the Greek aulós o  hephe d  h d -gurdy and 
bagpipe.88 In Eva, the pastoral topic appears exclusively in connection with Eva and 
Miriam together thus, the idyllic peace and gentle intimacy invoked by the pastoral style 
i  applied di ec l  o he na e of he i e  ela ion hip. Af e  E a  I.2 a ia ea e  
Mi iam ha  he  ill [ alk] o  of hi  camp,  ali e and oge he , hand in hand,  ells 
of gentle flute and English horn melodies accompanied by muted solo strings begin to 
emerge as Miriam laments the separation from their family at the selection platform. In 
particular, the English horn (associated with Eva) recalls a pastoral setting due to its timbral 
similarity to the bagpipe, an outdoors instrument of peasants and shepherds. As Eva coaxes 
Miriam to sleep, the strings bloom into a serene D Major harmonic pedal while the 
ood ind pai  engage in p i el  dance o e head. A  cene  end, the violin pair reinforces 
the pastoral topic connection with lilting, descending parallel thirds. The restful descending 
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parallel thirds are inverted into ascending sixths of hope poignantly, in the flute and 
English horn in I.5 when Eva and Miriam are first reunited and again as a lead-in to their 
duet. During the beginning of the duet, a contented F Major harmonic pedal is maintained, 
ecalling bo h he ending of I.2 and he p ima  ke  cen e  of L d ig an Bee ho en  
Pa o al  Symphony no. 6 (cf. Mvmt. I, III, and V). The pastoral topic comes to fruition 
a  he i e  decla e Le  go home,  a  he oboe and cla ine  embelli h he gi l  oice  
with flourishes reminiscent of bird calls a a eg  emplo ed p e io l  b  Bee ho en  
Sixth and other pastoral works (Figure 3.6). The descending parallel thirds, now in English 
horn and clarinet, bring the pastoral reverie to a close. Since Miriam passes away at the 
end of I.5, he pa o al opic i  no  hea d again n il he Ac  II finale, hen Mi iam  pi it 
joins Eva and Dr. Münch in memoriam a  he  a e abo  o ign E a  Decla a ion of 
Amne . M icall  eflec ing Mi iam  p e ence, a pa o al-topic trio of clarinet, oboe, 
and ho n in od ce  he T io Look Up o he Skie ,  ng b  Mi iam, E a, and M nch, 
accompanied b  ood ind bi d call  imila  o ho e hea d in E a  and Mi iam  d e . In 
m, he pa o al opic ignifie  he peace of mind gene a ed b  E a  bond i h Mi iam, 
lost upon her death, and regained through acceptance of that fact and the healing power of 
forgiveness.  
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Figure 3.6: Act I, Scene 5 Duet “We Are Free,” pastoral woodwind bird calls 
As previously noted, most of Eva’s associative textural fields are originally-
composed to best suit the dramatic context in which each is heard—T.4 “Yearning,” 
however, bears salient hallmarks of the hymn topic. The hymn or sacred-music topic 
encompasses a variety of European sacred-music styles, ranging from contrapuntal 
polyphony to chorale-like homophony, and invokes associations with religion.89 Musical 
features of the hymn topic include the foregrounding of solo voice, choir, and/or organ, 
simple, stepwise melody, generally major mode, slow tempo, and soft dynamic.90 Its 
cultural meanings include archaism, ceremonial order, collectivism, devotion, solemnity 
and self-control, association with the divine, spirituality, and transcendence. 91  The 
Yearning texture is heard twice—first as the ending of I.4, dovetailing attacca into I.5, and 
then again at the end of II.1. T.4 is a five-voice chorale for the woodwind instruments, 
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reminiscent of a Johann Sebastian Bach chorale with Romantic-era chromatic inflections 
(Figure 3.7). Listeners may understandably mistake the chorale for a quote of sacred music 
and wonder after its source, but it is entirely original to Eva and the Angel of Death. As 
with the pastoral topic, the hermeneutic significance of the hymn topic to T.4 is one of 
aigh fo a d a imila ion, i h pa ic la  ie  o a d  he opic  meaning  of 
transcendence and supplication made toward a divine order. As Eva declares in her I.4 aria 
If I die, he die , oo.  I m  a  ali e even though Dr. Mengele pronounced her 
terminally ill her determination and hopeful yearning find no source in rational, objective 
eali . Ye  E a li ed h o gh he on e  of Mengele  le hal injec ion , an o come ha  he 
could not explain later in life but to attribute it to the psychosomatic benefits of her mantra, 
I m  a  ali e.  A  he cene  change, he D Majo  cho ale distorts via chromaticism 
and e encing o he f ne eal A Mino  onali  of Mi iam  I.5 a ia; E a  ea ning 
op imi m i  a kl  in e ed in Mi iam  de pai , ho a me  E a dead, and hi  i  
reflected in the dissolution of the Yearning texture. When T.4 reappears in II.1, it functions 
to rescue Eva from her post-traumatic flashback and inner soliloquy aria, bringing her back 
o eali  oge he  i h Do o h  comfo ing o d . Ho e e , he cho ale i  in a pa ial 
(3-voice, then 4-voice) and corrupted form (C- ha p Mino  onali , con in ed f om E a  
aria), and rather than conclude in a satisfactory manner, it reaches a dissonant split-third 
chord and freezes, sustained in collage with the Sh a fl e and T.6 Di ill ionmen  in o 
the beginning of II.2, af e  hich i  fade  a a  in o no hing. Tho gh he Yea ning e e  
use of the hymn topic is striking and semiotically charged, it never manifests to completion 
no  ea n  na a i e agenc ; o he  han E a  ine plicable i al af e  Mengele  
injections, transcendent deliverance is denied, and she must seek her own path to well-
being and healing through other means.  
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Figure 3.7: Act I, Scene 4, T.4 “Yearning,” invoking the hymn topic 
Raymond Monelle describes the march topic and its origins in the eighteenth 
century, when European armies began to march in step, requiring music to coordinate the 
soldiers’ steps.92 Musically, the march topic is invoked first and foremost by powerful 
percussion (especially snare drum and bass drum) and brass instruments, first introduced 
to Europe via the Turkish mehter bands.93 Second, the ‘quick time’ march tempo (120 
bpm) and alla breve meter became a signature feature of the military march, though there 
also existed a slower tempo dubbed the ‘ordinary’ march (60-80 bpm).94 Marches were 
not necessarily military—variants included the funeral march, wedding march, pilgrimage 
march, 95  and dysphoric march 96 —but the topic’s primary meanings focused on the 
heroism, power, and virility of the martial profession.97 Even today, when marches have 
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little to no function in the modern military, the topic still carries strong associations with 
the military and soldiering profession.98 In Eva and the Angel of Death, the march topic is 
in oked f om he ope a  e  fi  cene the selection platform in Auschwitz. Several 
instrumental components constitute the aptly-named T.2 Ma ch,  b  he mo  e en ial 
are a regular, tonally ambiguous pizzicato low string texture and martial snare drum 
rhythms. When combined with chromatic clusters in the strings, brass, oboe, and piano, the 
e l  i  a cold, bleak ma ch ap opo  fo  he d ama ic e ing. The SS Office  ince an  
call Link . Rech  imila l  gge  a ma ch opic, ho gh hi o icall  i  ela e  o 
sorting inbound prisoners for variou  g e ome fa e . The ma ch opic  mili a  
associations reinforce the military presence of the Third Reich, and its orderliness conveys 
the selection platform procedure. After Mengele and the SS Officer seize Eva and Miriam, 
the slow, deliberate march topic doubles in tempo to a frenetic boil, incorporating Bartók 
pizzicato and more active snare drum chatter until it fades at the end of the scene. This 
development incorporates meanings of chaos and aggression into the march these 
meanings are not essential to the topic itself, but are frequent inflections of marches (cf. 
Dmitri Shostakovich Symphony no. 7, mvmt. 1). As described in section 3.3, the next 
appea ance of T.2 in I.3 in oke  a d ll b ine -as- al  c e of o de  a  Mengele 
and the SS Officer carry out the twin experimentation. Afterwards, it surfaces in II.1 during 
E a  panic a ack fla hback, ecalling he m ical ma e ial of he A ch i  elec ion 
pla fo m almo  e ac l . The ma ch opic  ne  appea ance i  in he clima  of Do o h  
II.2 aria, when a tutti brass fanfare and snare drum in rhythmic unison invokes the march 
topic albei  no  he bleak ma ch of he elec ion pla fo m. No , i h Do o h  
decla a ion I fo gh  fo  m  jo , m  f eedom,  and no  m  life i  m  o n,  he ma ch 
opic  a ocia ion  i h he oi m and noble cha ac e  a e b o gh  o he fo e; Do o h  ing  
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as the protagonist of her own story, coming to her own decision regarding forgiveness 
independen l  of E a . In he final appea ance of he ma ch opic, he en ance of snare 
d m in he II.4 Fo gi ene  Fanfa e  ignifie  a edemp ion of he cha ac e i ic na e 
h hm  of he T.2 Ma ch  e e, no  inco po a ed in o a celeb a o  fanfa e. The 
march and fanfare topics are cousins with many overlapping meanings, including martial 
a ocia ion , nobili  in cla  and cha ac e , and b a e  and he oi m. In he ope a  final 
cene, a o ch of ma ch opic inflec ing he p e ailing fanfa e e e lend  E a  ac ion  
an aura of courage, heroism, and determination to move boldly onward into the future. 
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3.6 Virtual Agency 
One does not simply hear music one listens to music, encounters it as a coherent 
self, and enco n e  in he m ical bjec  h  abo  he li ene  o n elf. Thi  
phenomenological analogy between music and subjectivity Robert Hatten terms virtual 
agenc , on acco n  of m ic  capaci  o im la e he ac ion , emo ion , and eac ion  
of a h man agen . 99 Virtual agency constitutes a robust music-theoretical account for 
understanding musical meaning and explaining ubiquitous listener experience of music as 
meaningful.100 As Naomi Cumming writes:  
 Music could be thought of as subverting the boundaries between the material and the  
  personal, commanding an attention more familiar in the encounter with other human  
  being .  A m ical o k, like a pe on eeking o be nde ood, demand  ecogni ion  
  for its uniqueness, its active role in relationship to the listener, and its formation within a  
  social and stylistic milieu.101 
A key concept to virtual agency is melos, o  he ongoing h ead  of a m ical 
di co e  ha  gi e  a m ical o k bjec i e con in i  h o gh ime.102 The musical 
pe ona hen pe i  h o gho  he piece a  a comple  en i  e ol ing o e  ime,  
incorporating changes and development while remaining unified in identity.103 Virtual 
agenc  h  g o nd  he h man de i e o e pe ience m ic a  a p ofo nd, n pecified, yet 
po e f ll  ignifican  e pe ience 104 o , a  C mming migh  a , a onic elf.  
Eva and the Angel of Death holds as one of its central aims the complete immersion 
of audience members into the experience of one particular Holocaust survivor as she 
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naviga e  he af e ma h of he  a ma ic e pe ience in A ch i . The ope a  plo  doe  
not feature the typical dramatic plot developments of the operatic tradition, focusing 
in ead on cha ac e  inne  p chological and emo ional e ol ion. The m ical a egies 
emplo ed m  like i e adap , ca al ing li ene  empa h  and iden ifica ion i h E a  
internal trajectory (and that of other characters). Virtual agency is key to musically 
facilitating this goal; agential characteristics of the music provide clues o E a  (and o he  
cha ac e ) men al and emo ional a e  h o gho  he ope a, a  ell a  ma king change  
in pe pec i e. Mo  of he ope a  cha ac e  a e p ima il  a ocia ed i h a pecific 
family of instruments in the orchestra, imparting to each one a distinct and unique 
soundworld. This architectonic design is readily apparent, so it is highly likely that 
musically literate listeners will understand a marked shift in instrumentation as a change in 
cha ac e  pe pec i e. E a  p ima  in men al association is with the string family (it 
i  no  ncommon fo  an ope a  main cha ac e  o be linked o he ing ), hich i  i e 
salient in her arias in I.2 (accompanied largely by string quartet, then sections), I.4 (second 
half), II.1 ( ia T.1 Memo ), and II.3. Mi iam  and Do o h  a ia  (I.5 and II.2) fea e 
p ima il  ood ind , Han  M nch  II.2 a ia elie  on he b a , and D . Mengele  I.3 
aria strips all instruments away save the tenor saxophone and replaces the orchestra with a 
desolate electronic music soundscape. While these associations are relatively surface-level, 
the semiotic play of their interactions, presence, and absence are more nuanced. For 
e ample, E a  II.1 a ia con ain  no ood ind in men  ha oe e ; hei  ab ence 
musically encodes the loss of Miriam associated with woodwinds that Eva feels in her 
life. These woodwind elements return to accompany Eva during her II.4 proclamation, as 
he ha  come o accep  Mi iam  dea h, mboli ed b  he p e ence of Mi iam  pi i  in 
he finale. Addi ionall , in bo h Mi iam  I.5 a ia and Do o h  II.2 a ia, he ing  a e 
comple el  o  i all  ab en , mboli ing E a  epa a ion f om Mi iam in he fo me  
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and Do o h  di e gen  choice ega ding fo gi ene  in he la e . Th , at the broadest 
le el, i al agenc  and a ocia ion of a cha ac e  p che i h a pa ic la  in men  
group allows for meanings emerging from the interactions, presence, or absence of that 
instrumentation. 
In everyday communication, the prosody of the spoken voice often reveals telltale 
cl e  indica ing a peake  men al o  emo ional a e. A  concep ali ed b  Ann 
Wenne om, p o od  die  in e iga e  m ical pa ame e  incl ding in ona ion, 
h hm, empo, lo dne , and pa e  in poken peech,105 which together are essential to 
the communication of meaning in speech.106 It is prosody, as a species of music in speech, 
that is the foundation of successful, meaningful conversation, 107  casting speakers as 
c ea i e m ician  in he mphon  of comm nication that forms the basis of our lives as 
ocial being . 108 The analogy between spoken and musical parameters functions in both 
di ec ion . The p chological ignificance of an e ance  p o odic cha ac e i ic  i  
further enhanced in application to singing, as it is conventional within the concert music 
tradition fo  a cha ac e  ng e p e i i  o be p ono nced even exaggerated in its 
affective character. The rapidity, accentuation, pitch level, dynamic, and contour of a 
melodic utterance combined i h a ocali  pe fo ma i e ge e  and facial 
expressions provide important hermeneutical information about the motivation and 
attitudes of the character. The historical Josef Mengele is an enigmatic paradox, at once 
irredeemably repulsive on account of his affiliation and actions, yet also by all accounts a 
handsome, charming, cultured man of science. His ideology and methods like that of all 
Third Reich higher-ups are morally bankrupt, a conclusion that must be made 
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inescapably clear to the audience. After Auschwitz, no sympathetic portrayal of Dr. 
Mengele is possible. The question then arises how might one portray Mengele as ordinary 
on he face hile ca ing he ho o  of hi  o k in a k, g o e e cla i ? Mengele  
sung prosody serves as the critical semiotic key, with lines divided between matter-of-fact 
a emen  (e.g. M  ne  i  a i ed e e da .  I e ne e  een a fine  o k of 
ailo ing. ) o he SS Office  and manic, d namic monolog e  e po ing hi  cien ific 
finding  and ideolog  (e.g. T in  a e l  God  gif  o he Ge man people. ). Mengele  
business-as-usual small-talk is set to staccato, relatively rapid rhythms on a single pitch or 
limi ed ange of pi che  in a middle egi e ; in con a , Mengele  diabolical e ci emen  
flares whenever he mentions his science, flourishing into extended, gleeful, erratic 
melismas spanning a wide pitch range in the upper extremes of baritone register. This 
d ali  i  main ained h o gh Mengele  I.3 a ia, eaching a f en ied clima  (Mengele  
highest note, A-fla  4) on g ea ne  ill bo  do n  o the mud-scrabbling masses of 
li a d medioc i .  A compelling intertextual connection here looms to another operatic 
low voice character: the Doctor in Wozzeck, Act I, Scene 4. The Doctor uses Wozzeck as 
an experimental guinea pig to further his own career and scientific theories, and his range 
grows ever wider and more frenzied as he proclaims his scientific ideals ( Oh! meine 
Theo ie! Oh mein R hm! Ich e de n e blich! Un e blich! Un e blich!   Oh! m  
theory! Oh, my glory! I will become immortal! Immo al! Immo al! ). The overall effect 
portrays Dr. Mengele as unstable, even unhinged particularly when swept away by the 
diabolical ideology and eugenic pseudo-science of the Third Reich. 
The semiotic analogy between activity levels in spoken and sung voices is an 
indexical one of metonymy, as the degree of animation in spoken prosody maps to many 
of the same parameters in sung voice; however, virtual agency in music also communicates 
meaning about characters iconically. Iconic meaning relies on a detectable homology 
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between the sign and its signified there is good warrant for connecting the icon and its 
meaning, but it is one level of inference removed from the indexical level of meaning. Put 
another way, iconic meaning operates via metaphor. Embodied music cognition is rife with 
i ed cible me apho  incl ding Time  Land cape  ( ime-as-ho i on ali ) and Mo ing 
M ic  ( o nd-as-space), and virtual agency leverages such ubiquitous connections to 
construct robust musical meaning.109 The po ibili  of mo emen  in m ical pace,  
i e  Naomi C mming, i  p e med in e en he mo  ba ic de c ip ion  of m ic, and 
need no  be bjec  o kep ical e ioning. 110 It is iconicity at play when listeners hear 
an a cending mino  e en h in e al a  a leap  po sessing greater agential energy than an 
ascending step would and this inference is no less objective or phenomenologically true 
han life  o he  pe a i e homologie , ch a  common di co e abo  a m  and cool  
colors. Two prominent instances of iconic signification communicated through marked 
m ical cha ac e i ic  a e he illne  of E a  I.4 a ia and he ea ning  of E a  and 
Mi iam  I.5 d e . Af e  Mengele ha  injec ed E a i h a p po edl  le hal b ance, E a 
is ignored and left for dead, suspended between a state of consciousness and fevered 
di o ien a ion. Co e pondingl , E a  p ono ncemen  The  don  feed he li ing dead  
is set to a jagged melodic interval of a meandering major third, each time descending by a 
half step. The result is a chromatic, unstable melodic motif that functions as a musical 
homolog  o E a  na a i e illne . The ame ch oma icall -winding motive is employed 
in II.1 ( A ch i  loom  like a gho ) and II.3 ( fo gi ing Doc o  Mengele ), each 
time recalling E a  a ma ic memo ie  f om Mengele  e pe imen a ion. A imila  
tonally ambiguous wavering is heard in the strings during the second half of the I.4 aria, 
which play a succession of major and minor chords that do not cohere to a single diatonic 
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key. Rather, the progression utilizes chromatic mediant relationships and Neo-Riemannian 
transformations to evade the implication of a single tonic key and produce a harmonic 







Figure 3.9: Act I, Scene 4 chromatic mediant and Neo-Riemannian transformation sets 
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Second is Eva and Mi iam  I.5 d e  We a e F ee earlier explored as an intertextual 
efe ence o Mon e e di  P  i Mi o which emphasizes sustained major and minor 
seconds between the two vocal parts before reaching a unison on the final note of the duet. 
The significance of this feature to musical agency has not yet been made explicit, however. 
In he d e  opening, E a  and Mi iam  melodie  epea edl  e el in clo e in e al  of 
major or minor seconds, raising expectations that one of the voices will resolve up or down 
to unison with the other. However, when the unison is reached, it is only for a fleeting 
moment before one of the voices resets at a different (usually higher) pitch. The melodic 
writing suggests the two twins pursuing one another, yet never able to fully attain a rest or 
cadence point together. This pattern continues through the duet, climaxing in the i e  
e ol e We ill ne e  be epa a e again;  onl  on he final llable of again  i  a 
sustained unison reached, approached first by minor third, then minor second, followed at 
last by unison on the tonic scale degree (shown in Figure 3.10). The thematic meaning in 
this melodic interplay is poignant the twin sisters, each separated from the other in 
Auschwitz, reach out for and seek one another, just as their melodies do; reunion is only 
achieved as the two walk out of the concentration camp, liberated and together. However, 
as in earlier sections of the duet, even this filial bliss is ephemeral he d e  ending 
generates only ironic disillusionment in fifty- ea  e o pec , af e  Mi iam  dden dea h. 
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Figure 3.10: Act I, Scene 5, Eva and Miriam  long-delayed melodic unison 
 
The six semiotic strategies covered in this chapter comprise a productive web of 
meaning-making resources utilized throughout the Eva and the Angel of Death opera. 
However, it may be difficult to conceptualize these techniques in action when surveying 
the entire work at such a broad level. To that end, the following chapter will analyze two 
of he ope a  most important arias in rigorous music-theoretic detail. 
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Chapter 4: Comparative Analysis of Two Arias 
Having thus far completed several flyover surveys of Eva and the Angel of Death 
tracing six semiotic strategies employed during key moments of the opera, readers are 
amply equipped to undertake a detailed analysis of two significant excerpts from the opera. 
Rather than attempt analysis of a complete, sprawling scene, thorough investigation of two 
arias ng b  he ope a  lead, E a will prove productive, illustrating the methods of 
meaning-making that were explored in Chapter 3 in application. 
E a  I.2 and II.1 a ia  fo m a mi o ed pai  of pilla  pon hich he ope a i  
constructed, strategically placed at critical juncture points in the narrative. Each poses the 
thematic-dramatic question for the remainder of the ac ; The Smoke C l  in o he Sk  
olidifie  E a  de e mina ion fo  Mi iam and he  o i e A ch i  oge he , and Ho  
Can I Go on i ho  Mi iam?  p obe  he long-term psychological impact of the atrocities 
that Eva continues to experience. The former expresses ten-year-old E a  e ol e hope 
in he face of genocidal e il; he la e  oice  E a  a ma and de pai  fif  ea  af e  
i ing A ch i . If ei he  a ia fail  o comm nica e he dep h of E a  emo ion , he 
genc  of E a  ajec o y for the remainder of the act will be considerably undermined. 
Other parallels abound both arias are surrounded by dialogue (Miriam in Act I, and 
Do o h  in Ac  II, pe fo med b  he ame ocali ), bo h e po i  he i e  ela ion hip 
through the image of holding hands, and both primarily feature strings, piano, and 
percussion. In other aspects, the two arias are exactly reversed: the unquenchable optimism 
of young Eva and her jaded disillusionment fifty years later; the impending threat of 
Auschwitz and the relative safety of an airplane flight; and the inversion of dreaming of 
escaping Auschwitz while a prisoner, but trapped and haunted by Auschwitz after leaving 
it behind. These themes will be further explored in the subsequent analysis. 
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4.1 Act I, Scene 2: The Smoke Curls into the Sk  
 
The smoke curls into the sky. 
All day and all night, 
I see the flames. 
No one will save us. 
We will be stronger, smarter, braver  
we will do whatever it takes 
to stay out of the fire. 
We are walking out of this camp, 
alive and together, hand in hand  
I promise I will never let go. 
 
 Eva Mozes Kor | Act I, Scene 2 
The Smoke C l  in o he Sk  e pond  o Mi iam  di co e  of dead child en 
in he in  ba ack, an encap la ion of he immedia e, me cile  pe il of he Holoca . 
Eva sings to persuade and reassure herself as much as Miriam; the only alternatives are 
dread and paralysis, leading inexorably to the fate of the corpses. At the broadest level, the 
aria consists of three sections: an expressive, chant-like introduction, a lush, gradually 
rising string texture, and a broad, swelling climax that gradually wanes to a resting point 
of relative peace and stability. Tonally, the aria begins on D Dorian (over a pedal tone of 
A), progresses to A Major/Minor (split-third), then transitions by tritone to E-flat Lydian 
before cadencing on a tranquil D Major (again emphasizing a pedal tone of A). The specter 
of common-practice era i  V  ?  i  sonata form looms, albeit with heavy modification 
in harmonic language. To encounter a foregrounded flat-II key area just before the final 
cadence suggests a tragic-to-transcendent expressive trajectory,111 as does the Picardy-
third-like ending on the parallel major key.112 De pi e he a ia  bleak e ing and opening, 
E a  de e mina ion and i ion of e od  lif  Mi iam  and he  pi i  o an ele a ed hope, 
 
 111. Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 86. 
 112. Ibid., 26. 
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buoying the sisters above their dire circumstances.113 This reading is bolstered by the 
observation that the aria’s dynamic climax and most stable tonality occurs in the flat-II key 
area, which would typically be relegated to the unstable development or an afterthought 
coda in favor of a more robust recapitulation in the home key. The aria’s arch-like tonal 
plan is reinforced by the aria’s orchestration. The opening texture features muted string 
quartet with commentary from the vibraphone and piano, expanding in the second section 
to include string sections and contrabass. The climax of the aria includes piano, vibraphone, 
bass clarinet, and contrabassoon, which gradually disappear with a return to the string 
quartet and contrabass, recalling the aria’s beginning. The prevailing string texture 
throughout provides the opera’s first clue that Eva is associated with the sound of the string 
family. 
Table 4.1: Act I, Scene 2, “The Smoke Curls into the Sky” formal plan 
Turning now to analyze the aria’s text setting in more detail, the aria’s poetic form 
suggests a three-part structure, denoted by punctuation and continuity of thought. The line 
“No one will save us” acts as a pivot between the previous and following triplet, marking 
Eva’s shift from dependence on rescue to self-reliance to ensure their survival—
                                               
 113. However, this aural of transcendent hope is shattered by the sisters’ I.4 and I.5 arias.  
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accordingly, this line functions as a musical transition from the first to the second section. 
The image  in he fi  o ec ion  e oke  he A ch i  c ema o ia ( moke,  flame ,  
fi e ), hile he final ec ion foc e  on he i e  bodil  ac ion  ( alking,  hand in 
hand,  ne e  le  go ). L.1 i  ed o e  I ee he flame ,  and L.2 e  ne e  le  go  (an 
e ac  o e of Jaffa  o iginal a emen ), einfo cing he image  and meaning of bo h 
leitmotifs. The final line I p omi e I ill ne e  le  go  i  epea ed fo  he o ical empha i  
and to allow the musical momentum to attenuate and reach a cadence point.  
E a  melodic p o od  e ol e  h o gh he a ia  h ee ec ion  o eflec  he 
emotional mood of the text and music. Eva begins senza misura, intoning two rubato 
espressivo, chant-like phrases reminiscent of the products of neumatic chant notation , with 
floating noteheads and dotted slurs, with one or more pitch per syllable (mm. 28-29). These 
simple, haunting melodie  cap e a nap ho  of E a  lne abili  and fea  a  he eali e  
he le hal ake  of A ch i ; E a  ocali  i  a ked o ing he e ph a e  i h a  li le 
vibrato as possible to convey her childlike innocence. As the music transitions to the lush, 
hopef l econd ec ion and ime e me  in a gen le 6/8 me e , E a  melodic ma e ial 
grows more ornamented, florid, and melismatic (m. 33). 114 Where her tone had been 
o hf l and e lo  befo e, E a  oice no  ake  on mo e ma e manne i m long 
phrasing, virtuosic embellishments, chromatic non-chord-tone decorations, and operatic 
vibrato. The aural impression that Eva is rapidly aging, thrust prematurely into maturity, is 
an apt musical depiction of the transformation she is forced to undergo to survive; her 
reassuring song functions as a surrogate maternal voice for Miriam. As the aria builds 
o a d  i  clima , E a  p o od  hif  once mo e, hi  ime o a declama o , llabic, o  
neumatic style (mm. 54-73) a  he p oclaim  We a e alking o  of this camp, | alive and 
 
 114. As explored in section 3.4, this characteristic intertextually references arias in the Italian bel 
canto adi ion, ch a  he famed Ca a di a  f om Vincen o Bellini  Norma. 
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together, hand in hand . E a al o eache  he highe  no e of he a ia almost to the 
extreme of her range as a ten-year-old in Act I as she asserts repeatedly that she and 
Mi iam ill go o  of he camp oge he . A  he m ical texture tapers to a piano finish, 
E a e n  o he  ma e nal, meli ma ic le a  he oo he  Mi iam, a ing I p omi e I 
ill ne e  le  go.  The final melodic pi ch of he a ia i  D, he onic of he o iginal and final 
key area at least for the time being, Eva and Miriam have found a place of rest in each 
o he  a m . 
Ne , a phenomenological acco n  of he a ia  m ical nfolding i  in o de . The 
first sonority heard is a modified D Minor chord (with Dorian extensions) articulated with 
a complex string timbre. Three factors make this timbre unusual: 1) the chord is played by 
solo players a string quartet rather than sections, 2) each player sustains double stops, 
multiplying the sound production for each instrument, and 3) the instruments are muted. 
Factor 2) would seem to work against 1) and 3); why reduce the overall sound output with 
mutes and solo players when playing two strings doubles the volume? Double stops, when 
sustained, provide a full, drone-like, somewhat murky timbre that is effective in 
combination with mute, producing a cushion of sound upon which an ethereal melody can 
floa . The a h hmic a cending ib aphone ge e  commen  on E a  melod , 
einfo cing he e he eal na e of he ing . A  E a  l h, o na e inging begin , he 
string section players join, and the sections trade off stronger, tenuto figures before 
receding into the texture, creating the impression of a bubbling landscape of steadily rising 
sound (mm. 35-51). This texture, based on A, articulates C-sharp at some points and C-
natural at others; together with a consistent G-natural, the collection forms an A 
Major/Minor (split-third) Mixolydian scale, fitting for an aria that is in the process of 
transforming from D Minor to D Major. A series of active, canonic gestures leads the 
pol phonic e e back o a ic la ing cho d  in h hmic ni on, ppo ing E a  
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declamatory style (mm. 52-65). In the climax of the aria, duplet chords reminiscent of the 
a ia  beginning gi e a  o onic ell  ebbing and flo ing ac o  trings, piano, bass 
clarinet, and contrabassoon. The swelling texture is complicated by dense rhythmic 
stratification, with a 4:3:2:1.5 polyrhythm spread throughout the orchestra (e.g. mm. 66-
67). The lower chord voices articulate slower rhythms than higher voices, modeled after 
the frequencies of sound waves across the pitch spectrum, and the acoustic science analogy 
is further carried by pervasive use of open strings and perfect fifths, as if constructing a 
mega-overtone series from G with an E-flat bass. Due to the spread-fifths voicing of this 
cho d, E a  o he i e-transgressive pitches (E-natural, C-sharp) sound consonant even 
pleasing over the monolithic stacked fifths. The vibraphone pattern sustains an ethereal 
fo e  of o nd empha i ing he ame o  pi che  a  E a, like a linge ing echo of he  o n 
voice. Finally, the instrumental texture ends much as the aria began muted solo strings 
sustaining double stopped chords, this time on D Major rather than D Minor. The 
contrabass articulates the tonic for a brief moment before resting on a pedal fifth, just as 
the cello began the aria (mm. 75-84). But this hard-won harmonic stability is only fleeting. 
Finall , ha  o e all concl ion  migh  he a dience each af e  hea ing E a  fi  
aria? Listeners mus  el  be ck b  E a  de e mina ion and fo i de in he face of 
overwhelming odds against their survival, musically communicated through her bold, 
ma e ocal deli e  and o che al accompanimen ; e en in life, E a  bbo n fo ce of 
will would continue to impress all who encountered her till the day of her death. The 
virtuosic performance of the lead vocalist adroitly navigating expressive chant-like and 
heavily-ornamented passagework doubtless reinforces this impression. Despite this, 
viewers ma  al o di ce n ha  E a  op imi m i  o a la ge deg ee an affec a ion; he  
mo he  final pplica ion and he  e pon ibili  o p o ec  Mi iam p e en  he  f om 
soberly considering the gravity of the situation, which would most likely incapacitate her. 
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Just as adrenaline suppresses the perception of pain so an organism can fight or flee despite 
otherwise crippling injuries, it is only after the sisters escape that Eva can truly contemplate 
the true horror of Auschwitz over the next fifty years. Finally, this aria together with 
E a  I.4 and Mi iam  I.5 a ia impress upon the audience the inestimable closeness of 
he i e  ela ion hip, hich i  onl  m icall  con mma ed in he in  I.5 d e . Un il 
hen, he i e  oice  a e kep  la gel  epa a e, only singing to or about each other until 
their jubilant reunion and duet in scene I.5; however, their reunion is destined not to last. 
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Figure 4.1: Ac  I, Scene 2, The Smoke C l  in o he Sk  complete score 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) 
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4.2 Act II, Scene 1: Ho  Can I Go on ithout Miriam?  
 
How can I go on without Miriam? 
Auschwitz looms like a ghost, 
haunting my waking and sleeping hours. 
Every day, I am prey to its icy grasp. 
How can I face it without Miriam? 
Where is my strength 
when I cannot hold her hand? 
 
 Eva Mozes Kor | Act II, Scene 1 
If E a  bold op imi m in defiance of A ch i  dea h engine i  iking, he 
intensity of her despair despite being f ee fo  fif  ea  i  e all  enching. Ho  Can 
I Go on i ho  Mi iam?  con i e  he da ke , lo e , and mo  pa ho -filled moment 
of the entire opera in this aria, the audience witnesses the interior shackles that bind Eva 
to her trauma in Auschwitz, reinforced over time and by the death of Miriam. If this 
opening gambi  of Ac  II fall  ho , he ca ha i  of E a  deci ion in II.3 and II.4 ill lack 
its full emotional and thematic resonance; thus, the aria is arguably the most pivotal passage 
in Eva and the Angel of Death. In terms of formal design, this aria is more tightly 
con c ed han The Smoke C l  in o he Sk  o  an  of E a  o he  a ia . The lib e o  
p nc a ion, combined i h he pa alleli m of he line  Ho  can I go on i ho  Mi iam?  
and Ho  can I face i  i ho  Mi iam? , e i e a clea  e na  fo m of he fi  h ee 
line  (A), one line (B), hen he la  h ee line  (A ). Gi en he leng h di pa i  be een he 
sections, and considering that the B section stands alone as a self-contained sentence, 
con ide able he o ical empha i  i  placed on E e  da , I am p e  o i  ic  g a p,  
suggesting a musical climax in the B section. This is precisely what occurs in m. 208. 
The a ia  onal plan con i  of al e na ing onal a e  of C-sharp and G key 
centers a tritone apart that emphasize maximum aural instability. Of the two, C-sharp 
Minor is the prevailing tonality for the aria for three reasons: 1) C-sharp is presented first, 
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and repeated at the return of the A material, 2) the C-sharp Minor collection (containing 
both raised and lowered sixth and seventh scale degrees) is more complete, and 3) the G 
tonic center is inherently unstable, as it does not contain a chordal fifth (instead sounding 
with C-sharp, the raised fourth), and often lacks a chordal third (such as B-flat, suggesting 
a G diminished triad). Diminished and augmented triads, tritones, and minor-major seventh 
sonorities predominate the texture, conjuring an eerie, evanescent soundworld depicting 
E a  inne  moil. Be een he A and A  ec ion , he econd line of each iple  con ain  
a significant alteration; whereas the parallel first lines of each triplet are repeated 
essentially verbatim, the second lines begin on different versions of the seventh scale 
deg ee. A ch i  loom  like a gho  (m. 196) begin  on C-natural enharmonically B-
sharp, the raised seventh of C-sharp Minor hile Whe e i  m  eng h  (m. 210) a  
on B-natural, the lowered seventh. While the raised seventh contains an ascending 
implication, yearning to regain the stable tonic, the lowered seventh is a yielding tone, 
giving way to the downward pull of tonal gravity. This gradual descent is consummated in 
he a ia  final line hen I canno  hold he  hand? , hich de cend  ch oma icall  f om 
C-sharp to A (the lowered sixth), then after lingering on A, falls once more by prolonged 
glissando to G-sharp (mm. 218-224). The ch oma ic de cen  pa e n een in he a ia  la  
phrase is played out at a broader level over the course of the piece, with C-sharp moving 
to C-natural (B-sharp) in the A section, B-na al in he A  ec ion, pa ing ch oma icall  
through B-flat (m. 212 and m. 218) to reach A to G- ha p on he  hand? . The e l ing 
deep c e de cen  i  emini cen  of Hein ich Schenke  Urlinie however, rather 
than a descent from the fifth to the tonic, this aria moves away from the stable tonic to the 
less stable fifth. 
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Table 4.2: Act II, Scene 1, “How Can I Go on without Miriam?” formal plan 
Eva’s plaintive cries “How can I go on without Miriam?” and “How can I face it 
without Miriam?” in the wake of her sister’s death recall the last time the twins were 
forcibly separated; accordingly, both lines utilize the leitmotif L.5, first heard in Eva’s I.4 
aria setting “I can’t sleep without Miriam” and heard subsequently in II.3 setting “Is there 
a word worthy of Mengele?”. The common theme between all four occurrences is 
contemplating the long-term impact of Mengele’s rending of Miriam from Eva. 
Interestingly, L.5 was first composed as the signature theme of Eva’s II.1 aria, and only 
afterwards back-projected into her I.4 aria as a foreshadowing. The aria does not have a 
single prevailing thread of imagery, but rather a constellation of images and language taken 
up previously in other parts of the opera. Eva’s traumatized memories are described with 
straightforward language including “Auschwitz looms like a ghost” and “haunting my 
waking and sleeping hours.” The former line is set with meandering, chromatically-
descending major thirds, a reference to L.4 featured in I.1 (“You need to be disinfected”), 
I.4 (“They don’t feed the living dead”) and elsewhere depicting the corrosive, deteriorating 
effects of Mengele’s Auschwitz. Though Eva recovered from physical illness, the lasting 
psychological trauma lingers. In the central line, two images are invoked: 1) a hunting 
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p eda o  ( p e ,  g a p ) and cold ( ic ). The lang age of ice i  an e ac  oppo i e o he 
ubiquitous Act I imagery of smoke, fire, and flames. Finally, the through-line image of the 
in  joined hand  (e peciall  fea ed in I.2 and I.5) i  e ec ed in he final line of he 
a ia, hi  ime a  a e e al and denial of Jaffa  d ing i h Ne e  le  go! . Simila l , 
Whe e i  m  eng h  e e e  E a  ea lie  p omi e in I.2, We ill be onge .  
Ho  Can I Go on i ho  Mi iam?  fea e  a ma e, ope a ic, ad l  oice f om 
the sixty-year-old E a, con a ing he o hf l one fi  hea d in The Smoke C l  in o 
he Sk .  Tho gh hi  a ia doe  no  con ain he flo id o namen a ion of he I.2 a ia, E a  
maturity is communicated through her more sophisticated albeit unusually jaded
harmonic and intervallic language, declamatory strength, and intense emotional pathos. 
The aria  p o od  open  i h a senza misura, chant-like melodic phrase written in 
neumatic notation (m. 195, recurring in m. 209), a clear reference to the opening phrase of 
he I.2 a ia. E en hen ime e me  in m. 196, E a  melod  emain  e p e i el  
arrhythmic, utilizing tuplets and augmentation processes to obscure the metric pulse. With 
a mature voice, Eva can explore extremes of register hitherto unheard in Act I. In m. 208, 
the B section melody catapults from a D-flat-4 to a G-natural-5 (note the presence of the 
a ia  main onal a e !), an oc a e pl  a i one in ange. The G-natural then resolves up 
by half step to A-flat-4, the highest pitch heard from Eva thus far in the opera. The true 
igna e o nd of E a  oice, ho e e , i  he  lo  egi e hence the decision to cast 
Eva as a mezzo-soprano rather than the traditional soprano lead. The aforementioned low 
G-sharp-3, he final melodic pi ch of he a ia, i  he lo e  pi ch in E a  ange, encoding 
both her force of character and deep disillusionment. This is the only occurrence of G-
sharp-3 in E a  pa , he o icall  ma king i  placemen  in he a ia. Along m ical and 
na a i e ajec o ie , he a ia  ending i  E a  lo e  poin  in he en i e ope a. Ano he  
point of emphasis in the vocal prosod  i  on ic  g a p  in he B ec ion, pe fo med a  
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Sprechstimme for unnerving effect. Formally, this also signifies the hinge of the aria, the 
poin  he e i  pi o  back o A . 
The a ia  in men al e e i  c cial o he meaning-making process and 
musical affect of the piece. The woodwind section is entirely absent from the aria, 
signifying the absence of Miriam, who was associated with the woodwind family. The 
p edominan  a ocia i e e al field  emplo ed a e T.1 Memo  ( ia ing ha monic 
trill  and do e ailed b a  pedal one ) and T.7 Bell  ( ia he piano and chime  
polyrhythmic texture). This is the first appearance of T.7, so the striking bell-like texture 
will be associated in listener memory with the dramatic questions Eva poses in the aria 
(app op ia el  ec ing a  he a  of II.3 and he II.4 p oclama ion). The ing  ha monic 
trills articulate the tonic C-sharp, reinterpreting the shimmering timbre of earlier 
Memo  momen  a  e he eal and o he o ldl . The econd iolin  ca ch the climax of 
E a  opening melod  a  a ha monic ill, gge ing aco ic e onance o , in 
electroacoustic terms, a spectral freeze (m. 195). More harmonic trills join the sonic forest 
until the harmony changes in m. 202, the sudden shift in T.7 to a tritone-based sonority 
ma king a ja ing poin  of a i al. Se ing he line Ha n ing m  aking and leeping 
ho ,  he pol h hmic bell e e ape  off o a piano half note rhythmic echo of its 
former plentitude (mm. 204-206). Another major arrival on C-sharp in m. 208 marks the 
temporary suspension of the T.7 texture as the voice takes the foreground. Harmonic trills 
in he econd iolin  and iola  ca ch and ain E a  G-natural and A-flat, generating a 
semitonal rub that persists until the strings gradually fade at the end of the section. Section 
A  i  imila  in o che a ion and e e o Sec ion A, b  no  i h he addi ion of a G-
sharp-3 pedal tone, handed off between the horn and trombone. Harmonic glissandi on the 
fi  iolin  A ing mesh with the C-sharp Minor sonority (m. 211), building to the chord 
change to G-na al and pe i ing e en af e  he o he  ing  ha e d opped o . The b a  
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pedal G-sharp sustains as well, even under the muted half-note bell chimes from chimes 
and piano. E a  final pi ch i  ca gh  and einfo ced b  fortissimo mid-high cello and high 
contrabass, followed by the T.1 harmonic trills and T.7 bells fading in for a final swell, 
echoing he a ia  beginning and a all  leading he a dience o  of E a  inne  psyche. A 
di o ed e ion of T.4 Yea ning  in he oboe, al o a ophone, and ba oon ignifie  
E a  f a ed ea ning o be i h he  in i e  Mi iam once mo e (mm. 223-224). 
What meanings may be communicated to audiences experiencing this aria as a 
compact, three-min e hole? Fi , li ene  ill do b le  hea  bo h he dep h  of E a  
de pai  in he af e ma h of he  be ea emen  and he chilled, ha n ed ali  of he a ia  
overall textural and harmonic aesthetic. Whether or not individual audience members 
connec  he lo e  pi ch of E a  ange i h he  bjec i e, emo ional a e, he  ill 
surely hear the darkness and pain she feels in the moment. Next, listeners will hear the 
gravity of the dramatic questions Eva raises in this aria as fueling her character trajectory 
throughout Act II, cued by the staging device of freezing time in the external world so the 
a dience can pee  in o E a  inne  bjec i i . E a  de pe a e line Ho  can I go on 
i ho  Mi iam?  i  a mic oco m of co n le  Holoca  i o  and be ea ed familie  
e en in he p e en  da , d i ing E a  conf on a ion i h he o ce of he  a ma af e  
fifty years and her eventual decision to forgive. Attentive listeners may also track the 
interaction of leitmotifs and associative textural fields from elsewhere in the opera, 
incl ding L.5 f om E a  I.4 a ia, T.1 Memo  f om h o gho  he a ia, L.4 f om ea lie  
lines associated with Auschwitz and sickness, and, retrospectively, the significance of 
in od cing T.7 Bell .  The  ma  e en ecogni e perhaps subconsciously the 
significance of lacking woodwinds throughout the aria and connect that characteristic to 
Mi iam  dea h. Finall , li ene  ma  enco n e  in he po e  of E a  oice a diffe en  
kind of strength from the protector role she was forced to adopt in Act I. That fortitude of 
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character no less difficult to cultivate than that necessary to survive Mengele, 
A ch i  angel of dea h is the abilit  o ackno ledge one  inne  b okenne  f om 
trauma, to know that burying the past is not a sustainable long-term solution, and to seek 
possible avenues of healing. 
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Chapter 5: Production and Impact 
5.1 Performance History 
Eva and the Angel of Death is an opera inextricably linked to public performance, 
since it is conceived as an aesthetically immersive act of public ritual and remembrance. 
Th , no effo  a  pa ed in ma imi ing he a o k  p blic impac  on comm ni ie  
within and beyond Austin, Texas. The Eva opera was originally planned to premiere in two 
pe fo mance  on Ap il 18 and 19, 2020, a  he A in Cen al Lib a  Special E en  
Center (seating capacity: 260+ per performance), with free admission and open to the 
public. However, like many artistic performances scheduled during Spring 2020, the 
original performance schedule was disrupted by the global outbreak of the novel 
coronavirus pandemic (dubbed the COVID-19 disease), which resulted in government 
direction to postpone any public gatherings of over 250 attendees (later 50, then 10) in 
A in, Te a . A  he ime of hi  doc men  p blica ion, a e ched led p emie e da e ha  
not been finalized though every effort will be made to reschedule the performances to a 
late 2020 date, if the pandemic shows signs of subsiding by then. The original premiere 
dates were intentionally selected to coincide with Yom Hashoah (April 20-21, 2020), the 
global Holocaust Remembrance Day memorializing approximately six million Jewish 
individuals killed by the Third Reich during the Holocaust. Although promoting Holocaust 
awareness is a mission that must continue year-round, Yom Hashoah provides an excellent 
opportunity to bring together a coalition of intersecting communities in acts of public 
Holocaust remembrance. The presenting organization for the premiere performances was 
Density512, an Austin-based chamber orchestra, and the artistic team consisted of 
composer/producer Thomas B. Yee, conductor/producer Jacob Schnitzer, director 
Margaret Jumonville, and projection designer Jesse Easdon. The vocal cast featured 
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mezzo-soprano Page Stephens in the lead role of Eva Mozes Kor, soprano Julia Taylor as 
Miriam Mozes and Dorothy, tenor Robbie LaBanca as Hans Münch and SS Officer, 
baritone Jawan Jenkins as Josef Mengele, and soprano Carolyn Hoehle as Jaffa Mozes. As 
of the date of publication, no personnel changes due to the postponement are anticipated. 
The performance venue for the premiere was the Austin Central Library, a vibrant 
cultural hub in the heart of downtown Austin, rather than a traditional fine arts concert hall, 
ch a  A in  Long Cen e  fo  he Pe fo ming A . The lib a  ide p ead popularity, 
cen ali ed loca ion, and ea  acce ibili  ia A in  Capi al Me o b  em made he 
lib a  ideal o ma imi e he ope a  i ibili  and a endance b  a di e e a dience ba e.  
The p ojec  c ea i e eam o gh  o d a  indi id al  ho have never before attended an 
opera or art music concert as well as ardent new music enthusiasts. Additionally, promotion 
targeted audiences from a range of religious backgrounds, reaching out to Jewish 
communities as well as those of non-Jewish faiths; in particular, promotion for the opera 
through the University Interfaith Council at The University of Texas at Austin and the city 
of A in  o gani a ion In e fai h Ac ion of Cen al Te a  e e in al able connec ion  
for building a unique intersection of religious and cultural perspectives at the Austin 
premiere. At the present time of writing, possible venues for follow-up performances of 
Eva and the Angel of Death include Houston (Holocaust Museum Houston and 
Density512), Indianapolis (Indianapolis Opera and the Jewish Federation of Greater 
Indianapolis), Dallas (Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum and Density512), 
Terre Haute (Indiana State University and the CANDLES Holocaust Museum), San 
Antonio (Holocaust Memorial Museum of San Antonio and The University of Texas at 
San Antonio), and Washington, D.C. (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum). 
However, these follow-up productions depend on the impact of the Austin premiere 
performances, so whether any of these comes to fruition remains to be determined. 
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5.2 Staging and Projection Design 
Set, costuming, and staging are essential components of any operatic production; 
director Margaret Jumonville and projection designer Jesse Easdon collaborated with the 
musical components of Eva and the Angel of Death to craft an immersive multimedia 
p od c ion. Ma ga e  di ec ion adop ed a minimali  app oach, de igned o gge  and 
imply many actions rather than directly represent them. This was as much due to aesthetic 
philosophy as logistical or financial concerns; while elaborate set and staging would be 
appropriate for operas by Wagner, Verdi, or Puccini, Eva and the Angel of Death is a 
remarkably introspective narrative focusing on inner psychological experiences and 
development. How can such internal drama be appropriately manifested onto large-scale 
set or costume pieces? Additionally, the most vivid setting that could be represented 
literally is Auschwitz in Act I and visibly portraying its horrors on-stage may well be too 
intense or traumatic for many individuals, including young audience members and 
Holoca  i o  in a endance. Fo  he e ea on , Ma ga e  di ec ion accompli he  a 
terrific deal with relatively reserved movement, costuming, and set. For example, in Act I, 
Scene 4, the SS Officer sugge  E a  imp i onmen  h o gh pacing g ad all  in a 
rectangular pattern around a seated Eva, ignoring her as she reaches out to him for food. 
Though there are no bars or doors in the on-stage set, the separation between Eva and the 
SS Officer is palpable through the gestures and apportioning of stage space. Similarly, in 
Ac  II, Scene 1, E a  an ie  fla hback i  depic ed b  ha ing he oice  of he  pa  
antiphonally surrounding her and Dorothy, who are seated. Dr. Mengele stands back stage 
right, SS Officer back stage left, and Jaffa Mozes walks up the center aisle from the 
a dience. When E a  panic clima e  and ime f ee e  fo  he  a ia, he h ee oice  f om 
he  pa  n and face a a  f om he , ignaling E a  e ea  in o he  p i a e, in e io  o ld. 
In bo h of he e e ample , Ma ga e  di ec ion gge  n anced p chological eali ie . 
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While elabo a e e  and aging o ld de ac  f om he ope a  p e ailing 
interiority, projection design instead enhances it. 115  Projection design is an exciting, 
burgeoning art medium growing in sophistication and versatility as visual technology 
evolves in an increasingly multimedia era. Specializing in designing XR (extended reality) 
and interactive virtual reality experiences that combine computer science and theater 
backgrounds, Jesse Easdon contributed creative and narratively appropriate visuals for Eva 
and the Angel of Death that complemented its stage direction and musical material, 
transforming the opera into an immersive, multimedia experience. Synergizing with 
Ma ga e  app oach, Je e cho e o p ojec  image  ha  gge ed, a he  han di ec l  
represented, the setting or circumstances of a scene. For example, instead of projecting a 
modern photograph of the Auschwitz selection platform or bunkers, Jesse chose out-of-
focus barbed wire to approximate the experience of danger and entrapment in a more 
psychological manner. The chosen visual palette for Eva consists largely of flowing, 
ephemeral textures like flames, smoke, or droplets of water, aimed at exemplifying the 
theme of memory and the lingering impact of past events (Figure 5.1 displays examples of 
projections used in the opera). Varying degrees of visual focus are thematized, analogous 
o E a  deg ee of p chological cla i  o  impai men  a  he  men ality develops, 
especially in Act II. Projection design thus contributes a pivotal aesthetic layer to the opera. 
  
 
 115. Projection design refers to recording, editing, and computer-generating visuals to be 
dynamically projected onto screens and surfaces in a multimedia production. Projection design is increasingly 




Figure 5.1: Sample projection design images for Eva and the Angel of Death (Jesse 
Easdon, projection designer) 
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5.3 Community Building and Impact 
Successful production of Eva and the Angel of Death would not have been possible 
without considerable support and resources from many organizational partners. As 
mentioned previously, the presenting organization Density512 was a primary collaborator 
throughout the production of the opera, supplying the conductor, orchestral musicians, 
website event page, ticketing RSVP system, and press contacts for promoting the 
performances (Figure 5.2). The American Composers Forum acted as the projec  
501(c)(3) nonprofit fiscal sponsor, enabling the production to access sources of funding 
dedicated to the nonprofit sector. In February 2019, the Austin Public Library granted a 
cultural partnership to the project, providing access to the venue for the ope a  ehea al  
and performances as an in-kind donation totaling $6,300 in value. The University of Texas 
at Austin Butler School of Music piano technicians Charles Ball and Andrew Edwards 
provided the project a rental Steinway grand piano and tuning services as an in-kind 
dona ion o aling $1,360 in al e. E a Mo e  Ko  o gani a ion, he CANDLES 
Holocaust Museum & Education Center, arranged for composer Thomas B. Yee and 
librettist Aiden K. Feltkamp to interview Eva for the opera in January 2019, provided 
information and archival resources as needed by the project, and hosted Thomas and Aiden 
at CANDLES to promote the opera for Smithsonian Museum Day on September 21, 2019. 
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Figure 5.2 (continued) 
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Production of Eva and the Angel of Death was supported in part by the Cultural 
Arts Division of the City of Austin Economic Development Department, the Schusterman 
Center for Jewish Studies at The University of Texas at Austin, the Texas Holocaust and 
Genocide Commission, and the chair funds of Butler School of Music Director Mary Ellen 
Poole and the Marlene and Morton Meyerson Endowed Chair. Without generous grants 
from each of these organizational partners, production of the opera would not have been 
po ible. The Ci  of A in C l al A  Di i ion admini e  p og am  o a i  he 
de elopmen  of c ea i e ind ie  in A in, and  ppo  he comm ni  ni e 
c l al iden i  and i ali . 116 The di i ion  Comm ni  Ini iatives grant bestowed 
to Eva and the Angel of Death in February 2020 ppo  a  p ojec  ha  celeb a e 
A in  c l e of c ea i i  and ac i el  p omo e  ep e en a ion of hi o icall  
underrepresented communities. 117  The Schusterman Center for Jewish Studies, 
nde i en b  he Cha le  and L nn Sch e man Famil  Fo nda ion, i  a h i ing h b 
fo  he d  and app ecia ion of Je i h c l e, hi o , and ocie ,  offe ing bo h p blic 
programming including presentations, media screenings, and arts events and an 
undergraduate Jewish Studies program. 118  The Texas Holocaust and Genocide 
Commi ion, e abli hed b  Te a  Sena e Bill 482, aim  [ ]o b ing a a ene  of he 
Holocaust and other genocides to Texas students, educators, and the general public by 
ensuring availability of resources, and in doing so imbue in individuals a sense of 
responsibility to uphold human value and inspire citizens in the prevention of future 
a oci ie . 119  Each of these key organizational partners constitutes a fitting and 
 
 116. C l al A   A inTe a .go  (http://www.austintexas.gov/department/cultural-arts, 
accessed March 8, 2020). 
 117. Comm ni  Ini ia i e  P og am  (http://www.austintexas.gov/department/community-
initiatives-program, accessed March 8, 2020). 
 118. Abo  U  (https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/scjs/about/overview.php, accessed March 8, 2020). 
 119. Homepage  (https://thgc.texas.gov/, accessed March 8, 2020). 
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appropriate sponsor in achieving the mission of Eva and the Angel of Death. Perhaps the 
most surprising and humbling source of support was the surge of grassroots donations 
collected through the HornRaiser crowdfunding platform. In November  December 2019, 
he p ojec  c ea i e eam an a fo -week crowdfunding campaign with a goal of $5,000, 
aimed a  def a ing a po ion of he ope a  p od c ion co . Dona ion  f om i -five 
donors many of whom were unsolicited raised $6,270.04, or over 125% of the original 
goal (see Figure 5.3, a screenshot of the HornRaiser crowdfunding webpage; one donation 
is not counted in the total shown due to belated arrival and processing). As a result, Eva 
and the Angel of Death is a fully funded project with a total budget of $31,430. All of the 
p ojec  pon o  ha e ag eed o f nd he ope a a  he ame le el pon i  e en al 
rescheduled date, owing to the unforeseeable COVID-19 pandemic crisis resulting in the 
p emie e  po ponemen . 
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Figure 5.3: S ppo  E a and he Angel of Dea h: A Holoca  Rememb ance Ope a  
HornRaiser crowdfunding webpage 
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Figure 5.3 (continued) 
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Other organizational partners contributed to the community building and outreach 
age of p od c ion, p omo ing he ope a  p emiere performances through email lists, 
event calendars, and social medias. Apart from the organizational partners already 
mentioned, Holocaust Museum Houston and the Holocaust Memorial Museum of San 
An onio amplified he ope a  p omo ion be ond he ci  of Austin. Shalom Austin, the 
Jewish Outlook, and Congregation Agudas Achim spread word about the opera through 
A in  Je i h comm ni ie , and he Uni e i  In e fai h Co ncil and In e fai h Ac ion 
of Central Texas reached audiences from a variety of faith backgrounds. The University of 
Texas Butler School of Music, radio station KUT 90.5, and Sightlines Magazine also 
p omo ed he ope a  pe fo mance  o li ene  and eade  in e e ed in fine a . 
Finally, four accompanying events presented in conjunction i h he ope a  
premiere performances free and open to the public provide further contextualization 
ela ed o E a Mo e  Ko  o . The follo ing li  p o ide  he o iginal da e , loca ion , 
and participants for these accompanying events, but all of these have also been postponed 
due to the COVID-19 o b eak i h he in en ion of e ched ling o p ecede he ope a  
new premiere date: 
1) Is Forgiveness Still Possible? A Conversation on Forgiveness, Justice, 
and Healing (April 2, 2020, hosted by the Veritas Forum and InterVarsity): 
interfaith panel dialogue on the theology, ethics, psychology, and social impact of 
p blic ac  of fo gi ene  like E a Mo e  Ko  Decla a ion of Amne  i h 
participants Rabbi Neil Blumofe (Congregation Agudas Achim), Dr. Matthew Potts 
(Harvard Divinity School), Dr. Art Markman (UT Austin Department of 
Psychology), and Dr. Marilyn Armour (UT Austin School of Social Work). 
2) Eva A-7063 Documentary Screening (April 7, 2020, hosted by the 
Schusterman Center for Jewish Studies): Directed by Ted Green, Eva A-7063 tells 
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the full, astonishing story of Eva Mozes Kor for the first time, tracking her from 
Auschwitz to Israel to the United States and ultimately to her courageous return to 
the Nazi death camp; followed by audience Q&A and scholarly panel discussion. 
3) Surviving the Angel of Death: The True Story of a Mengele Twin in 
Auschwitz Book Talk (April 18, 2020, hosted by the Austin Central Library): Dr. 
Alex Kor (son of Eva Mozes Kor), delivers a family-friendly talk for Austin Central 
Lib a  pa on  on hi  mo he  life, legac , and memoi , i h pecial foc  on he 
con o e  and di c ion  E a  J l  2019 dea h pa ked in he en ing mon h . 
4) Dr. Alex Kor, a medical doctor by trade, presents a lecture on medical 
ethics and the long- e m heal h effec  of Jo ef Mengele  e pe imen  on E a and 
Mi iam hich e en all  led o Mi iam  dea h, a  ell a  lifelong medical 
complications for Eva (April 20, 2020, hosted by the Schusterman Center for 
Jewish Studies). 
Eva and the Angel of Death is artistically and culturally significant as an act of 
public remembrance aiming to unify Jewish and non-Jewish audiences, as an opera based 
on historical subject matter, and as a contemporary opera incorporating multimedia 
elements including elec oaco ic m ic and p ojec ion de ign. The p ojec  objec i e  
incl ded p e en ing E a Mo e  Ko  o  in imme i e ope a ic fo m o 500+ a endee , 
facilitating talks on Holocaust remembrance and deeper understanding of forgiveness to 
1,000+ students and adults, and intentionally engaging public audiences beyond existing 
Jewish- and classical-music communities. In order to measure impact on the audience 
members in a qualitative manner, the artistic team placed a community feedback board in 
the venue lobby to allow audience members to record and publicly display what themes 
and momen  f om E a  o  e ona ed mo  i h hem. The e impac  no e  ill be 
po ed and ha ed ia he e en  page on Den i 512  eb i e (Den i 512.o g) and 
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Thomas B. Yee  compo e  eb i e ( homa b ee.com). Wi h o pcoming p emie e 
performances of 260+ seats at the Austin Central Library Special Events Center planned, 
Eva and the Angel of Death presents a significant opportunity to impact the city of Austin, 
Texas, building community around a public act of Holocaust remembrance art and 




Chapter 6: Conclusion  Forgiveness and Memory 
The discourse appropriately concludes, in chiastic fashion, where it began, with 
task of memory now in dialogue with the theme of forgiveness. If the latter is conceived 
along he line  of he common idiom fo gi e and fo ge ,  memo  and fo gi ene  appea  
antithetical. However, a deeper account of the philosophy, theology, and ethics of 
forgiveness reveals underlying resonance with memory particularly with Holocaust 
remembrance. 
The offe  of fo gi ene ,  i e  Jona han T an, pe fo ma i el  doe  ha  i  
a . 120 Like memorial rituals and monuments, forgiveness enacts social reality; the 
memorial just is the remembrance act, and the declaration of forgiveness reifies the 
bjec  hif  in o ien a ion, a  i  did fo  E a Mo e  Ko . P ac i ione  of Holoca  
awareness are confronted with multivalent dilemmas concerning what stance their 
memorializing ought to take and what implications are manifested thereby. For example, 
to what extent can the Holocaust awareness be broadened in application to other oppressed 
demographics? How should unique in e ec ional e pe ience  i hin he Holoca  
broader anti-Semitism of Jewish women, homosexual Jews and non-Jews, or identical 
twins be validated and incorporated into the larger narrative? Can Holocaust 
remembrance art or museum exhibits helpfully represent the phenomenological experience 
of he concen a ion camp , o  i  he i o  e pe ience l ima el  ineffable o all ho 
come after? Should remembrance emphasize the victimhood of the Jewish people in 
Europe thereby motivating prevention of future oppression or highlight individuals as 
he oic i o , able o fo ge a pa h fo a d be ond he Holoca  la ing a ma, a  
 
 120. Jona han T an, Emplo ing Fo gi ene : Na a i e, Fo ge ing, and Memo ,  Literature & 
Theology 23, no. 2 (June 2009): 223. 
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Eva did through choosing forgiveness? Answers to each of these and similar questions will 
shape how the Holocaust is understood in cultural memory for generations to come. 
How an event of as immense historical and cultural weight as the Holocaust is 
emembe ed i  of g ea  con e ence, a  Mi o la  Volf i e : it is not enough just to 
remember; wrongly remembering a wrong suffered may be, on the whole, worse than not 
remembering it at all. 121  Volf warns that patterns of remembering that are solely 
accusatory, vindictive, or punitive may breed cycles of hatred and resentment that 
ultimately perpetuate oppressive and violent behavior. Of course, uncompromising 
condemnation of the actions of Adolf Hitler and his Third Reich is a fundamental task of 
Holoca  a a ene ; Volf  poin  peak  a he  o ho  ic im  o ien  hem el e  o a d  
the possibility of present and future flourishing, despite past wrongs inflicted upon them. 
In E a Mo e  Ko  e pe ience, he cap i i  of A ch i  did no  end hen i  ga e  e e 
opened, and forgiveness was key to her surviving the lasting trauma of Auschwitz and 
reclaiming her psychological freedom decades later. Similarly, forgiveness may enable 
communities of today generations after the original moral witnesses, who have largely 
passed away to retell the vital stories of survivors without the ability to personally 
identif  i h hei  e pe ience of ic imi a ion. A  in E a  o , forgiveness revisits the 
past, forgives in the present, and makes a way forward for the future. 122 Thus, forgiveness 
is intrinsically bound up with time and memory. 
Forgiveness does not imply ignorance of past atrocities, nor a lack of vigilance or 
willingness to suffer future abuse. On the contrary, forgiveness depends on candid and 
comprehensive understanding of the harm inflicted for its power and meaning. Theologian 
Matthew Potts defines forgi ene  a  impl  he restraint from retributive violence, the 
 
 121. Mi o la  Volf, Diffe ence, Violence, and Memo ,  Irish Theological Quarterly 74 (2009): 
7. 
 122. T an, Emplo ing Fo gi ene ,  228. 
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acceptance that what has been made wrong cannot be put right by vengeance. 123 In other 
words, forgiveness disrupts the cycles of hatred that eventually escalate into genocide. 
Po  acco n  of fo gi ene  e ona e  i h E a Mo e  Ko  a emen  on he en encing 
of O ka  G oening: I o ld like he co  o p o e o me, a i o , ho  fo  ea  in 
jail [for Groening] will benefit anybody. . . . The world is hurting so much, and I think it 
de pe a el  need  ome hing be ide  p ni hmen . 124 Though the controversy surrounding 
Ko  Declaration of Amnesty gives the impression that Kor is an outlier among survivors, 
sociological data suggest that forgiveness is an approach adopted by other survivors as 
ell. Ma il n A mo  ali a i e e ea ch e plo ing Holoca  i o  po -liberation 
meaning-making a egie  e ona e  i h Po  and Ko  de c ip ion : forgiveness is 
actually about reducing feelings of unforgiveness through the renunciation of anger toward 
another. . . These findings suggest that survivors were actually working to reduce feelings 
of unforgiveness by dissipating their unhealthy anger and to foster prosocial change by 
confining their anger to its rightful time, place, and people. 125 This is why Kor continually 
in i ed ha  he  fo gi ene  ha  li le o  no hing o do i h he pe pe a o ,  b  a he  
i h he need of ic im  o be f ee f om he pain inflic ed pon hem. 126 A generation 
removed from the historical events, Holocaust remembrance must orient towards future 
p e en ion and healing; i  canno  epai , edeem, o  e e e he pa . Po  elo en  
account of forgiveness could well have been composed autobiographically by Eva Mozes 
Ko  he elf ( b i ing i e  fo  b o he  in he fi  en ence): 
 
 123. Matthew La ence Po , Mo ning fo  Fo gi ene ,  Theology 122 no. 3 (2019): 182-183. 
 124. E a Mo e  Ko , A ch i  S i o  E a Mo e  Ko  S a emen  on Sen encing of O ka  
G oening,  CANDLES Holocaust Museum, July 15, 2015. 
 125. A mo , Meaning Making in Survivorship,  463. 
 126. E a Ko  on Fo gi ene ,  CANDLES Holoca  M e m, acce ed Ma ch 18, 2020, 
https://candlesholocaustmuseum.org/eva-kor/forgiveness/forgiveness-definition.html 
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 But if you kill my brother, no act can restore what has been lost. . . . Where   
  punishment attempts vainly to will backwards in time, forgiveness seeks the opposite, to  
  move forwards into a difficult future. The futility of retribution's urge to turn time  
  backwards is precisely what forgiveness understands and works against. Forgiveness  
  reckons unflinchingly with a past that cannot be undone, and then moves forward. . . . It  
  accepts that what has been lost cannot be regained, that the books cannot be balanced, that 
  what is wrong cannot be made right, and then it aims to live in and with the fact of that  
  irrevocability.127 
Such is an apt analogue for enacting Holocaust remembrance at a time when the 
voices of Holocaust survivors the moral witnesses are passing away. It falls now to 
those remaining to enshrine their testimony in cultural memory and discern a path forward. 
In this spirit, the Eva and the Angel of Death opera project team strives to tell Eva Mozes 
Ko  o  and e p e  he emo ion  and e pe ience  of all in ol ed cha ac e  a  hone l  
and empathetically as possible, with the deepest respect for the actual people portrayed in 
the opera (with the sole e cep ion of Jo ef Mengele). The ope a  in e p e a ion i  
con i en  i h Ko  o n eco n ing, and i  i  c cial o e  ha  he did no  p e me o 
speak for Holocaust survivors who differed with her decision. Likewise, other Holocaust 
remembrance artworks will doubtless position themselves differently on important points 
of memorializing the Holocaust including the role of forgiveness.  
As the world grows removed in time from the Holocaust, it becomes increasingly 
important to preserve and share the stories of those who survived its horrors, such as Eva 
Mozes Kor. Revisiting history through ritually-staged acts of remembrance allows 
communities of today to draw vital parallels between past and present; Holocaust 
remembrance art immerses audiences in i o  ni e e pe ience  and in i e  hem o 
 
 127. Po , Mo ning fo  Fo gi ene ,  184. 
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confront difficult questions applied to their own context. Eva and the Angel of Death 
facilitates reflection and action on contemporary issues of utmost relevance, including the 
dangers of otherizing, the long-term psychological impact of trauma, and the possibility of 
forgiveness as a catalyst for personal and psychological healing. There are no words more 
fi ing o concl de han E a  o n: I hope, in ome mall a , o end he o ld a me age 
of forgiveness; a message of peace, a message of hope, a message of healing. . . . Let there 
be no more wars, no more experiments without informed consent, no more gas chambers, 
no mo e bomb , no mo e ha ed, no mo e killing, no mo e A ch i e . 128 
  
 
 128. Eva Mozes Kor and Lisa Buccieri, Surviving the Angel of Death: the True Story of a Mengele 
Twin in Auschwitz (Indianapolis: Tanglewood Publishing, 2011), 134-135. 
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Figure 6.1: Eva Mozes Kor, Declaration of Amnesty 
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each ide, a  he  e   he elec i  la f  a  he A ch i -Bi ke a  c le . The 
i  a e d e ed i  ide ical b g d  d e e . The e j  e e ged f  a l g ide  a 
ca le ca , he e he  had  f d  a e , a d ba el  e gh   a d igh . The e 
a i ed a  he  lace ible; he e eadi g k  e i .  
The SS OFFICER  d  c i e like cl ck k ad a e . The  cha ge a  Z illi ge!  b  
l   he  he OFFICER eak   JAFFA di ec l . 
SS OFFICER 
ff- age 
L . Rec . [Lef . R g .] 
SS OFFICER 
Off- age 
Z ge! Z ge! [T ! T !] 
EVA
W e e a e e, Ma a?
MIRIAM 
T e    b g . 
I    f e?  
JAFFA
Q e .




W  a e e  ca g f  " 
JAFFA 

H d  . 
JOSEF MENGELE e e . He  ell-d e ed, i  hi e gl e  a d hi  black b , b  
he i e he  a  ema kable ma . He  fla ked b  a  SS OFFICER, h  i  ill calli g f  
i . 
MENGELE  EVA a d MIRIAM. He l k  e  a  he SS OFFICER a d he  i   EVA 
a d MIRIAM. The SS OFFICER head  e   JAFFA a d he i .  
SS OFFICER 
( ​  JAFFA​) 
A   ? 
JAFFA 




T  . 
SS OFFICER d   MENGELE. MENGELE e  e  a d ake  EVA a d MIRIAM a a  
f m JAFFA. The SS OFFICER h ld  JAFFA back a  he ggle .  
JAFFA 
N ,   a   ! 
SS OFFICER 
Y  d  b  d c d. 
JAFFA 
E a, d   . 
N   !  
SS OFFICER 
Y    . 
EVA & MIRIAM 
Ma a!  
MENGELE  
C   ,  K d . [  c d ] 

JAFFA e che  o  he  a m  o a d EVA and MIRIAM a  he  d agged off- age b  he SS 
OFFICER. EVA g ab  MIRIAM  hand.  
EVA 
Ne e  e  g ... 
MENGELE lead  EVA and MIRIAM o he o he  ide of he age, he e he  h ddle in o a 
na o  co . 
A acca SCENE 2 

 2 - L    
A -B , T  B  
P d c i  N e: f  hi  i  , e a  ee EVA  a  ($7063)  he  ef  a .The 
i i g i  b , beca e EVA gg ed a  he  a ed he . I  h d  be ee  i  Sce e 1. 
Thi  a  be acc da ed b  ha i g he  ea  a jacke  ha  i  e ed a  he e d f Sce e 1. 
Af e  a fe  i e  f i g  ge  c f ab e, MIRIAM ge   f  he c  a d g e  ff age 
 he a i e. She e  a e  a e , ked. EVA ge   f bed.  
EVA 
M ,   ? 
MIRIAM 
I   , 
 
G   
  
   
  . 
S  ,  -- 
,   , 
  , ,  . 
A g a e. 
MIRIAM 
    ? 
A he  g a e. EVA c ide , he  b : 
EVA 
     -- 
I    ! 
MIRIAM 
B ,     ? 
EVA 
a ia 
T      . 
A     , 
I   . 

N     . 
   , , -- 
   ​ hate er it takes 
     . 
      , 
  ,   -- 
I  I    . 
EVA climbs into bed beside MIRIAM and p lls her close. 
MIRIAM 
T    M  . 
    ? 
O  P , A , E ? 
EVA 
I  .  
G   .  
      . 
MIRIAM 
G , E . 
EVA 
G , M . 
The  cling to each other as LIGHTS OUT. 

 3 - 6   (  1 44) 
A -B , M  L  
EVA a d MIRIAM i  ide-b - ide  a de c i  lab a  he SS OFFICER e  a d, 
aki g ea e e  i h l , l ggi g he i f a i , a d he  checki g i f a i  i h 
MENGELE, h  i  a d a che . He cca i all  i e  d  fi di g  i  hi  eb k. I  
e ile k. 
U le  ed he i e, MENGELE di ec  all hi  d   he SS OFFICER. 
MENGELE 
M     . 
I        .  
F       . 
    . 
SS OFFICER h ld  a e al l, ea i g EVA  e e. MENGELE i e  i  hi  eb k. 
MENGELE 
E       . 
   G     G  . 
E A 
 he elf 
O   . 
O   . 
D i g he e  ec i , he SS OFFICER ad i i e  ai f l h   he i . 
MENGELE 
      . 
N       . 
 ,    C  3-- 
  .  
G    -- I   .  
The SS OFFICER a  d  EVA a d MIRIAM  a . The  k  be e  ha   ggle. 
The e  defia ce i  EVA  e e , b  MIRIAM i  li  i h f igh . MENGELE c i e   alk a  
he SS OFFICER e a e  a d he  e ac  bl d f  each f he i .  
E A 
O   . 
O   . 

MENGELE r mina es as he SS OFFICER dra s blood from EVA and MIRIAM. 
MENGELE 
aria 
N        . 
E     , 
     . 
 ,    : 
    ,  
    
  -     . 
End of aria. Back o b siness as s al. 
MENGELE 
T    . 
B     . 
EVA 
O   .  
O   .  
P , ,     . 
A acca Scene 4 

S  4 
A -B ,  I  (B  #21) 
M  I :    L  D  
EVA stumbles, dr -hea ing before falling into a heap. The SS OFFICER motions for EVA to get 
up and then half-drags her to the other side of the stage, here she deposits her onto the 
ground beside a cot.  
The SS OFFICER passes b  a fe  times ith food and ater. EVA reaches out, but the SS 
OFFICER ne er stops to gi e her an thing.  
E A 
aria 
     . 
E   . 
A  ,  -- 
   .  
     . 
    . 
I    M . 
C     ? 
I  I ,  , .  
I   . 

 5 - 2   (  1 45) 
A ch i -Bi e a , T i  Ba ac  
MIRIAM  a e a e. 
MIRIAM 
a a 
The h e d i   fi e. 
B b  fa , i e  , 
a i g a h f a  a  a d e. 
The die  ha e c e  e   f ee, 
b  I  a ead  dead.  
E a ha   e ed. 
Me ge e i  ch    hea  
a d hi  i  ff fa  a a . 
E a i  e e  c i g bac ,  
a d I  a ead  dead.  
MIRIAM c    e c . 
EVA SOPRANO, TENOR, & BARITONE 
ff- a e, e ff- a e 
Ha e  ee  a gi  h   j  i e e? Mi ia ! Mi ia !  
He  a e i  Mi ia  M e .
P ea e, d    he e he i ? ( ​T e ce  c e  EVA a d MIRIAM 
a e ca  e ed.​) 
EVA 
ff- a e,  
Mi ia ! Mi ia ! 
A  e ce  ca  e  a e, MIRIAM a d  f  e c . EVA e e ,   a  











T e  fa   eac  e  a . 
E A 
I   , , ! 
I  I     . 
MIRIAM 




B     -- 
I    I  . 
I     ,  H ! 
T e  e b ace aga . T e , EVA   a a  ece f c c a e. 
E A 
L ! 
    . 
   . 
MIRIAM 
C ? 
I   ​ ​ H ! 
EVA b ea  e ece   a d e g  a   ee e  ge e . 
MIRIAM 
I         . 
E A 
I       , 
,   ,  
   .  




W  a  . 
N   ! 
MIRIAM 
N   ! 
EVA 
N   M ! 
MIRIAM 
W  a   a   a . 
EVA 
W  a   a   a . 
MIRIAM 
W a   a . 
EVA 
I a      . 
MIRIAM 
W     b  a a  a a . 
W  a   a   a . 
EVA a  a e e a . S e a e    e d a ce. 
MIRIAM 
W a   ? 
EVA 
I a    . 
MIRIAM 
L   . 
EVA & MIRIAM 
L   . 
W    b  a a  a a . 
EVA   e  a d. MIRIAM a e  . T e e , e  a  de e ed  - a e. 

The d e  m ic c n in e , b  begin   di .  
We e nkn ingl  an ed  1993 Indiana. 
The d e  m ic i  in e ed b  he nd f a landline inging. EVA he  n age in a 





I  , E a. 
Y    . 
LIGHTS OUT 
END F AC  I 

A  II 
 1 - A  1993/  1944 
A   I   M  
IN BLACKOUT, NO SUPERTITLES FOR RECORDED MALE VOICE 
RECORDED MALE VOICE ( ) 
S   D   H ,    B   A300-600   F  
 I   M . M  N   F  K . I   I  K   B  
 L .    K -P  J  B     
B    I  A    B      . B  
     F . 
L   ,    A300-600   I   M . M  
  F  K . I      L  . A    
-  J  B     ,          
 .      .  
LIGHTS UP, ITH SUPERTITLES 
EVA MOZES KOR and DOROTHY, ano he  i o  of he in e pe imen  and EVA'  f iend, 
i  on an ai plane. DOROTHY i  ligh l  olde  han EVA, and adia e  a m h and abili .  
EVA 
half o he elf 
Wh ​  I      , D ? 
V   N  --  




I  , . 
A long pa e. EVA i  i ibl  haking. 
DOROTH  
I     . 
     E  -- 
EVA 
in e p ing, poin ed 
I   . 

BARITONE & TENOR 
off-stage 
L ! Rec ! 
[Lef ! R g !] 
EVA starts to stand. 
DOROTHY 
T e ea be  g   . 
EVA 
J  be ca , D . 
DOROTHY 
not taking EVA s shit 
I  e fec  ca .  
I   I  ed ab . 
The chaos b ilds. EVA makes a concerted effort to hide her tattoo. 
EVA 
I eed   . 
I eed    M a  -- 
She s interr pted b : 
BARITONE & TENOR 
off-stage 
Z ge! Z ge! 
[T ! T !] 
DOROTHY 
Y ' e a g. 
I  g g  ca  f  e . 
EVA 
N , d ! 
DOROTHY tries to get the attention of an nseen air hostess. 

JOSEF MENGELE  a  e  ea . He   a  e a    Ac  1, d e ed  e g e  
a d  b ac  b . EVA ca  a e e  e e  ff , ca  ea . DOROTHY eac  a  
g  e   a  a  . 
MENGELE 
E c d , a  c  I e  e e ? 
[E c e e, ca  I e  ?] 
DOROTHY 
E , ea e. 
MENGELE 
O  c e.  
A e  a , ada ? 
EVA 
d g a   
Y  a e a a e! 
Y   e   e! 
DOROTHY 
W a  a  e   ? 
He     e . 
LIGHTS UP  JAFFA MOZES,  a e  e e  de f e age. S e gg e  
aga  e d f e e ,  d e ed a  e SS OFFICER. 
JAFFA 
E a, d  d a  a e   e ! 
SS OFFICER 
C e  e-- 
 eed  be d ec ed. 
JAFFA 
I eed  a    . 
DOROTHY  a a d  EVA, b  c ce ed. 
DOROTHY 
D   eed a d c ? 
EVA 

N ,  e d c . 
SS OFFICER 
Y  ee e  . 
JAFFA 
E a, M a , a  e e . 
1HYHU e  ! 
MENGELE  
C e  e, ada . 
Y ' e e .  
JAFFA e che   he  a  a d EVA a  he  d agged ff- age b  he SS OFFICER. 
S dde , e a d  . We ge  a g e  he ad e  f EVA'  e  g e.  
EVA 
a a 
H  ca  I    M a ?  
A c   e a ,  
a   a  a d ee  . 
E e  da , ID  e    c  a .  
H  ca  I face   M a ? 
W e e   e  
e  I ca  d e  a d?  
T e e e ​ . ​EVA g ab  DOROTHY'  ha d. MENGELE fade   he bac g d. 
EVA 
D  e  . 
DOROTHY 
Kee  b ea . 
Y ' e afe.  
A bea . We hea  EVA'  f a c b ea h . 
DOROTHY 
T   a  a bad dea. 




I     M  . 
EVA c   b a  a d   DOROTHY'  b ac . 
DOROTHY 
A      ? 
EVA 
T a  d c ​ . 
DOROTHY 
Y      -- 
EVA 
I    . 
I   .  

 2 - 1993 
    
, .    
EVA and DR HANS M NCH i  n hi  ch, nded b  a fe  membe  f a d c men a  
d c i n aff. (P d c i n n e: d c men a  aff i  i nal.) DR M NCH i  la e 
middle-aged i h hi e hai  and gla e . He  kind, b  he i an .  
We en e  in media e . 
EVA 
I    , D . M . 




W        ? 
M NCH 
T   , . 
I  




T    A  
    . 
I    ,   
  .  
EVA 
D ,  
  ​died​   M  . 
H     
      . 
D      ? 
M NCH 

I  . 
I    , 
  . 
E A 
D     ? 
M NCH 
J .  
I    . 
E A 
I  . 
M NCH 
aria 
A     
    -- 
     
     . 
I     
    . 
I   . 
I       I , 
     .  
End of aria 
M NCH 
T    . 
I  , E . 
Orche ral in erl de a  EVA ponder  M NCH  ord . He e i  and DOROTHY en er  o 
replace him acro  from EVA. We are no  in EVA  ki chen back in Terre Ha e.  
EVA and DOROTHY i  aro nd he ki chen able, drinking ea. 
E A 
D , ,VWLOOFDQ
WEHOLHYH    .  
A N    ! 

DOROTH  
I    . 
EVA 
I     ​I​ . 
H     -- 
, .  
DOROTH  
T      . 




I     . 
  ,  M . 
 GR\RXZDQWWR  ? 
EVA 
I '    M      , 
    A , 
       '  . 
I   . 
DOROTH  
T    , 
     , 
   .  
EVA 
H  ,   . 
  I  ? 
DOROTH  
     
     ? 
EVA 
I   .  
I   . 
I   . 

DOROTH  
      ? 
EVA 
I    . 
I   I   . 
DOROTH   
 
F   , 
    .  
I     
     , 
     , 
      
T        
    .  
I    ,  , 
      . 
I       . 
I    . 
I    . 
EVA 
I'    . 
I  I  , 
  I'   . 
DOROTH   
D    . 
J  '      . 
T   .  
EVA 
E    . 
LIGHTS O T 

 3 - 1994 
 , '   
EVA sits at a desk, scribbling on stationar . It's late at night and there's a eariness to her 
bearing. 
EVA 
F gi e D c  M ch?  
Tha '  d e ea i  e gh.  
B  f gi i g D c  Me ge e-- 
ha  i  a he  hi g e i e .  
Ca  i  be d e?  
She p lls o er a hea  dictionar  and starts to leaf thro gh it. 
I  he e a d h  f Me ge e? 
W h  f ha  he did?  
She closes her e es and takes a moment to collect herself. Then, she starts to rite a list. After 
she's done, she looks at her ork and appro es.  
O a , e '  ge  hi  e  i h. 
D c  Me ge e, I'   g i g  a  hi  ce, 
 'd be e  i e  g d. 
MENGELE alks into her room, facing her ith an ic  glare. 
D c  Me ge e,    e i e fa i  a a  f  e, 
e e   i  i e , Mi ia .  
Y e a... e . 
MENGELE 
A e '   a a he ic i e hi g? 
EVA  
I a   i e  
a d I a   a he ic!  
I i ed A ch i . 
I i ed !  
Y  a  a a ,  
hidi g de  e c   
i e he a e ha   a e. 
A d I a  he e, a i e! 

MENGELE 
Y '   a  . 
I'  a  a  a  .  
EVA 
a   
I    a  .  
I'    .  
I  , D  M . 
N   ,   a , 
  .  
a  e a ,  e e 
I a     .  
I a      .  
N   a     , 
a    a  a   a a .  
EVA face  MENGELE ead .  
I  . 
MENGELE,  c  a d defea , e . 
Af e  e a  e, EVA e   a , f  b ea . 
I'  .  
F a , I'  . 

 4 - 1 5 
, 50     '   
EVA a d  be ide DR M NCH a  he i  f a c ema i m a  A ch i . The gh  f 
MIRIAM a d  ff  he ide, a chi g. EVA ead  f m a d c me .  
EVA ( ​ ke ​) 
I, E a M e  K , a  h  a  a ch d ed J ef Me ge e'  e e e  a  A ch  f f  
ea  ag , he eb  g e a e   a  Na  h  a c a ed d ec   d ec   he de  
f  fa  a d  f he .  
F f  ea  af e  be a  f  A ch , I, E a M e  K ,   a e , g e h  a e  
beca e   e  g  ;   e  hea   ;   e  f g e, b  e e  f ge .  
L    he e , he e  A ch . The  f  f c  a e h -- a d I a  
a g, h he  a  e e :  e a ,  e e e e  h  f ed c e , 
 e ga  cha be ,  e b b ,  e ha ed,  e g,  e A ch e . 
T i  
EVA, MIRIAM, M NCH 
L    he e --  
he f a e  a e e ched, 
he e ha  c ea ed.  
We ca  b ea he f  . 
A ch   dead,  
b  e e  g e.  
We ca   da ge  
h  . 
A  EVA m e   ig  he d c me , MIRIAM m e  a d he g  a d la  a ha d  
EVA'  h lde . EVA ig  he d c me , f ll ed b  M NCH. MIRIAM ake  EVA'  ha d. 
T ge he , e  ee  he da e  a  ba . 
T ge he , e  f ge a he   da .  
LIGHTS OUT 
   

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    As we become removed in time from the Holocaust, it is essential to preserve the 
experiences of survivors so that the Holocaust's horrors — and its moral lessons — are never 
forgotten. Eva and the Angel of Death presents the story of Holocaust survivor Eva Mozes 
Kor, who, along with her twin sister Miriam, was subjected to sadistic medical experiments
by Dr. Josef Mengele in Auschwitz. Fifty years after her liberation, Kor returned to Auschwitz 
and, to the surprise of many, announced to the world that she personally forgave the 
Nazis for what had been done to her and her family.
    Many in the survivor community found Eva's choice to forgive unthinkable, even 
anathema. How could she forgive those who did not — or would not — repent? How could 
she proclaim forgiveness while still promoting Holocaust awareness and decrying present 
and future anti-Semitism? But Eva's fifty-year post-traumatic experience cannot be reduced 
to a cultural-political position or moral dictum. For Eva, forgiveness represented liberation 
from victimhood, choosing present life over past torment, and planting a seed of peace to 
break cycles of hatred and vengeance. Eva's forgiveness reclaims the victim's lost power 
not to be defined by past inflicted pain. Forgiveness may not be the answer for every 
survivor — but Eva's story shows why it was key to her flourishing.
    On July 4th, 2019, Eva passed away in Krakow, Poland, in the midst of carrying out her 
life’s work, sharing her story on annual educational trips to Auschwitz. Eva's death makes it 
all the more vital to tell her story and establish the legacy of her message. In the words 
announcing Eva's death: "The themes of Eva's life are apparent. We can overcome 
hardship and tragedy. Forgiveness can help us to heal. And everyone has the power and 
responsibility to make this world a better place."
— !omas B. Yee
S.D.G.From the Librettist:
    Eva and the Angel of Death has been a special project from the beginning. I’ve 
written quite a bit of historical fiction, but I’ve never written about anyone who was still living. 
It was such a privilege to meet Eva herself, and it was also a challenge. Like everyone I've 
ever known, Eva is a complex and intriguing character. I’ve done my best to honor her 
unique personality -- the good, the bad, and the messy -- in this work. 
    What I love most about Eva’s story is her resilience and optimism amidst dark times. As 
neo-Nazis gather around us and human rights violations abound, this is a timely and 
necessary message. Eva’s hope gives me hope for the future, her fighting spirit revives my 
own fighting spirit, and her ability to forgive convinces me that maybe I, too, can forgive. 
    Forgiveness is a loaded topic in general, but it’s especially tricky in the context of the 
Holocaust. What I like most about Eva’s concept of forgiveness is that it puts all the power in 
the hands of the survivor. It’s about healing, about the survivor living more fully, instead of 
dealing with exoneration or resolution for the perpetrator. I hope that Eva’s fighting spirit, 
hope, and message of forgiveness shines through this work and into the future. 
    This project wouldn’t have been possible without the help of a few generous people, 
including Dr. Alex Kor, Molly Scanlon and her family, Dorothy Chambers, the entire CANDLES 
Museum staff, Dr. Tatjana Lichtenstein, Brin Solomon, and, of course, my incredible 
collaborator, Thomas B. Yee, and Eva Mozes Kor herself. 




Act I, June 1944 - January 1945
Eva, Miriam, and Jaffa Mozes try to stay together on the arrival ramp at the Auschwitz death camp 
as the SS officers direct the new prisoners to the left and right. Dr. Josef Mengele, who’s overseeing 
the new arrivals, identifies Eva and Miriam as identical twins and has the SS Officer separate them 
from Jaffa. Eva and Miriam settle into the twins’ barracks, where they find dead children in their 
showers. When Miriam wonders what has become of their family, and what will become of them, 
Eva promises her that they will escape together.
Six months later, Eva and Miriam go through the daily torture of Mengele’s experiments. He waxes 
poetic on the future of the human race as he and the SS Officer carry on their research. When Eva 
gets sick from this round of experiments, she’s sent to die in the Infirmary. Separated from Eva, Miriam 
believes that theywill both die. But Eva survives and is reunited with Miriam as the Soviet Red Army 
soldiers liberate the camp.
Act II, 1993
Eva, emotionally lost after Miriam’s death, returns to Germany to speak with Dr. Hans Münch, an 
Auschwitz doctor, in an attempt to learn more about Mengele’s experiments. While on the flight, 
she experiences a panic attack and imagines that Mengele is on the plane with her. She’s much 
calmer as she interviews Dr. Münch, who is truly repentant for his part in the Holocaust. Moved by 
his regret, Eva contemplates giving Dr. Münch the gift of her forgiveness. She tells her friend, Dorothy, 
of this plan and the woman disagrees, explaining that the other survivors will be upset by Eva’s 
forgiveness for a Nazi doctor.
Eva decides to forgive Dr. Münch, but then realizes that in order to be truly free, she also needs to 
forgive Dr. Mengele. Eva confronts Mengele in her mind, accusing him of his crimes before finally 
forgiving him for what he did to her and her family. A year later, Eva, and Dr. Münch, joined by the 
memory and spirit of Miriam,return to Auschwitz for the 50th anniversary of the camp’s liberation. 
There, she repeats her forgiveness for the Nazis and hopes for a brighter future.
Character Details:
Eva Mozes Kor (1934-2019): A survivor of Mengele’s twin experiments at Auschwitz II (Auschwitz-
Birkenau) and eventual activist for Holocaust remembrance. She speaks her mind, directly and 
plainly. In a fight or flight situation, she always fights.
Miriam Mozes (1934-1993): Eva’s twin sister and another survivor of Mengele’s experiments. She’s 
more soft-spoken than her twin and led a quiet life after the war.
Dr. Josef Mengele (1911-1979): SS officer and physician working at Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp. 
He became infamous for his deadly human experiments, especially those on identical twins. After 
Auschwitz was liberated, he was never caught; he escaped to South America, where he died.
Dr. Hans Münch (1911-2001): SS officer and physician working at Auschwitz-Birkenau in the gas 
chambers. He was the only person acquitted of war crimes at the 1947 Auschwitz trials in Kraków.
Jaffa Mozes (1906-1944): Eva and Miriam’s mother, who didn’t believe the rumors of mass murder 
and gas chambers until it was too late. She didn’t survive Auschwitz-Birkenau.
SS Officer: A fictional Schutzstaffel officer working on the arrival ramp.
Dorothy: A fictional survivor of Mengele’s twin experiments and a friend of Eva’s. She’s slightly older 
than Eva, a well-loved person, and a fierce speaker.
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Time Resumes ( q = ~ 90 )
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June 1944 — Auschwitz-Birkenau 
Concentration Camp, Selection Platform
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Jaffa enters, leading Eva and Miriam behind her. They strive not to draw 
attention to themselves. Through their motions, they seem to be in line.
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Jaffa quickly silences them.
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Mengele and SS Officer enter, 
surveying an unseen crowd.
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Mengele points out Miriam and Eva 
to the SS Officer, who approaches them.
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For now, Eva and Miriam meekly follow Mengele's directions.
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8q. = 46 A Relaxing, A Little Slower
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4q = 60 Orderly, with Scientific Precision












Eva and Miriam sit side-by-side as the SS Officer measures them.
Mengele directs the examination, addressing the SS Officer only.
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Enter String Quartet; play in own tempo,
de-synchronized from the rest of the scene.
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SS Officer measures Eva's eye. Mengele records 
the result. SS Officer moves on to Miriam.
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slow motion bow, change freely;
strong pressure, pitchless;
slow motion gliss., light LH fingering.
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The SS Officer injects a shot into Eva's arm,
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Mengele breaks off to soliloquize; meanwhile,
SS Officer draws blood from Eva and Miriam.
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q = 60 Tempo Primo
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q = 50 Lugubrious, Desolate
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slow motion bow, change freely;
strong pressure, pitchless;
slow motion gliss., light LH fingering.
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Eva stumbles onstage, clearly ill. The SS Officer drags her across 
the stage to a cot, leaving her lying beside the cot.>
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The SS Officer passes Eva with food and water, giving some to Dorothy.
Eva reaches out, but the SS Officer never stops to give her anything.
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The scene transitions from Eva to Miriam
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Miriam curls up on her cot.
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They fall into each other's arms.
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They embrace closely. Then, Eva
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œ œ œœ œ œ œœ œ œ ˙˙
œ œ œ# œ œ













Time Lapse — Terre Haute, Indiana, 1993
n
as fast as possible
f















jœ ‰ Œ Ó
































œ œ œœ œ œ œœ œ œ ˙˙
œ œ œ# œ œ









An old landline telephone rings.








mature voice, with vibrato:

















































jœ ‰ Œ Ó




Rœ Jœb œ Œ jœb œ























‰ J¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ Œ
3






















109Act I, Scene 5



















































q. = 120 Flowing, Ephemeral
p
Vib.






















































æ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚œ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚œ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .






œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ


































Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ













Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ
Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ






œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ















œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ





œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ










œ œ œ ‰ ‰
‰ ‰
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ ‰ ‰
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ ‰ ‰











œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
Ó . .œ . 

















































Ó . ‰ ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ





Ó . ‰ ‰
10
Ó . ‰ ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ
Ó . ‰ ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ




















œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ















œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ











Recorded Audio: "Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, herzlich wilkommen an Bord 
unseres A300-600 auf dem Flug von Indianapolis nach Münich.
Mein Name ist Franz Krankenheld. Ich bin Ihr Kapitän an Bord dieses Lufthansafluges."
J
œ
‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Jœ ‰ ‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ















œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
















œ# œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ#
œ# œ# œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
‰ Œ . Ó .
œ# œ#
œ# œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ# œ#
œ# œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
Ó . .œ . 












































œ œN œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ


















œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ





œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ















œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ











.˙ Jœ# ‰ ‰ Œ .
Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# œ œ# - œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ œ- œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ















œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .













œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
œ# œ œ- œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ- œ
Ó . .œb .  œN
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ






œ œ œ Ó .
Ó .
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ Ó .
œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ Ó .
œb - œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Ó . .œb . 









































.œ .œb .œ .œ
œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
.œ .œ .œ .œ
.wb -
18















œb œ œ .œ .œ .œ
œN - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
œ œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œb œ œ .œ .œ .œ
.w
Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ












Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ
Œ . ‰ œ# - œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ









.œ# .œ .œ .œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Ó . œ- œ œ œb
œ- œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ















œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .













œ# œ# œ .œn .œ# Jœ œ
œ œ œ- œ œ œb
œb - œ œ œ œ- œ
œ# œ# œ .œn .œb Jœ œb
Œ . .œb .œb jœ œ
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ










œ œ œ ‰ ‰
‰ ‰
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ ‰ ‰
œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ ‰ ‰
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
Œ . .œb .œb jœ œ








































.œ Jœ œ œ Jœb Jœ œ
œ œb œb - œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
.w
.œb Jœ œb œ Jœb Jœ œ
.wN -
22











Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . .œ# Jœ œ
œ œ œ .œ .œ jœ ‰ ‰
œ œ œ- œ œ# œ œ# œ œ œ œ- œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . .œ Jœ œ
œb œ œ .œ .œ jœ ‰ ‰
.w
Ó . ‰ ‰ œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ





Ó . ‰ ‰
Ó . ‰ ‰ œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
Ó . ‰ ‰ œ- œb
œ œ œ œ
œ œ








.œ# .œ# .œn .œ
œ# œ œ# œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
.œ .œb .œ .œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ œb
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ















œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ œb
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .









œ œ œ .œ# .œn Jœ œb
œ œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ œ Jœ ‰ ‰
œ œ œ .œb .œ Jœ œb
Œ . .œ .œ jœ œ
œ œb
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ















œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ œb
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œb - œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Œ . .œ .œ jœ œ







































26 .œ .œb .œ .œ
.œ .œb .œ .œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
Ó . Œ . œ- œ œ
.œ .œb .œ .œ
.œ .œ .œ .œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
.wb -
œ œb
œ œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ
œb œ œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
‰ Œ . Ó .
26
œ œb
œ œ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ œb
œ œ ‰ Œ . Ó .









"Zusammen mit meinem Ko-Piloten Jürgen Baumann und der gesamten Besatzung 
möchten wir Ihren Aufenthalt hier an Bord so angenehm wie möglich gestalten. 










œb œ œ .œ .œ Jœ œ
œb œ œ .œ .œ Jœ œ
œ# œ# œ .œn .œb jœ œb
œb œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ
œ- œ œ
œb œ œ .œ .œ Jœ œ
œb œ œ .œ .œ Jœ œ
œ# œ# œ .œ# .œ jœ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œb .œb jœ œ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ# - œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œb .œb jœ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ .œb .œb Jœ œ
p
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
.œ .œb .œ .œ
œ œb - œb œb œ œb - œ œ œ œ- œ œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
.œ# .œ .œ .œ
.œ# .œ# .œ .œ
.wN -
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ















œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ














œ# œ# œ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
œ# œ# œ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
œ œb œ .œb .œ Jœ œ
œ œb - œ œb œb œb - œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# œ# œ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
œ# œ# œ .œn .œb Jœ œb
œ# œ œ .œ# .œ jœ œ
.w
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ















œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ









































30 .˙# .œ .œ
.˙# .œ .œ
.˙N .œ .œ




jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ










œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ Ó .
œ- œb
œb œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ Ó .
œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
















.œ# .œ .œ# Jœ œ# >
.œ# .œ .œ# Jœ œ# >
.˙b .œ Jœ œ>
œ œ# œ œ œ ‰ Ó .
.˙# .œ Jœ œ>
.˙ .œb Jœ œ>
.˙b .œ Jœ œb >
?
œ# - œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Œ . .œ .œ . 


















œœœbbb Jœœœ ...œœœ ...œœœ ..œœbb
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb -
≥ jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
≥ jœ jœ ‰ ‰









.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰




œœœ Jœœœ ...œœœ ...œœœ ..œœbb
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ œb . œ.












Œ . .‚> .·
Tsss...
Œ . .‚> .·
Tsss...
Œ . .‚> .·
Tsss...
Œ . .‚> .·
Tsss...
Œ . .‚> .·
Tsss...






œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Ó . œb œb œ œ œ œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ ‰















































J‚ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
J‚ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
Œ . .œ .œ jœ œ
Œ . .œ# .œ jœ œ
Œ . .œ# .œ Jœ œ







œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ œb . œ.
















œb > œ œ .œ
œ# œ# œ jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ jœ ‰ ‰




œb jœ œ œb œ œ jœ œ œ œ
œb jœ œ œb œ œ jœ œ œ œ
œb Jœ œ œb œ œ Jœ œ œ œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ ‰












.œ œ œb .œb .œ œ œ œ
2
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ# - œ œ jœ- ‰ ‰
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ jœ# - ‰ ‰ œ- œ œ
œ œb œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œb œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ jœ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ jœ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
œb œb œb œ œb œ œb œ
2 2 2
2
œb œb œb œ œb œ œb œ
2 2 2
2
œb œb œb œ œb œ œb œ
2 2 2 2
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ œb . œ.









œb > œ œ .œ œ Jœb .œ
œ# œ# œ jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ jœ ‰ ‰
Jœ# ‰ ‰ œ# œ œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ




œb Jœ œ œb œ œb Jœ œ œ œ
œb Jœ œ œb œ œb Jœ œ œ œ
œb Jœ œ œb œ œb Jœ œ œ œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ ‰










































39 .˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ# - œ œ jœ- ‰ ‰
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ jœ# - ‰ ‰ œ- œ œ
œ œb œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œb œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ jœ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ jœ œ#
Jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
39
œb œb œb œ œb œ œn œ2
2
2 2
œb œb œb œ œb œ œn œ2
2
2 2
œb œb œb œ œb œ œn œ
2 2 2 2
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ-
jœ jœ ‰ œb . œ.










œb œ œb œb .œb
œ# œ# œ jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ jœ ‰ ‰
Jœ# ‰ ‰ œ# œ œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œb œ ‰ Ó .




.œb œ œb œb œb œ .œ œ œ œ œ œ
.œb œ œb œb œb œ .œ œ œ œ œ œ
.œb .œ .œ .œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ- jœ .œ












œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ# - œ œ jœ- ‰ ‰
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ jœ# - ‰ ‰ œ- œ œ
œ œb œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œb œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ jœ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ .œ .œ Jœ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ .œ# .œ Jœ œ
œb œb œ œb œ œ œb œ œ œb œ œ
œb œb œ œb œ œ œb œ œ œb œ œ
.œb .œb .œb .œb
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ- jœ .œ









œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ
œb œN œ jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ jœ ‰ ‰
Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ
œb œb œ œN œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb œb œN œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
.-̇ œ œ. œ. œ.
2 2
.˙b - œ œ. œ. œ.
2 2
.˙N - œ œ. œ. œ.
2 2
.œb œ œ œ œb œ .œb œ œ œ œ œ
.œb œ œ œ œb œ .œb œ œ œ œ œ
.œb .œ .œb .œ
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ- jœ .œ
















































43 œb œb œ œb œ œ .œb Jœ ‰ ‰
œb œ œ œ œ œ œ- œb œ œ- œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ- œb œ œ- œ œ
œ œ œ œb œb œ œ œ ‰ Œ .
œb œ œb œb œb œ œ œ ‰ Œ .
œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ.
2
œb . œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ.
2
œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ. œ.
2
43 œb œb œb œ œ- œ- œn - œ-
2 2 2 2
œb œb œb œ œ- œ- œn - œ-
2 2 2 2
œb œb œb œ œ- œ- œn - œ-
2 2 2 2
œb - jœ jœ ‰ jœb . œ- jœ .œ




.œ# .œ .œ œ œ# œ
jœN ‰ ‰ Œ . ‰ œ# œ œ# œ .œ>
JœN ‰ ‰ Œ . ‰ œ# œ œ œ# .œ# >
Ó . ‰ œb œ œb œb .œn >




.œ# .œ .œ œ œ# œ
.œ# .œ .œ œ œ# œ
.œ# .œ .œ# .œ
œ- jœ jœ ‰ jœ. œ- jœ .œ




















.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰




.œ# .œ œ œ œ# œ
2 2
.œ# .œ œ œ œ# œ
2 2
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.œ- Jœ œ- œ Jœ- .œ
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.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.>̇æ .œæ Jœ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Tsss...
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Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . .˙N
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . .˙b
π F
π F
mature voice, full vibrato:
Ó . œb œ .œ2
Why did IœN œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
.˙ .œ Jœ ‰ ‰





œ œb .œ œ œ œ œ jœ
2
think this was a good iœ- œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
œ œb .œ Ó .2
de a,œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Ó . œb œ œb œ œ œ
Œ . œb jœ .œ Œ .
Dor o thy?œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
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Vi sit ing a
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œb œ œb œ œ œ Ó .
œN jœ# jœ œ# .œ. jœ. ‰ ‰
Na zi doc tor—
œN - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
F
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Œ . ‰ ‰ jœ œ# œ# œN .œ
I must have lost
œN œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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Ó . œ œb œ œb œ œ
Ó . œ œ .œ
2
E va,
œ œ .œb .˙2
my mind!
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2
what's wrong?
Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
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Ó . Œ . œ œb œb
Œ . .œ# œ œ# œ .œ
It's no thing,
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jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .
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.˙# > .œ Jœ ‰ ‰
.>̇æ .œæ Jœ ‰ ‰
Shhh...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Shhh...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
Shhh...
.·> .‚ J‚ ‰ ‰
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It's nor mal
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to
























œ Jœ Jœ œ .˙#
be a fraid.
Ó . Œ . .œ
I'mœ œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ ‰ Œ . Ó .





Œ . œb œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ
.˙ Jœ ‰ ‰ Œ .
œ jœ jœ œ .˙#
not a fraid.œ- œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ# - œ œ œ# - œ œ
p
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œb œb œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Œ . .œ# .˙
You have
.œ jœ ‰ ‰ Ó .
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Œ . .œ- .œ .œ
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œ Jœ# Jœ œ .˙
n't been back
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f
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Jœ ‰ ‰ .œ œb Jœb Jœ œ.
to Eur opesince—
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œ œb œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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a fraid.
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Ó œ œ œ œ œb œn œb
Ó œ œb œ œb œb œn œb
Ó œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
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œ œ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œn œb œ œ œb œn
œ Œ Ó
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
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œ Œ Ó




jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
œ# œ# œ# œ# œn œb œ œ œn œ œ# œ œ œ œb œ
œ# œ œ# œ œn œb œ œ œn œ œ# œ œ œ œb œb
Œ œ
> ˙
Œ œb > ˙
Œ œb > ˙
Œ œ> ˙
Ó ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
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œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
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œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
The Auschwitz selection platform setting from Act I, Scene 1 unfolds in Eva's perception. 
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œ. Œ Ó
Rechts.
œ# . Œ Ó
Rechts.
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sign is on.
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œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
F firmly
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œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
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I'm
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- - - -
- - - -























Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
126
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
Ó >̇æ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ




œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
Œ œ ˙#
You're shak
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ Œ
p
f p
Ó œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ
.œ Jœ ˙
ing.
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# Œ Ó
f
Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
Jœ ‰ ‰ Jœb œ œ œ .œ œ
3
I'm go ing to call for
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
p P
- - - -












































Ó ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb Jœ ‰ Ó
help.
‰ jœ œ ˙
No,
131
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ




œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œb Œ Ó
don't!




œb œ œ œ œ
3
Zwil ling e!
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó





Œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ





œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ








Ó œ œ œ œ œb œn œb
Ó œ œb œ œb œb œn œb
Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œ œ œ Ó
3
ling e!
œ œ œ Ó
3
ling e!
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó







œ œ œb œ œb œ œb œb œn œb œ œ œn
œ œ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œN œb œ œ œb œn
Ó >̇æ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ






- - - -
- - - -














































œ# œ# œ# œ# œn œb œ œ œn œ œn œb œ œ œb œ
œ# œ œ# œ œn œb œ œ œn œ œ# œ œ œ œb œb
œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
136
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó






jœ ‰ Œ Ó




Ó ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3





Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó .œ jœ#
œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó





Dr. Mengele arrives, dressed as in Act I.
Eva is transfixed by him in horror. Dorothy
acts politely, as if nothing is unusual.
œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
Œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ
Ó ‰ . R¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
Ent schuld i gung,
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ

















































œb œ œ œ# œ œ œ
Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
Œ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
kann ich Ihn en helf en?
140
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
F
œ œ œ# œn .œb Jœ
Ó >̇æ
Œ ¿ ¿ Œ ¿
Eng lish, please.
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ






œ# œ œ œ œb œn œ œn
œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
Œ ‰ J¿ ¿. Œ
Of course.
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ Œ
p
.œ Jœ œ œ# œ
Ó œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# Œ Ó
Mengele faces and addresses Eva.
f
œ œb œ œ# œn œ œ# œ
Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ Œ
3
Are you al right,
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
- - -
-










































œb œ œb œ œ œ œ œb
Ó ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Œ œb > ˙
You
¿ ¿ Œ Ó
mad am?
145
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ





œ œb œ œb Ó
œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œ œb œ ˙b >
3
are a snake!
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó






Œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ
Œ ‰ . Rœ# > ˙
You
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ





Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œ œb œ# œ œ. œ.
3
took her from me!
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó
œ Œ œ# Œ
f ƒ
x x x x x
Ó >̇æ
¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿ Œ
What has got ten in to you?
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ



















































œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
‰ J¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ J¿
He's just try ing to
150
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó





Ó œ œ œ œ œb œn œb
Ó œ œb œ œb œb œn œb
Ó œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ
¿ Œ Ó
help.
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ









œ œ œb œ œb œ œb œb œn œb œ œ œn
œ œ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œN œb œ œ œb œn
Œ jœ œ Œ jœ œ
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ Ó





œ# œ# œ# œ# œn œb œ œ œn œ œ# œ œ œ œb œ
œ# œ œ# œ œn œb œ œ œn œ œ# œ œ œ œb œb
Ó ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
?
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œn - œ œ œ- œ œ
3 3 3 3
œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ













































154 jœ ‰ Œ ‰
œ œ œ#
3
Jœ ‰ Œ ‰
œ œ œ#
3
Jœ# > ‰ Œ ‰
œ# œ œ
3
Jœ> ‰ Œ ‰
œ œ# œ
3
Œ Œ ‰ œ# œ œ#
3
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
JœN ‰ Œ Œ











Œ ‰ œ# œ œ#3&
œæ  æ  æ  
æ  æ —æ





œæ  æ  æ  
æ  æ —æ






Across the stage, Jaffa reaches for Eva,










































.œ> œ ‰ Jœ
> œæ






.œ> œ ‰ Jœ> œæ




























.œ> œœœ ‰ J
œœœ> œœœ




























partial gliss up and down
ad lib.; wild and raucous!
p
partial gliss up and down
ad lib.; wild and raucous!
p
partial gliss up and down





































































































>̇ ˙b .˙ .˙
>̇ ˙ .˙ .˙
˙b > ˙b .˙ .˙
>̇ ˙b .˙ .˙

























œ ·œ ·œ ·œ œ Œ










































































































Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœb ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó







œb œb œb œb
œ œn œ œ
œb œb œb œb
œn œn œœ
œb œb œb œb
œn œn œ œ






















œb œ Œ œ


































‰ jœ Jœ Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
w
w
œæ  bæ  bæ  æ
œæ  bæ  bæ  æ
œæ  bæ  bæ  æ
œb œ œ Œ











œ œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> Œ
œb . œ
. œN . Œ œ̆







œb œ œN Œ œ







œæ œæ œ œ œ
> œ œ Œ
Œ œ- œ Œ œb .3






Œ œ œ Œ œb
3






Ó œ# œ œ
3
Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œN . œ. œ. œb . œ. Œ
œN . œ. œ. œb . œ.
Œ
œ     ‰ œ# œ œn
3
don't draw at
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
jœ ‰ Œ Ó B
œN œ œ œb œ Œ








- - - - - - - -














































œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> œ œ œ œ>æ









œb œ Œ œ œN > Œ
œb œ Œ œ œN > Œ
f
˙# Jœ ‰ Œ
Ó Œ .œ. œ.
œæ œ
> œ œ œæ œ
> œ œ
œ. Œ œb fl Œ
œ. Œ œb fl
Œ
.œ# Jœ. œ. Œ
to your self!
Ó Œ .œ. œ.
Come with
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ œb Œ







˙# ‰ Jœ œ
œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> œ œ>æ
œb . œ. œN
. œ̆ Œ
œb . œ. œN . œfl
Œ
˙# ‰ Jœ œ
me— you need
œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œ œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œN œ Œ




œ œ œn ˙b œ
3 3
œ Œ œ> œ œ Œ




œ œ œn œb . œ. œ.
3 3
to be dis in fect
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ Œ œ




Œ ‰ jœ# ˙
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ jœ Jœ Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb . œ
. œ. Œ
œb . œ. œ.
Œ
Œ ‰ jœ# ˙
I need
œb . Œ Ó
ed.
œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œ Œ




œ œ# œ# œ œ ˙
3
œ œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> Œ
œb . œ
. œN . Œ œ̆
œb . œ. œN .
Œ œfl
œ œ# œ# œ œ ˙
3
to stay with my girls.
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œN Œ œ






















































œæ œæ œ œ œ
> œ œ Œ
Œ œ- œ Œ œb .3
Œ œ- œ Œ œb .
3
˙ Jœ ‰ Œ
170
œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
Œ œ œ Œ œb
3
Œ œ œ Œ œb
3
Dorothy and Mengele show no recognition







aleatoric key clicks; white noise (increase speed with dynamic)
aleatoric key clicks; white noise (increase speed with dynamic)







Œ ‰ œ œ œ œœ œ œ œ œ
œN . œ. œ. œb . œ. Œ
œN . œ. œ. œb . œ.
Œ
Ó Œ ‰ ¿ ¿
Do you
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œN œ œ œb œ Œ







œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> œ œ œ œ>æ






.¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ Ó
need a doc tor?
Ó ˙
No,
œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ Œ œ œN > Œ











œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> œ œ>æ
œ Œ œb Œ
œ Œ œb
Œ
œ jœ ‰ Œ œ. œ.
no more
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ Œ œb Œ










œ Œ œ> œ œ Œ
œb œ œN œ Œ
œb œ œN œ
Œ
>̇ .œ œ œ
doc tors.
œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œN œ Œ





Ó Œ œ œb
3
‰ jœ Jœ Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ




Ó Œ œ. œb .
3
You'll see
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ Œ œ






















































œ ˙ jœ ‰ Œ
3
œ œ jœ œ> ‰ jœ Jœ> Œ







œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œ Œ





Œ œ# .œ Jœ
¿æ
œæ œæ œ œ œ
> œ œ Œ
œb œ œN Œ œ
œb œ œN
Œ œ
Œ œ# .œ jœ
You'll see them
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb œ œN Œ œ








Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Œ œ œ Œ œb
3




œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œ- œb œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
œb - œN œ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
3 3 3 3
Œ œ œ Œ œb
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Dorothy and Mengele freeze mid-gesture.
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Time resumes normally. The specter
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I'm sor ry,
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Interlude: "Whether to Forgive?"
q = 40 Contemplative, Searching
q = 40 Contemplative, Searching
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Eva ponders Münch's words as he exits.
Transition to Eva's kitchen in Terra Haute.
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q = 60 A Little Faster
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A Na zi doc tor with night mares!
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It does n't sur prise me.
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greed to meet him.
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We sur vived it, es caped Men ge le.
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blend seamlessly with A. Sx.
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Why should we care a bout the com fort of
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bubbling, pulsing airflow; do not tongue!
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Senza Misura ( q = ~ 104 )
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I, Eva Mozes Kor, in my name only,
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˙b jœ ‰ Œ
˙ jœ ‰ Œ
˙b Jœ ‰ Œ
Ó œb œ œ
We car















œ Jœ ‰ Ó
œ jœ ‰ Ó
œ jœ ‰ Ó
œ jœ ‰ Ó
œ Jœ ‰ Ó
Ó ˙̇b
Ó ˙̇b
œb Jœ ‰ Ó
ry






jœœ ‰ Œ Ó
jœœ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó .œ Jœb
its
œb œ œ œb œ œ œ
We car ry its
jœ ‰ Œ .œ Jœb
its
Œ œ .œ Jœb
Œ œ .œ jœ
Œ œ œ œ
Œ œb œ œ















.œ œ œb œ œ œ œb
3
dan ger with us
.œb œb œ œ œ œ œ
3
dan ger with us
.œ œ œb œ œ œ œb
3
dan ger with us
.œ œ œb œ ‰ J
œ œ œb
3















Ó ‰ Jœ œ œ
Ó ‰ Jœ œ œ
Ó ‰ Jœ œ œ










œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ
œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ
œb œ œ œ œn œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ











‰ ‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ
Ó œb œ œ œ œ œ
3
3
Ó œ œ# œ œ œ
5
‰ Jœ œ# œ œ œ
œ# œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
wæ
œœœb œœœ œœœ œœœ œœœ œœœ
œœœb œœœ




.œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ
.œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ
œœb œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ















œ# > œ œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ# œ
3 3 3
œ# > œ œb œn > œ œ# œ> œ# œ
3 3 3
œ œ# œ œ# œ œ# œ#
7œj:3œ














œ# > œ œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ# œ
3 3 3
œ# > œ œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ# œ
3 3 3












































































































Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ










( q = 144 ) Celebratory, Jubilant

















Œ Œ .œ- œb
Œ Œ .œ- œb





Œ Œ .œ- œb












jœ ‰ Œ œ> œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ œ> œ œ





jœ ‰ Œ œ> œ œ














Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ





Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ








Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ




Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ







Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ




‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb œ
‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb œ







‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb œ
‰ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ
> œb œ
Œ .œ- œ Jœ ‰
Œ .œ- œ Jœ ‰







Œ .œ- œ Jœ ‰
Œ .œ- œ jœ ‰
Œ .œb - œ œ œ œ œ
Œ .œb - œ œ œ œ œ







Œ .œb - œ œ œ œ œ
Œ .œb - œ œ œ œ œ

































154œ- œ œ œ- œ œ œ. œ.
œ- œ œ œ- œ œ œ. œ.




œ- œ œ œ- œ œ œ. œ.





œ. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œb œ œ
œ. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œb œ œ







œ. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œb œ œ
œ. œ. œ
. œ̆ œ œb œ œ
Jœ ‰ .œ- œ œ œ œ œ
Jœ ‰ .œ- œ œ œ œ œ







Jœ ‰ .œ- œ œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
œ œb œ œ> œ œ œ. œ.
œ œb œ œ> œ œ œ. œ.
Œ
œ œ# œ# œ> œ-
2
œ# œ œ œ> œ œ œ. œ.





Œ ‰ Jœæ œæ




Œ ‰ j‚œb æ ‚œæ




















(breath accent; do not re-tongue)
ƒ
(breath accent; do not re-tongue)
ƒ
œ. œ. œ. œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ. œ. œ. œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ. œ. œ. œ# œ œ œ œ# œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
.æ̇











Jœ ‰ .œ- œ Jœ ‰
Jœ ‰ .œ- œ Jœ ‰
.œ jœ œ
Jœ ‰ .œ# - œ Jœ ‰
.œ jœ œ
æ̇ Jœ ‰



















Œ Œ .œ- œb
Œ Œ .œ- œb
œ œ œ
















jœ ‰ Œ œ> œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ œ> œ œ
œ> œ- œ- œ-
2
jœ# ‰ Œ œ> œ œ#

















































Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
Œ œ> œ# œ œ- œ œ# œ





Œ œ> œ œ œ
- œb œ œ
...˙̇̇
162
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆









Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ œ- œ# œ œ- œ œ#




Jœ ‰ œ- œ œ œ- œ œ
jœœœ
‰ Œ Œ
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. jœ. ‰ œ̆ œ.
jœ ‰ Œ Œ








‰ œ œb œ œ
œ̆ .œ- œ
‰ œ œb œ œ
œ̆ .œ- œ
Œ
œ œ# œ# œ> œ-
2
‰ œ# œ œ œ œ#
˘ .œ- œ#





‰ œ œb œ œ
œ̆ .œ- œ
Œ ‰ jœœœb >
œœœ
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.


















œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ- œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ- œ œ œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ








œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ- œ œ œ
...˙̇̇
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ.
.˙
.˙
Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ̆
Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ̆
.œ jœ œ





Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ̆
...œœœ
jœœœ œœœ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. .œ- œ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. .œ- œ













. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œ
‰ Jœ
. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œ
œ œ œ
‰ Jœ. œ









. œ. œ. œ̆ œ œ
œœœ œœœ œœœ
Jœ. ‰ œ> œ œb œ> œ œ
Jœ. ‰ œ> œ œb œ> œ œ








































168œ œb œ œ œ. œ. .œ- œ
œ œb œ œ œ. œ. .œ- œ
œ> œ- œ- œ-
2
œ œ œ# œ œ. œ. .œ- œ#











œ œb œ œ œ. œ. .œ- œ
...˙̇̇b
168
‰ œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ œ œ œ
‰ œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ œ œ œ











œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ> œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ
> œ œ œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ> œ# œ œ
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ̆ œ̆ œ̆ œ̆
2
œb ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ̆
2
œb ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ̆
2




‰ œb - œ œ œ- œ œ
J
œb ˘
‰ œb - œ œ œ- œ œ






œ œ> œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb
œ œ> œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
œ œ> œ œ# œ œ œ# œ œ> œ




œ œ> œb œ œ œ œ œ œ> œb
jœœœ
‰ Œ Œ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œb ˘
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œb ˘
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ Jœb ˘
jœ ‰ Œ Œ









œ œ œ œ .œ- œ jœ# ‰




œ# œ œ œ# .œ- œ jœb ‰





œ œ œ œ .œ- œ jœ# ‰
..œœ
jœœ œœ œ
œ. œb . Jœ
.
‰ œ- œ œ# œ
œ. œb . Jœ
.
‰ œ- œ œ# œ
œ. œb . Jœ. ‰ œ- œ œ# œ
.œ jœ œ œ















.œ- œ Jœ# ‰
œb > œ œ œ
.œ- œ Jœ# ‰




.œ# - œ jœ# ‰ œ> œ# œ œ





.œ- œ Jœ# ‰











œ- œ œ œ J
œb .
‰
Jœ. ‰ œ- œ œ œ Jœb
. ‰
œ œ jœ ‰














> œ œ œ> œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ#
> œ œ œ> œ œ
œ œb œ œ# > œ- œ- œ-
2
Jœ# ‰ œ#
> œ# œ# œ> œ œ
œ œb œ œ> œ- œ- œ-
2
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ
.˙
Jœ ‰ œ#
> œ œ œ> œ œ
..˙̇










œ# - œ œ œ# Jœ. ‰ .œ
- œ
œ œb œ .>̇











































œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
> œ# œ#
œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
> œ# œ#
.œ jœ œ
œ# - œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ#
> œ# œ#
.œ Jœ œ





















œ- œ œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
> œ œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
> œ œ# œ
œ œ œ œ#
œ# - œ# œ# œ œ# œ# œ# œ#
> œ# œ# œ
œ œ œ œ
&
œ- œ œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
> œ œ# œ










. jœ. ‰ œ̆ œ.
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
.œ jœ œ œ#
œ# ˘ œ# . œ. œ. ‰ Jœ̆









œ. œ. Œ Œ
œ. œ. Œ Œ
œ. œ. Œ Œ
.œ jœ œ œ















œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ œ œ œ#
œ# . œ# . Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.





œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œœœ œœœ œœœ œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
œ œ œ œ









œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
.œ jœ œ œ#
œ# . œ# . ‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ
.









Jœ# . ‰ Œ
œ> œ œ#
Jœ# . ‰ Œ
œ> œ œ#
jœ# . ‰ Œ œ
> œ œ#
.œ jœ œ œ
.œ jœ œ œ
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ œ œ œ#
œ̆ œ# . ‰ Jœ#
˘ œ. œ.





œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œœœ œœœ œœœ œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ

































180 œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
Œ œ# > œ-
2












180Jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
Jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
Œ ‰ œ# œ œ# jœ> œ










œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ# . œ# . œ̆ œ. œ# . œ.






œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
...˙̇̇
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ̆
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ̆







œ̆ œ. œ. .œ- œ
‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ. .œ- œ
.œ# jœ œ œ
‰ Jœ#
˘ œ# . œ. .œ- œ






œ̆ œ. œ. .œ- œ
...œœœ
jœœœ œœœ œœ
Œ .œ- œ# Jœ# . ‰
Œ .œ- œ# Jœ# . ‰
Œ .œ- œ# jœ# . ‰
.œ jœ œ œ










> œ œ œ> œ œ
Jœ# ‰ œ
> œ œ œ> œ œ
œ# œ œ œ









> œ œ œ> œ œ
œœœ œœœ œœœ œœ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ#
> œ œ
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ#
> œ œ
.œ jœ œ œ
‰ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# > œ œ#




Œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ




œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ Jœ̆
.œ jœ œ œ



















œ œ œ œ
‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# Jœ#
˘
‰







‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ>




œœœ# œœœ œœœ œœ
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. jœ. ‰ œ̆ œ.
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
p f


































Œ œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ
.œ jœ œ œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ# œ> œ œ
.œ# Jœ œ œ
œ# fl œfl œ# fl œ# fl
2
œ# fl œfl œfl œ# fl
2
œ# fl œfl œfl œ# fl
2
Œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ
...œœœ#
jœœœ œœœ œœ
186œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ.
.œ jœ œ œ
.œ jœ œ œ
œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
œ# œ# œ
œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
œ# œ# œ
œ œ œ œ
œ# - œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ#
œ# œ# œ#







‰ œ œ æ̇
œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
œ# œ# œ
œœœ# œœœ œœœ œœ
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ.
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
p
Jœ> ‰ .œ- œ Jœ# ‰
Jœ> ‰ .œ- œ Jœ# ‰
.œ# jœ œ œ
Jœ# > ‰ .œ- œ# Jœ# ‰




œ> œ œ œ œ ‰ Jœ
Jœ> ‰ .œ- œ Jœ# ‰
..œœ
jœœ œœ œ








œ̆ œ. œ# . œ
. ‰ Jœ̆
.œ jœ œ œ






.œ# - œ# Jœ ‰ .œ- œ
.œ# - œ# Jœ ‰ .œ- œ
œ# œ œ œ
.œ# - œ# Jœ# ‰ .œ- œ
œ œ œ œ




œ ‰ œ# ˘ œ# ˘
2
œ ‰ œ# ˘ œ# ˘
2
œ> œ œ œ œ œæ
.œ# - œ# Jœ ‰ .œ- œ
œœ œœ œœ œ
œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ# . œ
.
œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ# . œ
.
œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ# . œ
.
œ œ œ œ





Jœ# ‰ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
Jœ# ‰ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
jœ# ‰ œ# > œ œ œ> œ œ
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆
2
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆
2
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆
2
œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
Jœ# ‰ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ. .œ
- œ
‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ. .œ
- œ
‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ. .œ
- œ
Œ œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ
Œ œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ
œ# œ œ# œ# > œ- œ- œ-
2
Œ œ> œ# œ# œ> œ œ








Œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ




‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
J
œ# .
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
Jœ# . ‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ# œ œ# .>̇






































‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ œ# œ
‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ œ# œ
.œ# jœ œ œ#
‰ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ# œ# œ




Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ œ# œ
..œœ## jœœ œœ œ#
192 Jœ ‰ Œ .œ
- œ#
Jœ ‰ Œ .œ
- œ#
Jœ ‰ Œ .œ- œ#
.œ# jœ œ œ














œ œ# œ œ œ# ‰ Jœ
œ œ# œ œ œ# ‰ Jœ
œ# œ œ œ#
œ œ# œ# œ# œ# ‰ Jœ
œ# œ œ œ#
œ ‰ œfl œfl
2
œ ‰ œ̆ œ̆
2
œ ‰ œ̆ œ̆
2
œ œ œ œ œ ‰ Jœ
œ œ# œ œ œ# ‰ Jœ
œœ## œœ œœ œ#
Jœ. ‰ ‰ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
Jœ. ‰ ‰ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
Jœ. ‰ ‰ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ# œ œ œ







œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ ‰
œ œ
œ> œ œ# œ> œ œ ‰
œ œ
œ# > œ# œ# œ> œ œ ‰ œ# œ
œ# fl œfl œfl œ# fl
2
œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ# ˘
2
œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ# ˘
2
œ> œ œ œ> œ œ Œ









.œ# - œ# œ




œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ#
œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ#
œ# œ œ# œ> œ- œ- œ-
2
œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ#







‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ









‰ œ# œ# œ
œ Jœ ‰ œ# œ# œ
œ# œ œ# .>̇








































œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
> œ# œ#
œ- œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
> œ# œ#
.œ jœ œ œ#
œ# - œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ#
> œ# œ#
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œ- œ œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
> œ œ# œ
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> œ œ# œ
œ œ œ œ#
œ# - œ# œ# œ œ# œ# œ# œ#
> œ# œ# œ
œ œ œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ
jœ œ> œ œ œ jœ œ> œ œ œ
œ- œ œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
> œ œ# œ
œœ œœ œœ œ
œ œ# œ# œ œ> œ# œ .œ- œ
œ œ# œ# œ œ> œ# œ .œ- œ
œ œ# œ# œ œ> œ# œ .œ- œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
.œ jœ œ œ#
œ# ˘ œ# . œ. œ. ‰ Jœ̆




jœ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ


















Jœ# . ‰ .œ
- œ Jœ. ‰
.œ jœ œ œ













œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ œ œ œ#
œ# . œ# . Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.




œ> œ œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œœ œœ œœ œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
Œ Œ .œ- œ
œ œ œ œ




œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
.œ jœ œ œ#
œ# . œ# . ‰ Jœ̆ œ. œ
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œ>+ œ œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ œ>o œ œ








jœ# ‰ Œ œ
> œ œ#
.œ jœ œ œ
.œ jœ œ œ
Hi-hat
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ œ œ œ#
œ̆ œ# . ‰ Jœ#
˘ œ. œ.




‰ jœ œ œ> œ œ
œ̆ œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œœ œœ œœ œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
Œ œ# > œ# œ
œ- œ œ# œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
Toms
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œ̆ œ# . œ# . œ. ‰ Jœ#
˘







œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
Œ ‰ jœœœ# >
œœœ
202Jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
Jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
jœ. ‰ œ# - œ# œ œ- œ œ
Œ ‰ œ# œ œ# jœ> œ










œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
œ- œ- œ- œ-
2
œ# . œ# . œ̆ œ. œ# . œ.







œ. œ. œ̆ œ. œ. œ.
...˙̇̇
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ̆
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
œ̆







œ̆ œ. œ. .œ#
- œ
‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ. .œ#
- œ
.œ# jœ œ œ
‰ Jœ#
˘ œ# . œ. .œ#
- œ












Œ .œ- œ# Jœ# . ‰
Œ .œ- œ# Jœ# . ‰
Œ .œ- œ# jœ# . ‰
.œ jœ œ œ










> œ œ# œ> œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ
> œ œ# œ> œ œ
œ# œ œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ
> œ# œ# œ> œ œ





Œ œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
Jœ ‰ œ
> œ œ# œ> œ œ
œœœ œœœ œœœ œ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
f
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ#
> œ œ
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ#
> œ œ
.œ# jœ œ
‰ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# > œ œ#
.œ Jœ œ
œfl œ# fl œ# fl œfl
2
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆
2
œfl œ# fl œfl œfl
2
jœ œ œ œ œ
2
‰ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ#
> œ œ
..œœ jœœ œœ
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ̆ œ. œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆

















> œ œ# œ> œ œ
Œ œ
> œ œ# œ> œ œ
˙ œ
Œ œ









œ> œ œ œ> œ œ
Œ œ
> œ œ# œ> œ œ
˙̇ œœ
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.
œ. œ. Jœ. ‰
œ̆ œ.










































‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
> œ œ#
‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
> œ œ#
.œ# jœ œ
‰ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ
> œ# œ#
.œ# jœ œ
œfl œfl œ# fl œ# fl
2
œ̆ œ̆ œ# ˘ œ̆
2
œfl œfl œ# fl œfl
2
jœ œ œ jœ œ œ
2
‰ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ
> œ œ#
..œœ## jœœ œœ
208 œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.
œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆ œ. œ.








Œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ œ
Œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ œ
œ# œ œ
Œ œ> œb œb œ> œ œ
œ# œ œ œ
œ# œfl œ# fl
2
œ# œ̆ œ# ˘
2
œ# œfl œ# fl
2
œœ> œ
> œ œ œ> œ œ
Œ œ# > œ œ# œ> œ œ
œœ## œœ œœ œœ
œ# ˘ œ# . œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ# ˘ œ# . œ. œ. ‰ J
œ̆
œ# ˘ œ# . œ. œ. ‰ Jœ̆
œ# œ œ œ






œ- œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ œ œ
œ- œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ œ œ
.œ# - jœ# - œ
œN - œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
œ# fl œfl œfl œ# fl
2
œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ# ˘
2
œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆ œ# ˘
2
.>̇æ
œ- œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ œ œ
...œœœ-
jœœœ## - œœœ
œ. œ. œ. œ̆ ‰ œ œ#
œ. œ. œ. œ̆ ‰ œ œ#
œ. œ. œ. œ̆ ‰ œ œ#
.œ- jœ- œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
ƒ
œ# œ œ- œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ
œ# œ œ- œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ- œ œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆
2
œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆
2
œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆
2
œæ Jœ ‰ Œ
œ# œ œ- œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ- œ œ
...œœœ# -
jœœœ## - œœœ
œ- œ œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ#
œ- œ œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ#
œ- œ œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ#
.œ# - jœ- œ
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2
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2
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ# ˘ œ̆
2
œœ œœ œœ œœ
2
œ œ# œ# œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ œ# œ-
...œœœ-
jœœœ## - œœœ
œ- œ# œ œ œ# - œ# œ- œ œ- œ œ- œ
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.œ- jœ- œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
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œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- jœ# - œ
œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ œ
.œ- Jœ- œ
œfl œ# fl œ# fl œfl
2
œ̆ œ# ˘ œ̆ œ̆
2
œfl œ# fl œfl œfl
2
œœ œ œ œ œ œ œ
2
œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ œ- œ œ œ œ œ
...œœœ# -
jœœœ# - œœœ
œ- œ# œ- œ œ> œ œ# œ# œ> œ œ œ
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.œ# - jœ# - œ
.œ- Jœ- œ
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Jœ# > ‰Œ œ
- œ œ œ#
Jœ# > ‰Œ œ
- œ œ œ#
.œ- jœ œ œ
Jœ# > ‰Œ œ- œ œ# œ#
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‰œ> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
Jœ#
>
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.œ# - jœ œ œ
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œ# - œ œ œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ
œœ## - œœ œœ œœ
œ> œ œ œ œ# > œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
œ> œ œ œ œ# > œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
œ> œ œ œ œ# > œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
œ# - œ œ œ
œ# - œ œ œ
œ- œ œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ
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.œ# - jœ œ œ#
œ- œ# œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ
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jœœ œœ œœ
œ> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
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œ> œ œ œ œ
> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
.œ# - jœ œ œ
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œ- œ œ œ#
œ- œ# œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ





œ- œ œ# œ# œ- œ œ œ œ- œ œ œ
œœ- œœ œœ
œœ#
œ# > œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
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œ# > œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ
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‰ œ- œ# œ# œ œ- œ# œ
- œ œ# . œ# .
œ# - œ œ# œœ- œ# œ œ# œ œ# - œ œ œ# - œ œ#
5 6
œ# ¯ œ̄ œ# ¯ œ̄ œ> œ# .
œ# - œ# œ# - œ# œ- œ# œ#
- œ# œ#
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œ̄ œ̄ œ# ¯ œ̄ œ# > œ.
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q = 72 Grandiose, Climactic
q = 72 Grandiose, Climactic



















( q = e )















Chimes œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ
















.œ jœ .œ Jœ
we will keep the
.œ jœ .œ# Jœ
we will keep the
.œ Jœ# .œ Jœ





œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ
























3 3 3 3
œ .œ œ# ˙
dark ness at bay.
œ# œ .œ œ# ˙
dark ness at bay.
œ œ# .œ œ ˙














































Œ ‰ œ# œ œ# - œ œ# œ- œ œ# œ
- œ# œ. œ. œ# - œ œ# .
6 7




Ó œ- œ# œ# - œ# œ
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5
Œ œ# - œ# œ# œ- œ# œ# œ# œ#
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œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ









































Jœ# > ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ# > ‰ Œ Ó
œ- .œ œ œ
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Jœ ‰
œ .œ œ# œ- Jœ ‰
œ .œ œ œ- Jœ ‰
œ- .œ œ œ
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Jœ ‰
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œ- .œ œ# œä J
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œ# - .œ œ œ
ä Jœ ‰
œ- .œ œ œ jœ ‰
œ# - .œ œ œ jœ ‰
œ- .œ œ œ Jœ ‰








œ# - .œ œ œä Jœ ‰
œ- .œ œ œä Jœ ‰
œ- .œ œ œä J
œ
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œ- .œ œ œ# â
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œ Jœ ‰ œ# œ
we will
œ Jœ ‰ œ œ#
we will
œ Jœ ‰ œ œ#
we will
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œ œ œ# œ# .œ œ œ œ
œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ#
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Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
jœ ‰ Œ Ó
jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
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œ œ œ# œ# .œ œ œ œ
forge an
.œ jœ# œ œ œ# œ3
forge an
œ œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
forge an
œ# œ# œ œ œ œ#
œ œ œ# œ œ# œ
˙ ˙#
jœ ‰ Œ Ó














œ œ# œ# œ œ -̇
Œ œ œ .œ œ
œ# œ# ˙n -
œ# œ# œ œ# ˙# -
Œ œ œ .œ œ
Œ œ# œ .œ œ
Œ œ œ .œ œ
Œ œ œ .œ œ
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œ œ# œ# œ œ ˙
oth er sun
œ œ# œ œ ˙N
oth er sun













Œ œ œ< œ< œN < œ<





























































Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
œ .œ œ œ Jœ ‰
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
œ .œ œ œ Jœ ‰
œ .œ œ œ Jœ ‰
œ .œ œ œ jœ ‰
œ .œ œ œ Jœ ‰





















œ œ œ Jœ ‰
lit
˙N œ Jœ ‰
lit















œ> œ œ# > œ œä œä œä œ> Jœ ‰
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‰ . Rœ œ œ# œ œ# œ œ#
- œ œ œ# - œ œ# œ- œ œ# . œ. œ# - œ œ# .
5 6 7
‰ œ# - œ œ# œ- œ œ# œ- œ# œ. œ# . œ- œ œ#
. œ. œ# - œ œ.
5 6
‰ jœ- œ# œ œ# - œ œ




‰ œ# - œ# œ œ# - œ œ#






œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ œœ> œ œ œ







































œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ.
3 6
œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ- œœ.
3 6




I and II open
































Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó




œ œ œ# œ œ
œ œ œ œ

œ ˙
Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó
Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó













œœ̆ ‰ Œ Ó

Ï
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